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Soundscape Studies and Methods
- An Introduction
Helmi Jiirviluoma and Gregg Wagstaff

T

he first woman cosmonaut, Valenrina Tereshkova, has given an interesting ac-

of her perceptual experiences in space: looking OUt, deep space was incredibly dark and thousands of stars sho ne brightly; earthwards, Africa glowed yellow
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and green, and the continent of Australia was framed by a beautiful o pal sea. Despite this fabulous visual landscape, it was the sOllllds of home that Tereshkova
missed: the further she u3\·dcd from earth. Ihe morc she longed for Ihe sounds of
nam re, especially those of rain. (Kinn unen 2002) She did n Ot go as fiH as the
space-station dweller in Tarkovski's movie So/aris who, similarly deprived of such
sounds, PUt silk paper in front of the ventilator in order to imitate the wind (ibid.).
Such everyday sounds are dearly important. For Tereshkova. it was o nly when
she was unable to experience the sounds of her home-place, that she came (0 appreciate their value and significance. Soundscapes are mfflllillgfid. Meanings are
established and conditioned in the meetings between everyday sou nds and their
listeners. People (like many other sp«ies) use sound (0 communicate and orientatC themselves and as they move through and inhabit variouserlviron mems. Sounds
inform our aesthetic sensibility and also our individual and cultural identities. The
nature and qual ity of our sonic envi ron ment is crucial for the wellbei ng of human
(and othcr) bei ngs. If we scck (0 posirively affect our soundscapes - (0 encourage
all of the above - then we must stud y and understand the manifold ways in which
it behaves and how it is acced upon. Moreover, we must also understand how
people relate to their sonic environment and what meanings and values they ascri be to it.
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The majority of publications on sound have tended to focus on acoustics and
noise, ignoring the ways in which sounds ~ function positively in the environment~
(Truax 1984 , xviii), The last few years, however, have witnessed some promising
developments in soundscape swdies, and this book is to our knowledge the first

collection to foclls on soundscape research mrrbods. What is common (and perhaps implicit) amongst these contribmions, is the aim to establish a foundat ion
from which fmure changes to [he soundscape can be positively effected. As ediwrs
we wanted

{Q

reflect and encourage the multiplicicy of these approaches. withour

prescribing a single method of enquiry as being tbe model for 'soundscape studies'
(or 'acoustic ecology' for that mauer). Therefore, we have taken a very sim ple yet
practical stance for this collection: the methods of 'soundscape studies' are those
employed by people who consider themselves (Q be 'soundscape researchers'. Inevitably, those we have invited to contribute here are pan of a wider-ranging group of
environmental sound researchers and methodologies curremly being undertaken.
We have endeavored to make explicit the connections between the various authors
of this volume.

It is true, that in a world of scholarly theories and methods, there are always
more conceptual models available for the study and observation - the 'opening up'
- of the material world than rhere is a demand for (Heiskala 2000 , 11 & 1997) .
The models and methods selected at any panicular moment in history, are often
the ones that owe most to political acceptability, timeliness and the ability to produce interesting results. They are tied to time and place, and to some extent depend on the dominant values of the society. The sociologist Risto Heiskala calls
this phenomenon the Darl/JilliJm ofid~as (2000, 12). Heiskala also refe rs to an
aphorism by Stan islaw Jerzy Lee in which he remi nds us that many a person who
has rushed ahead their rime has had to wait for it in a very unpleasant place (ib id.
12, op.cit. Lee 1982, 17).
Could it have been that the concept of 'soundscape studies', as launched by the
Canadian com poser and writer R. Murray Schafer in the late 1960s and 70s, was
ahead of its time? \"'hen we listen to terms like 'soundscape' and 'acoustic ecology'
ftom rhe perspective of a 'Darwinism of ideas' , they seem to be timely concepts:
emerging out of a growing environmental awareness, and Schafer's contact with
Deep Ecology, which was introduced into north America in the late 70s {See Harley
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1998, 136). Indeed, interesti ng results were produced by the participants in the
\f/orld SOlllldscap~ Proj rcr (WSP) which was launched in 1971 at the Sonic Research Studio of the Communications Department, Simon Fraser University, British Columb ia. However, after this initial creative period in mid-70s, which included field trips to fi ve European villages (sec later), there fo llowed a long period
of relative inactivity in sou ndscape srudies. It was not unti l the \'Vorld Fo rum for
A COlllf;C Ecology (WFAE) was founded in Canada in 1993, that the co ncept was
imernationally revitalised. The Forum gOt a very favo rable reception amongst a
broad pool of disciplines and ind ividual scholars within architecture, audio art,
commu nications, education, geography, music, physics, psychology, radio broadcasting, sociology and urban plan ning etc.
T he long lull in the fi eld has led the Italian researcher Alexander M. Lorem
(2000) , amongst others, to d raw pessimisti c conclusions about the methodological
development of acoustic ecology. In addit io n, some people are negative towa rds
the concept of acoustic 'ecology' as they infer it advocates 'pristine', pre-industrial,
and rather nostalgic view of the soundscape. It is Hue that there is a great need
fu rther self- refl ection within the fi eld of acoustic ecology, especially since the co nceprs of greater antiquity within the field ha\'e somewhat hidden ideologies and
values, which need to be unraveled and deconstructed.
Sou ndscape researchers participati ng in the WFAE discussion attach many different meanings to the concept 'ecology' . Noora Vikman has claimed in an earl ier
study I (Vikman 1999), that this is not a suprise, as rhe term ecology has been
problematic throughout its histOry. For exam ple, some people think the co ncept
of 'ecology' is political and provocative, and thus it must not be used. Some people
think that this is the very reason why it if useful: it forces IQ clarify the preconceptions of what people study, and why. When the meanings of being 'ecological' fo r
the representatives of acoustic ecology were studied by Vikman, it appeared that
acoustic ecology is a mera-discourse which should be understood, not as a neutral
field, but as ethically framed and intell igible only in relation to specific cultural
and historical co nditions. (Vikma n ibid. )
Jean-Frans:o is Augoya rd (1999, 11 6) has noticed th at the theory behind many
scientific and tech nical studies on sound is al most always based o n traditional
behaviorism. Augoyard asks therefore: how can we study not only acoustics per se
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(e.g. insubrion techniques and reverberation) but also the qlla/iffllilJ{' properties of
sound, their social and cultural \'alues, and how Ca ll we intelligently organise sonic
life withi n different places? O nc of the ways Augoyard himself has answered the
call, has been to develop a comprehensive soundscape lexicon, clarifying concepts
wh ich can be [hen used in the analysis and future design of sonic environments
(Augoyard and Torgue 1996).
This was also the aim of Barry Truax in producing the Htllldbook for Acoustic
Ecology ( 1978) . Truax's subseq uclH book, Acolfstic Comm/lI/;Ctlf;OIJ (J 984/2000 )
actually does focus on the qualitative study of sounds [hat Augoyard is calling for.
h was an imponant addition 10 the literalU re of acoustic ecology in the 'dry' period
of the 1980s. For Truax, the wisdom of acoustic ecology lies exactly in its attempts
to integrate the listener within the soundscapes (ibid. xv). As he says, "acoustic
communication attempts to understand the interlocking behavior of sound, the
listener, and the environmern as a system of relat io nships, not as isolated entities"
(ibid.).

About methods
When soundscape realities arc transferred in to research m:uerial they are always
mediated in one way or another. Thus, it is nOt enough that soundscape researchers simply collect 'data' and then 'report' it. The fact is, that whether researchers
wam it or not, as soon as they have planned their slUdy, they have the beginnings
of a methodological framework. Therefore, the researcher needs to become conscious of her or his theo retica l background and methods of analysis. Every choice
made at each stage in the research process should be made transparent and o pen to
critical scrutiny. (jarvi[uoma, Moisala & Vilkko, fo rthcoming,)
$ollndscape researchers do not merely report 'f.1CfS' about sounds. T hey ;lIur-

pm signs and actively produce new c/tm that can, in rum, be used to draw further
co nclusions . These ca nnot be heard 'with the naked ear' or seen with 't he naked
eye' . (Cf. Alasuutari 1999, 77) [n research work. observations are always clucs in
the sense that they are always interpreted within a particular theoretical frame of
reference. [n this context, then, a method is cOllSl ituted from (I) all of the practices
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and operations through which the researcher produces his or her observations, and
(ii) from the rules according ro which these observadons are modded and interpreted, in such ways that their meaning as clues can be undersrood. (Ibid. 79-82)
A researcher's self-ref1ective work is a crucial part of the research process: a
researcher is always a part of his or her study. Their academic and personal background, as well as the political and ethical choices they make both in and outside
the field, determines how the study will be conducted. Thus, they also have a great
impact upon the results. This is why, in the following , we have chosen ro openly
chart the various backgrounds and inf1uences upon of our writers. In order ro
derive a preliminarily 'map' we drafted the following questionnaire and sent it ro
the contributors:
I)
2)
3)
4)

How did you first encounter the study of the sonic environment?
Where and when did you first come across the word sOlllldscape?
Did the notion of a soundscape change your work? \'<{hen and in what way?
Who would you say have been your main inf1uences on your soundscapc
work?
From which discipline(s) do they come from? How do you relate these ro
your current work?
5) What affect do you think your personal hisrory or cultural background has
had upon you becoming interested ill soundscape?

Nine out of twelve wtiters, including ourselves, answered the questions. We refer
lhis query by rhe name of the person, whose words we are citing and by mentioning the year (2002) when the query was sent and answered. We will sometimes

IQ

weave short introductions of the articles included in this compilation into the text.

Where do people fetch methods?
A seminal influence upon all of contributors has been the writings of R. Murray
Schafer and the Canad ian World Soundscape Project (WSP). It is necessary therefore IQ open out this part of the map, so that the reader can form a clearer picture
of the connections and inf1uences of Schafer and the WSP upon our editors and
authors.
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From the late \ 96O's, Schafcr wrOlC a number of essenrial rides, from Enr elMI/inK ( 1967), culminadng in Ttmillg oftlu \Vorld ( 1977). During the beginning of
[his period, Schafer also conceived of and directed the World 50u ndscapc ProjcCl
(WSP). Its aim was CO "bring together research on the sciemific, sociological and
aesthetic aspens of the acoustic environ ment" (Schafer, R.Murray cd . 19773). The
first of these empirical field studies rook place in Vancouver (J 973), ho me to the
5imon Fraser University. It was through Schafer's course in A collstic Communica-

tioll at the SFU that the wsr was conceived and still continues today through the
work of Barry Truax and H ildegard Westerkamp amongst mhers.
In 197 5, along with researchers Jean Reed, Bruce Davies, Peter Huse & Howard
Broomfield, Murray Schafer embarked on a series o f European field studies - referred to as the Fivt' ViI/flgf' SOlmdsmpn (FVS). The group wanted to focus on sounds
of villages in fiv e different cultures, to study the quality. levels and rh ythms of
sou nds and their relarion to the life of people in each village. The FVS gtoup
visited Skruv (Sweden), Bissingen (Germany), Cembra (Italy), Lesconil (France)
and Dolla r (Scotland). The criteria for the cho ice of these vi llages included that it
would be off a main road , self-contained and no t contiguous with other settlements, that it would have a few unusual vernacular sounds, and a native speaker
who knew both the regional d ialect and spoke flu ent Engl ish (Schafer ed. 1977a,
1-2), The Canad ian group spent 7- 10 days in each village aiming to, (i) study
local archives for references to sound, (ii) record and measure the intensity of all
village [sound] signals, (iii) make lists of sou nds hea rd throughout the village at
different times of day, (iv) run a Sound Preference Test in the village school (s) in
which ch ildren's most liked and disliked sounds were asked, and to (iv) conduct
interviews with elderly people concerning the past soundscape of the village. (Schafer
ed. 1977a; Schafer ed. 1977b)
The results were later collated and published in Fiw Vil/ftgf' SOlmtiscapf'J (Schafer
ed. 1977a) . Schafer is first to acknowled ge that , "t he study which fo llows is certainly open to criticism on grounds of accuracy and methodology. No doubt
soundscape studi es will have to undergo many refinements before it becomes a
reliable discipline, bu t the discoveries leading to research techniques and methodology will not be made in the laboratories, but only in field studies such as the o ne
described h e re~.

Soundscape Studies and Methods - An Introduc t ion
In the Spring of 2000, [\venty flve years after the WSP visited Europe, the

Acol/Stic Environments in Change (AEC) project, directed by Dr. Helmi Jarviluoma
from the University ofTurku, Finland, re-visited the five European villages (plus a
sixth - Nauvo, situated on a small island in Finland's south-west archipelago). One
of the aims of the AEC project has been to 'reflne' the original methods and concepts employed by the FVS team. (jarviluoma 2002a) The AEC group consisted
of an international and multidisciplinary team of researchers. All but tWO of the
contributors to this book have in some capacity been involved in the AEC project.
Two articles in this collection are from Finnish soundscape researchers Noora
Vikman and Heikki Uimonen, whose material refersexplicidy to their AEC fleldtrips.
Noora Vikman's starting point is inductive ethnography, which she describes as a
two-way learning process. In her essay she explores the problematic issue of communicating the concept of soundscape. What are good qllest;OI/S ;/1 interview s;tllariom?Vikman has introduced something she calls 'visionary questions' as a way of
encouraging people to express their outlooks on the qualities of the environment.
Here she also deals with how these were developed during her research process.
Along the ethnographic ideals of 'reflectiveness' and 'openness', Vikman is also
arguing for a more detailed description of the individual choices made in the fleld,
"the courage to reveal the practical realities". Vikman encourages soundscape researchers to pay more attention to the practical and contextual knowledge, which
toO often remains hidden and unconsidered in the fleld research reports.
H eikki Uimonen observes that so far, toO little anention has been paid to the
faCt that the views and opinions of the local inhabitants differ from those of the
'outside' researchers. Interviewers attempt to capture local opinion but people flnd
it difficult to talk about their everyday, contemporary sonic environment. The
saying in Uimonen's tide "You don't hear anything 'round here! " is often heard by
frustrated researchets, who try to interview residents - so accustomed are they to
the sounds in their surroundings that they no longer pay attention to them.
Uimonen introduces [\'10 methods which have been used within Environmental
Psychology; the semalltic diffirmt;al and cognitive /IIaps, which in proposes could
prove useful for soundscape studies.
Both Uimonen and Vikman encountered soundscape studies in connection
with their ethnomusicology studies in the University ofTampere, Finland, were
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they participated in the field research training and acoustic ecology courses led by
Helm i Jarviluoma. She, in turn, first learned about soundscape studies filtered
through popular music studies in 1987, when [he popular musicologisT Phi]ip
Tagg (see for example Tagg 1994) visited Tampere ethnolTIusicologists and gave a
lecture on sou ndscape and popular music (jarviJuoma 2002). During that time
she was also studying sociology, and was highly involved in ethnomethodology,
musical ethnography and the study of people's everyday actions. This combina\ ion
led to as small soundscape research project on the public spaces of the city of
Tampere (see Jarviluoma & Kurkela 1991; Ju nuila & Honkanen 1991). Before
the AEC-projecr, Finnish ethnomusicologists had also stud ied, amongst orher environmems, soundscapes in cowsheds in a mid-Finnish village (Poysko 1994);
Helsinki libraries (Peltonen/ Po),sko 1998); and the status of radio in an office
soundscape (Uimonen 1999).
The sociologist Ded ev Ipsen was born in Tiro!, Austria, and as a young boy
heard the sound of avalanches during the wintertime, but he very seldom saw
them. This, he says, made him aware of the importance of sounds: in many other
occasions, as well , the "sound comes before the [visual] sign" . (lpsen 2002) In this
collection, Ipsen deals with the urban soundscape. His goal is to deflne the difference of sound and noise form a pragmatic point of view. The writer will, in the
end, propose ., how one could design an urban soundscape which is a little bit
more comfortable than the existing one". lpsen uses psychological concepts in
discussing 'noise' . He is also discussing ·noise' as a cultural phenomenon, which is
not the 'opposite' of sound - they form a continuum . and should be d iscussed
within the frame of our whole perceptual fleld . He is using here a general theory of
motilNUioll, especially the theory of complexity, to analyse 'acoustic quality'. He
argues that, ·'it is not the difference between countryside and urban places which
produces hi- or low fldelity, bur the level of acoustic complexity which influences
the eval uation of the acoustic environment",
In the late 1970 's Keiko Torigoe read an article in a Japanese contemporary
music journal. The article was R. Murray Schafer's Mmico/the Ellvirollment, which
had been translated by Yuji Takahoshi, a talented pianist and composer. Torigoe
had studied western philosophy (aesthetics) and also erhnomusicology: her professor Fumio Koizumi combined discussions on sound environment and music in his
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lenures in rhe u niversiry of Tokyo. She obsen'cs, " From my poiru of view as a
Japanese. Ihe walls were not sn ong [Ih inl in my home counrry, so it was easy 10
move from inSC<:1 sou nds 10 music and back" (Torigoe 2002). She started 10 wonder, who is rh is western composer "who is at th e same rime inreresled in J/llfural

sO//IId, and o lher types of sounds, not JUSt nIusir" (ibid.). Finally, her cu riosity took
her to, York University in Canada, to study the World 50undscape Project (W5P).
On her return from Canada, Torigoe wanred to begin lIsing soundscape studies in
a Japanese city, and whilsr referri ng to the methods of Ihe W5P, she also wanted 10
do things in her own way, thal fiued her own sensibility and "which were better
suited to a Japanese town". In 1986 To rigoe organised a research group to study
the town of Kanda in the cerural quarters ofTok),o. The lauer pan of 1980's was a
lime of the 'bubble economy' in Japan, and the old townscapes of Kanda were
rap idly disappea ring to make way for the new. The research group studi ed the
soundscape of Kanda both geographically and hiswrically, and Torigoe gives a highly
illlcresting account o f their approach and the transitions between several sub-districts of Kallda's soundscape, each with their own d istiner featu res.
For Ihe composer and time theorisl Albert Mayr , the strongest influences on
h is sou ndscape work have also come from R.Murray 5chafer and ,he World
Soundscape Project (\'V5P) group. He had met Schafer in Canada in 1970. and
read Tlu vallrollwr Sulllldscap~. In 1975 , he \'VSi> team came to Trelllo, in Norrhern It aly, where MayT was living at the time. The research group was working on its
Fiv~ Villtlg~ Soulldirtlpes project. and MaYT was recru ited to the tca rn: "Thus I had
the opportunity of seei ng Murray and his collaborarors at work in the field and ro

become acquaimed with their approach. In 1977. I organized the series SlIono
Amhimu (Solllld I Envirollment) in Florence and Milan and thus took a more indepth look ar the issues of rhe sonic envi ronmem from the theoretical. social and
anistic angle." (MaYT 2002) Wi th in the field of experimental music and an , as well
as huma n geography, he has been influenced by a long list of people (ibid.):
[Llet me JUSt mention Christian Wolff, Alvin Lucier, David Toop and the ot her
people at rhe London MlIsici(/1/S Colltc/illt, or Dan Graham and conceptual art
in general. In more recent years the writi ngs by and exchange of ideas with
Justin Winkler were a stimu lating influence.
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As Mayr says in this aniele, SOllndscape Studies, Experimental music, and Time Geography, "[i]n discussing appropriate methodologies for a discipline, it is useful to
consider its hiscocy, the factors that shaped its initial undertakings, and the priorities that were pursued then", Mayt reminds us about the roots of the first systematic explorations of the acoustic environment within the experimental arcs. The

American avant-garde composer John Cage was cited as a major influence by at
least three of our writers. For Hellstrom and WagstafT, Cage's socio-philosophical
writings on art and music have been a bridge towards R. Murray Schafer's writings
on acoustic ecology. Mayt also quotes Cage, who not only found "environmental
sounds and noises more useful aesthetically than the sounds produced by the world's
musical cultures", but also wanted to change the practices of 'The Composer',
Mayr identifies with the experimental 'happenings' and 'environments' of the sixties and seventies which aimed at narrowing the gap between art life, at bringing
art and society closer together. (See Kaprow 1993; Berleanr 1992)
I was always attracted by artistic theory and practice that would try to go beyond the traditional confines assigned to an, that would have a certain utopian
slant. When compared to our ancient or to non-Western traditions, it appears
that in our recent culture, music has been cu ltivating a rather narrow garden. I
see soundscape studies as a way of bringing us in touch again with that extended concept of music which was aptly defined by Jacobus Leodiensis around
1320: "Musica enim generaliter sumpra obiective quasi ad omnia se extendir,
ad Deum et creaturas, incorporeas et corporeas, celestes et humanas, ad sciemias
theoricas et practicas". 2 (Mayr 2002)
The other aim of Mayr's article is to outline some possible comriburions of Time
Geography within the field of soundscape stud ies . Before getting involved in
soundscape activities, Mayt had been imrigued by the issue of time, of environmental and social rhythms (Mayr 2002) . The fusion of time and sound is apparent
here in Mayr's concepts of 'son ic biographies' and 'spatio-temporal paths' of the
listener. These provide an essential addition to our collection of sOllndscape methods.
The geographer and ethnomllsicologist Justin Winkler also makes an importam comribution to the study of soundscape rhythms. In his essay Rhythmicity,

Sounds cape Studies and Methods - An Introduction
Winkler draws upon the "rhythmanalysis" as envisioned by the French philosopher and sociologist Hemi Lefebvre and Catherine Regulier. According to Winkler,
"the rhythmicity of soundscapes, irrespective of the so-called 'urban' or 'rural', is a
phenomenon still to be fully documented and designed". Here, Winkler examines
and compares the rhythmical patterns of four Swiss soundscapes by visually plotting their Sound Pressure Level measurements sampled over a 24-hour period. He
then goes on to draw relationships berween rhythm icity and fields of social power,
focusing upon a particular project in the capital of Berne and the ways in which
the local inhabitants ofKirchenfeldstrasse tried to cope with traffic noise. Winkler
considers his personal history of being quite important. He undertook his "own
soundscape research as an immediate result of having had a sudden hearing loss
and lasting tinnitus". He met with the idea of soundscape "in a very general way...
in an ethnomusicology course", when the limits of what is still 'music' and what
are 'just sounds' were discussed. Winkler says that the concept of soundscape met
well with his interdisciplinary interests and explorations in musicology and geography. (Winkler 2002)

Architectural methods
Many of our contributors also employ the soul/dwalk as a method for both studying the soundscape and teaching it. The French sociologist Jean-Paul Thibaud
(2001) has recently taken this soundwalk format in another direction with his
commented walk, which records the interrelationship between researcher, interviewee and the sounding spaces that they move though. Thibaud's ideas have in
turn formed the basis for another CRESSON researcher Nixolas Tixier, who is
one of our contributors. In his essay on Street Listening he describes a qualitative
method for the dynamic characterisation of the urban sound environment called
'Qualified listening in motion'. This is a method first developed in collaboration
with N icolas Boyer under the direction of the head of laboratory CRESSON , the
philosopher Jean-Frant;:ois Augoyard. The method aims at involving "an interdisciplinary process taking into account both the physical and the constructed dimensions of the space, as well as the social and perspective dimensions given to it by the
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users The concepts devdoped by Augoyard and his colleagues are invaluable in
,he srudy of the subjective and shared meanings of sou nds - ill rim and dynami cally, as Nicolas Tixier describes in his article.
Such a understanding of listening helps us 10 consider sound as a cmrtivt resou rce, not simply an issue of noise limitation (cf. Hedfors 1995). Architects however seldom give attention to the design of the acoustic environment CSchafcr
1977b).Town planners also often have visions of a 'good milieu' but their visions
arc ofren limited to questions of ViSllIl/ aesthetics or the practicalities of rhe milieu.
Landscape architect Per Hedfors has, however, poirHed OUI that it is possible that
some architects do rake sounds into account in a roundabour way, but without
them being fully knowledgeable of soundscape principles and their associated plan.
ning practices. good sound design is rarel), realised. Hedfors' interest in the srudy
of the sonic environmelll starred, as he says, as a "reaction 10 what I saw as a visual
hegemony in landscape design and planning" (Hedfors 2002). Hedfors is writing
herein together with the syStems biologist Per Berg, who is srudying inter-sensory
perceptions in urban and rural environments. Their research aims at developing
lOols to facilitate the inclusion of environmental sounds in landscape arch itecture
and plan n ing. Here the writers supply readers with field observational methods. an
interview manual and questionnaire. Their article provides an important addition
10 the terminology and practice oflandscape planning and design.
In addition 10 Hedfors, we have a second Swedish architect writing in this
volume: Before his arch itectura l career Bjorn HellSlrom worked as a musician and
a composer during 1980s-905 and when he was about twenty years old he

COIll-

posed music for vacuum cleaner, rypewriter and saxophone. He repons to have
been gready inAuenced by John Cage and the French com poser and pioneer of
mwiqlu (olleriu Pierre Schaeffer.
Later o n I played music by John Cage, Karlheinz Stockhausen and Edgar Varese.
The fact that these composers to some extent involved every day sounds in
their musical work (- -) became my entrance ticket into the field of sonic
envi ronment research . During this study I started 10 read literature by Cage,
who guided me through the vast field of sonic erwironmenral research, and
where, of course, I come across the soundscape movement.

Soundscape Studies and Methods - An Introduction
Later, in the ea rl y 1990's, Hellstrom first studied the sonic environment in a unorthodox class within his arch it<=ctural cours<= in Stockholm University. Th<= studems
were given an assignmem to d<=scribe a plac<= (Hd lstrom 2002): " Instead of traditional lectures, ex perts from several disciplines where invited to discuss the notion
of place from, for example, poetical, philosophical, sociological, musical and semantic points of view. I decided

to

investigate the possibi lity of describing a place

from the viewpoint of its sonic environment. At that time I didn't know that such
interd iscipl inary research ex isted".
In the 19905 Hellstrom also spent time at C RESSON, where he met and took
pan of the work of Jean-Franc;oise Augoyard and Pascal Amphoux . CRESSON
can be described as the most advanced centre for d<=vdoping methods on the analysis
and future d<=sign of the sonic <=nvironmenr. Unfo n unatdy, o nly a small number
o f the concepts and methods devdoped in this "febrile nexus of intellectual energy" (see Schafer 1998) have made it out of the French language they were written
in, and into the wider soundscape community. Little of Augouyard's, Amphoux's
or Pierre Schaeffer's has been translated. Hd lsttom sees it as his mission to spr<=ad
their work into the non-francophone world. (Hel1strom 2002)
T herefore in this collection , Hellstrom tak<=s on the mammoth task of condensi ng and translating Pascal Am phoux's book L'idmtitl $OIlOrfdf$ v;l/u tilroplmIIN.

Amphoux's origi nal publication is a unique and extensive methodological guide

for (he to study the sonic environments of ci ties. Hd lslfom's contribution is a
ctllcial li nk in mediati ng the C RESSON approach to architeCTure, wh ich not on ly
refers

to

static, material ani facts: "Augoyard and Amphoux emphasise that archi-

tccture is JUSt as much a question of immaterial ity as wdl as acqui red <=xperience.
Such approach implies a dynamic understanding of architecture, i.e., as a reservoir
that gives the shape of the activities within it. " (Hellsrrom 2002)
Our final contributor (and co-editor of [his collection) Gregg Wagstaff previously
stud ied Time-Based-Arts, in panicular Sound and Installation Art. He also ci t<=sJohn
Cage and Murray Schafer as primary influences. A third, and equally important,
figure has been the social theorist and political philosopher Murray Bookchin:
I include Bookchin because Ihe body of ideas - Social Ecology and Libertarian
Municipalism - which h<= has developed, affected to a large degree the way in
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which I interpreted and re-applied the work of Se ha fer and Soundscape Studies. I was never wholly comfortable with Schafer's notion of an 'Acoustic Ecology'. A soundscape and an '~ology' which is understood in terms of social and
political Structures S(:cmed to me to he morc pranical.

It was from out an inspiring mix of art, ecology, social and political philosophy
that his current soundscape projcel emerged. In this collection, Wagstaff's Towards
a Soda! Ecological SOU1ltucaP( describes the philosophical and practical considerations behind his Touring Exhibition o/Sound EnvironmrntJ (TES E) project. TESE,
described as a 'communiry based and ecologically oriented' artS project, tOok place
on the femme Isles of Harris & Lewis, in Scodand's Qmer Hebrides. TESE's aim
was to describe and document its people and places though the stud y and exh ibi~
tion of the sounding environment. More imporrandy, Wagsraffincluded local people
in this process, in a creative way, through the act of listening, recording and sound
making. Here, Wagstaff describes this p ractical process, starting from fundin g such
a project, and also goes on [Q examine some of the d ifficu lties faced by the 'artistethnographer'. Arguing contrary 10 Schafcr's position that 'wc arc all composers',
Wagstaff observes that in fa ct, "the soundscape is in our ears but not in our hand".
His proposallOwards a more 'social ecological soundscape' is therefore onc wherein,
"we might co nsider a 'balanced' soundscape not exclusively in acoustic terms, but
in terms of the political StruCtures and processes which arc responsible for ir."
Wagstaff makes a case for a more community centered and qualitative methodology: "I want ro propose that the way in which wc - in our various roles of'soundscape
researchers' - Ttlau to and inUract with a community is as equally (if not more)
'ecologically' significant as the study and awareness of the soundscape itself."
As can be seen from the above, it is clear that soundscape studies is a multidisciplinary field of research. The suffuse nature of sound necessitates it. In publishing this book we hope that it will encourage o thers [Q develop and share thei r
methods and findings. We also hope that this collection of essays will provide
practical ap plications amongSt earminded professionals and students alike, whatever their field o f study.
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Endnotes
I. Through the WFAE mailing list, Noora Vikmln SlUdied (\998) thevu ious meanings of
'being ecological' which were understood by its users. She differentiated four discourses in
the discussion of'acoustic ecologistS' who were concerned with the ethics of playing loud
music in nat ural setti ngs: ( I )the ant i-hierarchic, 'anlrchisr' diseourse; (2) the 'good shepherd' discou rse, based on shared ccologicalvalues: (3) philosophical disco urse, concerned
with the relationship between human beings and nature, and (4) the 'techno-artistic' discourse,which was more focussed on n:,Hure itself, and on feelings towards it.
2. Which Mayr translates as, ~ Music indeed, taken objectively, e)[tends practically 10 everything, to God and the creatu res, both the material alld the immaterial ones, the ones in the
heavens and the human ones, and to theoretical and practical sciences.
W
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Soundscape Studies, Experimental
Music, and Time Geography
Albert Mayr

Introduction

T

his paper examines Soundscape Studies in relation to two fields that apparently

have little in common; Experimental Music and Time Geography. What are my
reasons for doing so in this context of Sounds cape Studies and Methods?
In discussing appropriate methodologies for a discipline, it is useful to consider
its history, the faerors that shaped its initial undertakings, and the priorities that

were pursued then. The (not so long) history of Soundscape Studies is by now
rather well known 1, but it seems that the overall cultural context in which it began

co operate is less vividly remembered, probably also because since then that context has changed considerably.
The first section on Soundscape Studies and Experimental Music intends to recapture the cultural and artistic climate in which the exploration of the acoustic
environment began and further suggests that some of the aesthetic and social concerns of experimental music may still be an enriching factor when setting out in
studying roday's soundscape.
Likewise is it useful, especially in the case of a discipline whose boundaries and
goals are not yet completely defined, to look out for those as yet untapped intellectual undertakings that may add a new line of thought and action. In the last section on Time Geography I will outline some possible contributions of that discipline to Soundscape Studies.
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The exploration of acoustic environments
and Experimental Music'
The first systematic explo rations of the acoustic environment began in the seventies, a period ill which the experimental :ms - alt hough certain ly not being imcgrated into the mainstream cultural industry - wefe a lively and influential phenomenon. In the area of organized sound, for instance, John Cage's provocative
statcmenrs triggered a substami\'C rethinking of the conventional notion of ' Music' and opened minds and {'ars (0 so far neglected sonic worlds.
The reason I am less and less interested in music is n OI only that I find environmental sounds and noises more useful aesthetically than the sounds produced
by the world's musical cultures, but that, when you geT right down to it , a
composer is simply someone who tells other people what TO do. I find this an
unattractive way of getting things done.J

One of the common ai ms of the artistic cu rre nts that defined themselves as
eexperimentali was to take aesthetic theory and art istic practice Out of the physical
and intellectual spaces TO which they had been so filrconfined and 10 bring art and
socie£), closer IOgether again. In order 10 fulfi l1these ambitious goals, they took art
into the streets, explored so far unploughed fields for an istic activi£), and attempted 10 break down at least some of the barriers between art and science by

Out

making issues belonging to, e.g. social sciences or linguistics, the object of artistic
undenakings. 4 By the same token, the experimental artists believed (or wanted to
believe, as we may see it today from a more disillusioned viewpoint) that radical
changes in artistic thought and pracrice would help in bri nging abo ut social change:
~ Private prospect of enlightenmell1's no longer sufficient. Not just self- but social realization". 5

It was th us in this kind of cultural cl imate that Soundscape Studies took itS first
decisive steps.The found er of the World Soundscape Project, R. M. Schafer himself could hardly be called an experimental composer and actually was never very
keen on mixing with the avant-garde scene. Nevertheless that's where many of his
initial followers were to be found, and he has also quoted Cage extensively and
acknowledged the influence ofCage's thinking on his own work. This has contrib-

Soundscape Studies , Exp eri menta l Music, and Time Ge og ra phy
uted to the open and lively conceptual framewo rk of the ea rl y adventu res in the
area of Sou ndscape Studies , in which - next to the systematic gathering and
analyzing of data - the experiential aspects played a crucial role. This is shown, for
instance, by Schafer's request 10 his collaborators to keep a 'Sound Dia ry'.6 A si milar practice - ' Listening Diaries' - fortunately has been continued by sounciscapists,
as is

10

be seen in The Soundscape Newsletter (old and new) and the journal

Soundscape7. There the subjective response 10 particula r, striking sounds, combination of sounds, or son ic atmospheres was and is the main concern .
I want to suggest to take this one step further, i.e. to develop the perceptual
experience into a cteative interaction with particular sonic situations that lend
themselves to it. This is what, in one way or another, many experimental composers did. I belie\'e that such a way of geni ng actively acquainted wi th some of the
prominenr acoustic features of a place would be a useful method for establishing a
close perceptual and experienti al relationship with it. Experimental Music is rich
of examples of how the inreraction with the acoustic environment can be at the
core o f the musical process. I will ill ustrate it th rough two pieces.

Michael Parson s' Echo Piece for two people with woodblocks 8
Find a wide open space with an echo.
Start as Ilear as possible to the place where the echo comes from.
A (first playet) begins playi ng a regular beat (ca. 1 moke per sec.) and walks
away so that the echo gradually becomes audible. He? contin ues walking until
he reaches a poi nt at which the echo is heard exactly halfway between strokes
(i.e. alternate stroke and echo make up an even half-second beat). B (second
player) then Starts playing a regular beat synchronized visually with A's, and
walks to a place twice as f.1r away- i.e. where each stroke coi ncides exactly with
the echo from the previolLs stroke. Standing st ill at this place, B then changes
his beat to half tempo, so that alternate stroke and echo make up an even beat
of 1 per sec. A, still synchro nizing vislLally with B (twO SlTokes to every one o f
B's) moves out the same distance again, to a poim rhe sa me distance as B rrom
the point of echo. Standing st ill here, A also changes to half tempo. B, now
doubles the tempo back to the original pulse of 1 per sec. and walks back to a
poi nt where the echo is heard after 112 sec. A then also do ubles his tempo to
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[he original pulse, and walks back past B all the way IQ the starli ng poi lll , and
StopS playing. B then also moves back 10 the starting poim, and StopS playi ng.

N.B.
The tWO players synchronise visually throughout, not aurally.
Thus phasing of the pulse will be audible co each player as the other moves
IOward and away from him, and towards and away from the place where the
echo comes from.
per sec., the distance at
Taking the speed of sound as approx . 1,120
which the echo is heard after I second is ca. 560 fL

rt.

I have performed lhis piece several ti mes in various locations; I have also explored
both mountainous and urban sites for their echo qualities. And I can say that there
is a substantial difference betvveen coming

[Q

a place, discovering its e<:ho and

si mply maki ng a note of it, and being an active part o f an elaborate acoustic process tha t brings this echo alive. Finding a suitable location for Echo Piece can al·
ready be an interesting experience. You do not only need a clear and sufficiently
loud echo, bur if the place happens to be p lagued, during certain hours, by tOO
much no ise drown ing Out the e<:ho, you might have ro choos<: a more app ropriate
rime of day for the performance. You may play the score as it is, or make yo ur own
versIO n.

The nex t example, Bird Proximity Piece, is by Paul Burwe[[1Q.
The piece is to performed in a wide open space by any number of players larger
than six, each using one very quier and one loud instrument. They players may
walk in any d ire<:tion at any speed. T he main ins tructions of the score read as
follows:
The musician responds to and enters into dialogue with the one o r other twO
musicians that he can hear. He should move as much as he likes but never in
such a way that he can hear more than (say) 113 of the total performers. T his is
first done with the quiet instruments and then repeated with the loud ones.

Soundscape Studies , Experimenta l Music , and Time Geography
Simple as it may look at first sight , Bird Proximity Piece is actually not easy m
perform. In faCt, in order m follow the instructions. the players have to keep listening not only m each other but also pay attention to the environmental condi tions
(such as the intensity and direction of the wind, unpredictable traffic noises) that
may affect the audibility of the sounds produced by the other players. The performers have to act within numerous feedback loops - placed in series, in parallel,
and nested. For example th is involves: the signal-m-noise ratio of the moment,
loudness and density of the sounds produced by the other players, walking speed
and direction. and the individual in terpretation of the instruction to enter in dialogue with the other musicians. As we will see later, there are some parallels between Burwel l's piece and some aspects of time geography that will be discussed
below.
Over the past twO decades the ans have withdrawn, with few exceptions, back
into more comfortable and conventional confines. This is not to say that environmental and social themes are absent from contemporary anisric endeavors, but
they are dealt with mainly as contents addressed through - again - more or less
conventional practices, not in the sense of a direct interaction with and modification of the physical and social envi ronmenL As far as environmental sound is
concerned, twO trends seem to be prevailing. One appears to f:l\'or a rather uncritical full immersion in the contemporary 'ocean of sound'L LJU St as it happens m be,
and to do away with any pre-established criteria of quality.
On the other hand, within the comm itted enviro nmental sound com munity,
soundscap, composition has become, so to speak, the main artistic branch. Certainly many outstanding works have been created in this field and the leading
figures, such as Hildegard Westerkamp. Barry Truax, Claude Schryer. have on several occasions emphasized [he role of soundscape composition as a tool for increasing the awareness for acoustic ecology in the listeners. Bm [he 'field work' quality
of the environmental works belonging to the area of experimental music is lost , as
soundscape compositions are usually presented in normal concens of electro-acoustic
music or as sou nd installations, both of which are by now well established forms of
prescnt:l[lon.
Schafer's invitation to explore [he acoustic environment was never separate from
the one to become its composers. From today's vantage poim rh is may, to many,
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appear a romantic and utopian request, bu t if wc decided to take it seriously. the
field

of soundscape studies could become an example of how the barriers between

artistic and scientific activities may be overcome in a creative way. For people who
have chosen to devote their life to research, the request to become involved in

compositionalt3sks may at first not be SO appealing. Yet, I think that particularly
in this field, the conventional division of tabor or boundaries sho uld be questioned .

interdisciplinarity. then and now
From the beginning Schafer emphasized that sou ndscape studies were to be an
interdisci plin ary field in o rder to achieve significant resul ts. This is as nue today as

it was in the seventies. It is encouraging

to

see that researchers and practitioners

currently coming from an imp~ssive variety of fi elds are actively involved in the
study of the acouS[ic environment. But it appears that an authemic interdiscipli nariry
has nOt yet been achieved. This, in my opinion, has to do with the change in the
cul tu ral climate. In the seventies there were many signs indicating that a true effort
was being made for overcoming - at least parrially - traditional disci plinary barriers and for starring 'joi nt vent ures' benveen the human ities, natural and social
sciences. Furthermore, as has already been pointed Out, there was more of an open
dialogue benveen the advanced artistic and scientific communities.
In the meantime - celebrated examples ro the contrary nonvithstanding - the
disciplinary fences in the academic world have been reinforced, both benveen the
ind ividual d isci pl ines and roward the outside, the not yet established disci plines.
This makes it more difficult for a relalive newcomer, such as soundscape studies, to
find an autonomous and formal academic home. I !
We may, for rhe moment. only speculate where that home could be located;
should it be somewhere benveen the extremes of the spectrum of sciences working
on sound - musicology at o ne end and technical aco ustics at the other? Or should
it rather become a subsection of fields in the humanities and social sciences (e.g.
Visual Anthropology), SO that we may ha\'e also Acoustic Anthropology, Acoustic
Human Geography, Acoustic Psychology (distinct from psycho-acoustics)? Any-
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one of these options obviously will have repercussions on, among other things, the
methodological strategies.
In the past twO decades and a half differem approaches have been adopted for
developing a methodological system for the investigation of acoustic environments,
each with specific results. At present, and as long as the goals of the field are not yet
stringently defined, any attempt at determining the benefits of one approach over
the others is probably speculative or premature.
Instead, as many approaches as possible should be (ried and tested. It appears
that, so f:1r. there has been a lack in approaches which are distinctively oriented
toward the spatio-temporal context of sounds. Such an approach would provide a
stimulating and usefu l methodological framework, particularly for fieldwork design.

Soundscape studies and Time Geography
It is a difficult, if not imposs ible task to define the soundscape starting from its
contents. The mobility of its 'objects' , the plurality of significances, and the
tendency towards the coincidence of opposites in the significance of sounds
have so far hindered the construction of classification systems that are coherently objectivating. 13
With these difficulties in mind, we may consider adding another perspective.
SOll ndscape Studies so far has been srrongly place-oriented, the term soundscape
itself suggesting something that 'is there' , a kind of immaterial furniture of the
material landscape. Thus most of the fieldwork, stocktaking, recording and description of sonic configurations has been carried out on specific locations that
were either at hand (as was the case with The Vancouver Soundscape) or were
chosen because they were considered to provide appropriate parameters for comparative study (from the Five Village SOllndscapes to the studies on European
cities directed by Pascal Amphoux , to the investigation into 5 Swiss rural areas
directed by Justin Winkler). '4 Certainly, time entered into these studies through
the observation of characterist ic sonic events [hat mark the daily, weekly, and annual cycles. Blit again, it is primarily the times of the chosen place, the variations of
the soundscape over time in a chosen location that is examined.
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This manner of proceeding has produced very remarkable results, although,
from the angle of the everyday sonic experience of the inhabitants, it is somewhat

artificiaL Persons do not habitually Stop (Q listen for an extended length of time to
the sounds of the settlemenr they happen to live in . Undoubtedly they should be
encouraged co do so - every place in the world deserves to be given aural attention

- and probably the sight of a group of a intensely ear-minded soundscapists with
Kunstkopf-microphones, sound level meters, and so on, will persuade them that
there might be something to it.
But perhaps we should also develop a research strategy that is based on the
habitual, everyday listening behaviour of our observed actors in the sonic situations they find themselves in during a day, or a week, or a year of their life in the
various stations they spend time at.
Today, due IQ a changed, more erratic employment situation, increased mobility and other factors, most people's movements extend far beyond those more limited settlement units such as city quarters or villages that, were the boundaries for
most movements in the past. These movements have increased not only in amplitude, bur also in frequency. The area of residence thus often accounts only for a
relatively small (and sometimes not so significant) amount of the sonic situations a
persons may find him/herselfin during a day (week, year) .
In other words, to the 'place orientation' we should add an 'actor orientation'
by reconstructing sonic biographies and look at not only where, but also when,
how often, and for how long the actors l ' are in contact with certain sounds.
The methodological grid for such studies can be derived from the writings of
the time geographers of the so-called ' Lund School' . One major concern of that
group was the study of the spatio-temporal patterns of the movements of persons
and the resulting economic, social, administrative consequences; 16 in our case it
would be the aural aspects.
By adopting such a strategy the spatio-temporal distribution of sounds in their
relation to what Torsten Hagerstrand called the 'paths' or 'trajectories' of the persons involved would come IQ the foreground . l 7
Fig. l shows, in a schematic way, such a trajectory.
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As is shown in the graphic representation, the population and its environment
can be described in a three-dimensional kind of time-space 'map' in which
paths always move upward along the time axis. The environment in the figure
is simplified; it includes one individual only and is confined to those stations
which he uses and comes in contact with during [he nventy-four-hour period,
together with the road network ...
The individual's path is followed ftom dle beginning of the twenty-fourhour period, starting from the home. The period JUSt before seven o'clock is
devoced to various activities within the station, so that the path moves on the
time axis only. The journey ftom home to the work place begins before seven
o'clock. In addition to moving on the time axis, the path now moves in space,
and its projection in the spatial plane depicts the journey on the road network .
The primary purpose in presenting this picture is to impart physical realism
to the structure of daily activity programmes. IS
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To the stations shown in the example others are to be added, such as shops, restau-

rants, venues for culTUral, social, or religious activities. 19 Each station along such a
uajectory and each type of transportation has its characteristic acoustic siru2rion,
or set of situations, that will vary with the time of day, within the week or season-

ally. Depending on the particular parameters of his/her trajectory - i.e. the amount
of time spent at each station, the rcmporal loc2tion, the sequenrial order and the

frequency of the visits - each individual will have a specific 'sonic trajectory', different from that of other individuals, even if these regularly visit the same stations,
bur with a different temporal p:mern.
Let us consider, as an example, the relatively quiet sonic situation of a bank.
On a person going there for a short visit in the early afternoon - after eating lunch
in a crowded, noisy restaurant - such a situation will have a different impact than
on the employees who spend all their working hours there,
In the time-geographic representation the movements are considered only from
the spatio-remporal side, i.e. their duration as the result of distance/speed . Obviously they roo are each characterized by a particular sonic situation. ~o
Regarding the form of sonic documentation we can think of the by now widely
used technique of the '24 hour recording' , with appropriate modifications. In the
case of the sonic trajectory we would follow a person's itinerary during a day and
record samples of the sonic situation found in the stations visited and during the
journeys. In the final editing the sequences of the visits and journeys would obviously be maintained and each sample given a duration proportionate to the time
spent there by the actor.

Conclusions
The exploration of the acoustic environment - combined with the effort toward
its improvement - is cerrainly one of the most stimulating intellecrual, aesthetic
and social adventures of our time. To be part of this adventure requires, I believe, a
good deal of versatility. Thus, on the one hand, soundscapes studies needs to continue in its search for systematic coherence in its undertakings, on the other hand
it has to remain open for new (or rediscovered) inputs and ready to rethink its
philosophy and methods.
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Endnotes
I See for example http: //www.wfae.sfu. ca.
, The terlll experimental music perhaps needs some clarification. Although not very popular nowadays, it is sometimes used to denote forms of musical activity involving any kind of
more or less innovative equipment, particularly sophisticated computerized devices. Here
instead the term is used in the meaning it had in the period, approximately, from the late
fifties to the mid-sevent ies, i.e. the music by composers who. under the strong influence of
Cage, made extensive use of indeterminacy, new notational (graph ic, verbal) techniques,
and impro\'isational practice. Many, if not most of their scores were written for non-professional performers, since it was believed that real innovation could only happen outside the
mamsneam musIC system.
J

John Cage, A Year from MondllY. London: Marion Boyars, 1975 (repr. ), p. ix.

4 See Albert Mayr, "Social Time in Experimental Music and Art"'. InJ. T. Fraseded.) Timl'
and Mind - Thl' 5111dy ()fhllll' VI, Madison, CT: International Universities Press. 1989, pp.
21 7- 228.
'i

John Cage, ibid. , p. 53.

See, for instance, R. Murray Schafer (ed. ). EUf()prall 5()lIl1d Diary. N(). 3. TbI' MlISic ()frhl'
Enl1ir()nml'lIf Sail'S. Vancouver: World SOllndscape Project / A.R.e. Publications 1977.

6

7

See for example http://www.wfae.sfu.ca.

~

Michael Parsons, Echo Piece. In ViHlal Amh()l()gJ. London; Experimental Music Catalogue, n.d ., p. 7.

9

The score is copied here as wrinen by Parsons.

10

Paul Burwell, Bird Pr()xilllifJ Pial'. Unpublished. 1976.

11 David Toop, Oceall ()f5()lIl1tis: Aubl'r Talk, Ambil'lIf S()llIld alld IIIUlgillary World. London: Serpent's Tail 1995. Sce also: Shushei Hosokawa, "L'ascolto debo le". Esfl'fica news nr.
2, 1988, p. 2.

11 Both scientific and artistic work on environmental sounds have always met with remarkab le conceptual difficulties in making its aims and specific nature understood and appreciated, not only by Ihe general public, but also by scientists. If I may add a personal anecdote
here: In 19791 was doing a series of projects at an art gallery in downtown Vienna with the
title KONTEXT <- > SIGNAL. One of the projects consisted in placing a sound source
(that gave a very simple, medium/high pitched signal tone) in one of the gallery's windows.
Loudness and timing of Ihe signal was set to such values that a pedestrian passing by the
gallery at ave rage walking speed would hear it at least twice. While the signal was on I went
into the sueets and interviewed the passers-by, asking them whether they had noticed a
sound they had nOt heard before in this area. (Most of them d id nOI, by the way, and we
had some very interesting discussions.) One night during my stay in Vienna I happened to
go out with a group of sociologists I had not met before. During our conversation wc talked
about what we were doing and I mentioned that project, ass uming that it would meet with
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some interest on their pan - it was still the seventies. after all. BUI they looked at me very
suspiciously and made no comment. Finally onc of rhlo'm asked: "Is this kind of thing all
you do in lifc? ~ I answered: "No. I also teach at the Conservatory". They seemed qui cc
relieved. Onc said: ''It's good to have such a nice hobby".

U Justin Winkler, "Bcobachrungen zu den Horizonten deT Klanglandschaft". In G. Bohme
and G. 5chiemann Zeds.} Phiillolll(ll%gi( de' Hml/r. Frankfurt: Suhrkamp 1997, p. 273 (n.
mine),
H R. Murray Schafer (ed.), Five Villtlge SOlllldscapn No. 4, Thr Music oftlu Environment
Serifi. Vancouver: \Xforld Soundscape Project! A.KC Publications 1977. Pascal Amphoux,
AIIX teOl/us dl' la villI'. Lausanne: I(lSIitUl cl!.' Recherche sur l' Environnement ConslTuit
1991. Pascal Amphoux, L'idenrirlsollorf dei viIII' fllrope(l1ll1'S. Grenoble/Lausanne: CRESSON/IREC 1993. Justin Winkler et al. KllI1lglalldsebajil'll. Unrl'rwc!JlllIgl'II zlIr Konsrirutil)l1
der klallg!iehl'll UlII/IIelr ill der IVnbrneJJllIIOIpklllwr lal1d/ieher Orte. Basel: MS 1995.
15 Here the the word actor refers to the way il is used in social science for persons whose
behaviour is observers.
16 Here I will only focus on those lheoretical and methodological aspects of time geography
that I consider of more direct interest for our goals.

17 Torsten Hagerstra nd, 011 Soril)-udmiCll/ Ec%gynnd the Smdy I)fllllwvatiom. Lund: Lunds
Universitet, Ku l(Urgeografiska Insti(Ution 1974. Torsten Hagerstrand, "Time Geography:
Focus on the Corporeality of Man. Society. and Environment". In The Science dnd I'mxis I)f
Complexity. The United Nalions University 1985.
18 Bo Lenntorp. "A Time-Geographic Simulat ion Model of Individual Activity Progmms~ .
In T. Carlstein, D. Parkes. N. Thrift (eds.) HUll/till Arriviry alld Time Gel)grtlpiJy. London;
EdwardArnold 1978. p. 164.
19 Furthermore, the sparial amplitudes of th e tmjectories of most persons have increased
considerably since the time Lenntorp's graphic representation was realized.

A line ofill\'estigation into the sonic aspects of journeys - which 1 will nOI pursue herewould specifically focus on the kind of soundscape that results for a listener moving amidst
stationary or moving soundsources. Here a variety of parameters would come into play,
such as the ove!""'!11 noise level of the area in which the listener moves, the audibility range of
the sound sources. the perception range of the listeners (with the latter [WO parameters
obviously depending on the hi-fi or lo-fi acoustic quality of the area), the speed of tht'
moving listener. and, in tht' case of moving sound sources. their speed. Sinct' IOday more
and mort' persons spend more and more tim e moving around, tht' study of this kind of
sounds>:ape experience may prove relevant for the understanding of our relation to sound.
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A City Traced by Soundscape'
Keiko Torigoe

F or several years since 1986, I have organized a research group called rhe ' Kanda
Soundscape Project' . Kanda is one of the oldest towns of Tokyo, located in the
center of the metropolis. Our small research team was based near the MiStlki Shmto

Shr/lleat the Suidobashi railway station in the Chiyoda Ward of Tokyo. The members of lhe group, consisting of students, young researchers and local residents in
the district, were anxious IQ know how Kanda would ponray itself when examined
and traced through the concept of a sOllnclscape.
When we started our sounclscape research, the Kanda diStrict was faced with
various problems resulting from the rise of land prices caused by the 'bubble
economy.' The long-cherished townscapes rapidly disappeared as the landowners
were forced to sell their lands to pay inheritance taxes, or they were encouraged to
sell their land for a large-scale urban redevelopmenr project. As such, the decline of
local residents' population was further accelerated. Neighborhood meetings were
frequently held to discuss lhe issues of merging neigh boring elementary schools
due to [he decline of child population, and urban redevelopment projects. Old
buildings were reb u ilt one after another, and the faces of commurers and visitors
were changing.

. This paper is a part of my Japanese article enrirled "A Ciry Traced by Soundscapc' in a
book, Methods to Re(/d Cities, edited by Kenji Satoh, the third volume of Urban Sociology
of21 St CentUry, published in 1996, by Keisoh Shoboh, Tokyo.
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As we {Ook up 'transiem' and 'elusive' sounds as our research theme, we weTe
absorbed in listening for and recording the 'sounds of Kanda'. In hindsight, now
that we are out of the 'whirl of the times, ' we s~ m

10

be able to look back on our

activities more calmly. [n this paper therefore, I would like to explain, (i) How I
scarted and developed soundscape srudies in Tokyo, (iil What we found out through
the results of our soundscape research in the field of Kanda, and (iii) The signifi-

cance of Soundscape Studies upon Urban Studies.

Pre-History
At university I majored in Musicology, while harhering an intereST in the 'sound
culture of a city.' It was there that! came across the term 'soundscape' through a

Japanese translation of The MlISir of the Ell virOllment (published by rhe World
Soundscape Project in 1973) wh ich was later included in tWO continuous issues o f
a Japanese contemporary music magazine, TRANSONIC, in 1976. I wondered
why this concept was ad\'ocared by Murray Schafer, a conremporary composer of
North America? I bel ieved that I was sensitive to the aesthetics of the sound el1\,jronmem because of being broughr up in the Japanese or Asian culture (see the
introduction of this book) . This prompted me to go to Canada in 1980 to do a
kind offJeld research for
'soundscape' .

(WO

years on the social background behind the concept of

As I studied Schafer's activities, I came to understand that the concept of
'soundscape' was developed by Schafer and his colleagues whi lst examining the
sounds of society. in particular those sounds around the ci ty of Yancollver. Later,
the concept was further elaborated upon and transformed as the ' \'({orld Soundscape
Project' (WSP) progressed and visited European villages.
The W SP su rvey was in a way experimental and original. \'({ithout previous
case studies to refer to (or even if there were, Ihere would have been no chance of
learning about them, as they had been working as musicians), they had to begin
with basic research o n a village with only sound as its clue. [ was deeply impressed
with their critical mind and courage

to

initiate a new genre of study.
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Af[er remming home, I wanted [0 begin usi ng soundscape smdies in a Japanese ci [y for my fieldwork. However, whils[ referring [0 (he me[hods of Ihe WS P
group, I imended

[0

search for or devise a me[hod of my own , one [hal fined my

own sensib ility and which was better suited to a Japanese field. I wanted 10 select a
case stlldy which was closely related [0 my daily activities, so I chose an urban area
in cemral Tokyo.
Around that time, I was teaching English at a professional school in a sector of
Kanda. Th(' 'bubble economy' was ('merging. This was a p('riod during which the
pric(' of land and other prop(' rri('s rose extremely high and (h(' ('Conomy becam('
('xtremely acrive. Along rhe Slree[ an old bu ild ing, rhal exemplifi('d ,h(' disrric! in
many ways. was being demolish('d. The sueels were changing every day. One day
afler an eveni ng class, wh('n I was working on documents in the office, I heard Ihe
melancholic sound of a double reed bugle. It was thal of a noodle vendor. I could
not help adm iring Ihe profound power of sound culture that had survived the
rapid and big changes in the townscape of Kanda. Such vendors' sounds could no
longer be h('ard in suburban residential districts. I can recall tha, ,his was Ihe
moment that I d('Cided

fO

select Kanda as the base for my soundscap(, survey.

It was not long before I ask('d "vo of my friends from my u niv('rsiry days

fO

collaborate, and we !hree began calling other people in[O our group. Thus, !he
Kanda Soundscape Research Group was formed in 1986 and conducted a threeyear long aCliviry underth(, theme 'Looking into Kanda Town through Soundscape',
with financial support ofToyota FOllndatio n.

The Soundscape of Kanda
Allhe begin ning, we had no clear idea aboul the emire soundscape of Kanda. The
main members were not 'indig('nous Kanda kids' and each had sporad ic and fragmented knowledge of these sounds. Before conducling a full-scale survey, we decided to implement a preliminary survey by gathering information from the resid ents of the d istrict regarding the prese nt and past sounds of Kanda.
So me members were not full y trai ned in itHerviewing, therefore we prepared a
manual in the form of a ques!ionnaire. This lis! was used as ;'( reference material
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and members were encouraged to have informants talk freely. For an interview,
tWO members attended in principle and they took notes and record ed the comments of the interviewee. Afterwards they transcribed lhe tape. Furthermore, we
sorted their commentS using cards and drew a basic sound map of Kanda.
At the beginning of dle interview survey, many informants replied, "J don't
th ink of sounds in my dai ly li fe, so I don't think of anything at this moment," We
left the questionnaire with them, and promised to visit them again. A week o r (CIl
d ays afterwards many of them said "I recalled a sound all of a sudden while I was
brushing my

t eeth ,~

or '" talked with my husband about this, and I noticed and

recalled various sounds." This is how we collected ample examples of sounds.
As an exam ple. here is a pan of the account by Mr. 0 who was born and
brought up at Surugadai in Kanda in the earl)' 1930s.
Vendors of different products came with sueet cries and sounds, such as pepper
vendor, medicine vendor. and so on . A medicine vendor shouldered a pole on
both ends of which were small chests of drawers. The metallic handles fixed on
each d rawer would make sound 'kana, kana~'a s the vendor walked . He would
sometimes shout in low voice. There was also a candy vendor. He had a kind of
pipe that wrned into the shape of bi rd when he blew. There was a tobacco pipe
cleaner with a steam sounding 'phii .' In summer, a gold fi sh vendor came crying
'Kingyoooe!' (Go - - ldflsh), and a wind bell vendor ringing bells. I woke up
every morning with the cry of a NATTO vendor (fermented soybeans) for
breakfast, saying 'Nano, Natto, Milo Nano.' A TOFU vendor used to ca rry a
wooden container and its lid was lIsed as a cooking table. He took a piece of
T OFU, and Cllt it into smaller pieces wi th a brass knife making sound like 'ton
ton ton ... · it was such a comfortable sound.
Four months later, when the number of informants reached nearly 60, the basic
structure of Ka nda soundscape gradually came into relief.

A City Traced by Soundscape

Geographical Structure
and Historical Structure
As a geographical structure, it was understood (or it became clear) that the entire
soundscape of the Kanda district was comprised of small areas, much like a mosaic,
and each with its own specific sonic feature. Within Kanda itself for example, the
soundscape of the Jimbocho sector - famous for second hand bookstores - was
characterized by a unique tranquility and monotonous murmurs of printing and
bookbinders shops. In contrast, the Akihabara sector - packed with electric appliances stores - is noisy and lively with crying voices of clerks, advertising messages
and music amplified through loud speakers at the shop front.
At the same time, it was clear that the soundscape map based on these remarks
tended to reflect our inrerviewees' past memories. At the time of this preliminary
survey in 1986, the bustle of students around JR Ochanomizu train station was
being replaced by the bustle of business people. Except for th is, the soundscape
drawn in the map was actually experienced in each sector.
Historic changes in the soundscape were also identified. JUSt as the town of
Kanda has undergone changes from a town of students and bookstores to a business center with higher buildings, its sOllndscape has also gone through a dynamic
transformation . The outcome of our survey was sllmmarized in the Basic Chronological Structure of Kanda Soundscape as shown in Fig. I. Furthermore, three
factors were identified to have caused major changes in Kanda's soundscape; they
arc the Great Kanto Earthquake in 1923, World War Il , and a rapid economic
growth period (Fig. I )
On the other hand, our research revealed [hat sounds coming from outside the
Kanda district must also be considered as components of the soundscape of Kanda.
As shown in (Fig. 2: Incoming Sounds), the bell ofKan'eiji Temple in Ueno, steam
whistles from the Bay of Tokyo, the roaring of a gun fired at noon beside the moat
of the Emperor's Palace, and many others enriched the soundscape of Kanda. Such
sounds, whose sources are outside the district and invisible, can be said to constilUte a certain kind of 'acoustic horizon' in that they aurally define the geographical
positioning of Kanda in relation to peripheral districts, conveying various messages into the Kanda Soundscape.
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A City Traced by $oundscape
This suggests that the 'acoustic horizon' acts as a communication system between a specific district and peripheral districts and brings information about surrounding districts in a much more elastic and dynamic manner than visual landscapes. Seen from an 'acoustic horizon' point of view, the 'Soundscape ofKanda' is
not limited to the physical space called Kanda.
These sounds from outside the Kanda district (shown in Fig. 2) were heard
everyday in almost all pans of Kanda. except for the sounds of fireworks in the
River Sumida which were limited at the end of July. However, one by one, they
have disappeared as time has passed. At present, only a few can be heard, as if
having strayed away from the horizon of Kanda's soundscape. This is due to the
increase in ambient noise level and construction of high-rise buildings. At any rate,
along with the urban modernization, the "a udible field" of Kanda soundscape has
sh runk, and only sounds from small distances can be heard. This reduction in the
area of the audible fie ld was also confirmed by our interview survey.

Questions about 'the Soundscape of Kanda'
Through the preliminary survey, we came to have a clearer image of Kanda's
soundscape both geographically and historically. In the process, we found that the
soundscape of Kanda comprises several sub-districts, each with its own acoustic
features . This suggested that there could be no generalised soundscape of Kanda.
Certainly, it is possible to consider that the soundscapes mosaic-like structure
is a unique characteristic of Kanda. However, the same thing might be true with
other districts and there was no confidence that such a structure was a special
feature of Kanda. As such, we gradually came to wonder if the theme of our study
'the soundscape ofKanda' was toO idealised .
On the other hand, we found that these sub-districts might have a history of
their own. For example, the former Renjaku-cho area with long established shops,
represents itself as a tranquil quarter with a soundscape that helps people feel a
sense of relief in the hustle and bustle of Kanda. In the past, they say that the
sound of Shamistll, a three-string Japanese instrument, played on the second floor
of a house, could be heard on the street. It was only recently that the Ogawa-machi
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area, once known as the 'suiting street' with a differem type ofbusrle, was turned
to the 'spons goods street,'
The memories of sounds by residents were based on smaller divisions ofKanda,
Therefore, a question was raised as to whether these mictoscopic memories cou ld
constitute the entire history of the greater district of Kanda. The Soundscape
Chronological Structure shown by Fig. l appeared to be too rough and far ftom
reality.
The previously memioned situation of the 'elastic' soundscape of Kanda further complicated our question. Referring to Fig. 2, I wrote that, "sounds coming
ftom outside the Kanda district must be considered as components of the soundscape
of Kanda", which I felt complicated the entity of the soundscape of Kanda and
confused the definition of'Kanda' as a district name.
When we started our fieldwork, we first defined the 'soundscape of Kanda' 10
be "composed of sounds that people living in the Kanda district arc conscious of in
their daily life." From this definition, the soundscape of the past was more expansive, extending beyond the boundary of Kanda 10 include the bell of a temple in
Ueno for example. In other words, when wc say 'the soundscape of Kanda,' we
actually mean the soundscape heard by residents in Kanda and not JUSt the area
named Kanda. By the time when we finished the preliminary survey, we were in a
critical situation over the definition of' Kanda.' The original purpose of our study
- to identifY the sonic characteristics of Kanda district through the acoustic lives of
its residents - seemed to be vague and not to make any clear meanings. It seemed
that the original purpose was limiting and had to be revised.
Therefore, for the following survey, we decided to choose specific sounds or
places to gain a more concrete picture of rhe district. If there was something like
'the soundscape of Kanda', we thought it might be an aggregation of these more
pointed surveys.
For these more specified surveys, our research group decided

take tWO approaches; the first was a 'one sound oriented' approach and the other was 'one
to

place oriented.' The former looked into how people hear one specific sound, and
the latter examined what sounds are heard in a particular place.
For the former survey, sounds symboliling Kanda which were favored by residents wefe listed as 'Kanda Sound marks', such as the Bell of N ico la i-do Cathedral,
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Kanda Festival Music, Voices of Ye getable Auction at the Kanda Market, and a few
others. For the latter survey, Suzuran-dori Shopping Lane, Chuo Street, and Myojin
Staircase Road and other streets were listed.

Bell of Nicolai-do Cathedral
The G rand Resurrecrion Cathedral in Tokyo, commonly called Nicolao-do Cathedral is the head cathedral of the Russian Khristos Orthodox Church, established at
Surugadai near Ochanom ize train station in 1891. lr has six large bells and six
small bells in the bell tower. The unique sound has often appeared in literary works

and is loved by many people.

The study group conducted various surveys about the bell sounds from the
beginning of the project. The main subject was a survey asking, " Have you ever
heard the bell ringing, and if so, how have you heard that?" Mrs. S, for example,
replied, "I am not a follower of rhe church, but as I took my first bath hearing the
bell ringing. I can boast that J am a Kanda-kid. It sounds like saying 'be happy, be
happy: " And Mr. 0 who grew up close by the cathedral recalls,
As soon as I came home from school, I th rew away my school bag and wenr our
to play. Mother used to tell me, "Come home wherever you are, when the bell
of Nicolai-do ringing. " You know, the sphere of activities of children was quite
wide, maybe as far as 2 to 3 kilometers in radius, or even longer distances.
Wherever we were, the bell was audible, but we didn't notice it sometimes
when we're absorbed in our play. Then, mother would scold me, "You didn't
hear the bell ring!~ It rang at 6 o'clock sharp. The time-telling bell was the
signal for us to go home, as well as a reminder of my mother's voice and face.
As it is clear from this episode, the sound of the bell could be heard from quite far
away. From many people's stories it could be summarized : "The bell rang three
times a day, in the morning, noon and evening. But I don't remember when it
ceased to ring. " How can this be interpreted? Was it because noise and high buildings obscured the sound of the ringing? Or, has the cathedral ceased to ring the
bell?
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We inquired ar rhe cathedral office and learned that the bell was rung everyday
to tell the time, but due to manpower shonage and the deterioration of the bells,
they stopped telling the time around 1965. Currently, they ring the bell in Sunday
mornings before and afrer rhe worship service. How t:1r then does the sound of the
bell carty on Sunday mornings?
To clarify this, our members conduCted some observational research . A few
minutes before 10 a.m. , members gathered around the cathedral and dispersed in
many direCtions as soon as the bell began to ring. \Y/e noted the points that the bell
sound was no longer audible. The audible sphere varied according to the climatic
conditions, such as air temperature, wind strength and direction. However, after a
few simila r surveys, the audible border was defined as shown in the map (Fig.3).
The doned line in the map shows the audible border of the bell obtained from the
interviews with long-time residents in Kanda. It clearly demonsrrares that the audible area has been reduced along with the moderniza tion process of Tokyo. In the
soundscape survey, this audible area is called the 'acoustic space' of a specific sound.
The reduced and weakened acoustic space typically shown by rhe sound of the
cathedral bell is considered to have been caused by an increase in both the ambiem
noise level and by the amount of high buildings in the district. Consequently. this
"shrinkage and weakening of rhe acoustic space", is a major feature of the sou ndscape
of Kanda and that of any other modernized cities.

Diverse Ears Hearing the Cathedral Bell
The Study Group carried Out an intensive interview survey with 83 respondents
from May to September 1987, concerning the bell of Nicolai-do Cathedral. Unlike the preliminary survey which was mainly among long-time residents in Kanda,
this intensive interview survey targeted people wirh various backgrounds.
The criterion for selecting our informants was people who had acoustic experiences of the bell, in other words, those who seemed to have actually heard the bell
ringing. They included residents, people working in offices and passers-by in the
area, as well as the followers of the church and people related with the cathedral.
Fathers of the cathedral commellted about the religious meaning of the bell
sound . " In Christianity, the teachings of Jesus Christ are called 'good news' and we
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ring the bell as one way of materializing the good news." "We ring the bell to
encourage people to unite their heartS for prayer." Another said, "when an amateur
rings the bell, I feel that my mind is disturbed. One must ring [he bell with all your
heart, otherwise, the sound comes out differently. "
As a matter of course, the bell of the cathedral has a religious meaning. However,
the same sound, as described by Kanda kids,"was an accent in our life. When it
rings in the evening, we felt it's time to go home." For them, it had no religious
implication, but was the "soundmark of their hometown" integral to their daily life.
A closer examination of the survey data showed that some of the residents had
understood the religious nature of the bell. However, they were not aware of the
cathedral being that of Russian Orthodox Christian. Some said, "in my neighborhood, the bell of New Year's eve is that of Ni kola i-do. When we hear the bell at
the end of a year around here, we feel that the year is really coming to the end".
This suggests that the bell sound was firmly established in the soundscape of the
Japanese people's calendar. There was even someone who remarked, "a shrine maiden
is ringing the bell, so I was told" . This statement implies and symbolizes the cultural transformation of the bell.
In regard to New Year's bell, it is a Japanese tradition that Buddhist temples
ring their bells 108 times at the last moment of the year, that is at midnight on
December 31st. It was confirmed that the cathedral would ring the bell 100 times
starting JUSt before midnight at the request of the neighborhood community, but
it was not known when this custom sraned. One Father recalled, "this area was
tmally burnt by air raids during the war. Only this quarter remained undamaged
because of this cathedral, as the residents of Kanda understood. Therefore, after
the war, people of the shop association of Kanda starred to come here and to
attend the midnight worship. After the worship, they clapped their hands together
in a specific way (which is a Japanese tradition) and then they proceeded to Kanda
Myojin Shrine for New Year worshipping," This remark tells how deeply this cathedral has been tied with people's life in this area.
Although the night-time population is reduced, a great number of people visit
Kanda in day-time, for work, study, shopping and other purposes. There are lots of
large and tall office buildings around Nicolai-do cathedral. Even on Sundays, many
people are walking in the streets and some are working in the offices. The ways
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they hear the bell are so different from native residents. A young woman , a recep-

tionist in a neighboring office building, for example, said, "11 sounds like ' I wam to
get married as soon as possible.' It sounds somewhere between KARAN and KEEN,
something cute,"
Someone else replied, "I don't like it. h makes me sad, recalling my childhood.
We were poor, Japan was poor then ." A passer-by said, "It is like I am in Rome. "
Among the 83 informants, there wefe theological students who were actually
ringing the bell , and some followers visiting the cathedral for prayer on Sundays.
Interviews with Cathedral people wefe held in a calm environment for a long rime.
A group interview was held with followers . Some interviews, however, wefe conducted outside on the street, speaking to passers-by, in an exrremely short rime.
Therefore, the results may not be compared simply on equal standing.
Granting rhese conditions, it was confirmed that comments given by informants were so diverse even though they were listening to the same sound. The meaning and value given to the same bell sound were different from one person to
another. Even so, they could be grouped as displayed in Fig. 4 . H ere, in Fig 4, it is
clear that the same church bell could be heard in mallY ways.
More interestingly, we also found that there were two other groups which are
not included in Fig.4, namely "people who do not hear the bell when it is ringing,~
and those "who do hear the bel! when it is

/lOt

ringing. "

Peopl e who do not hear the bell when it is ringing
When we were asking passers-by near the cathedral, there were many people who
replied "I didn't know that the bell rings. " Hence, we predicted that rhere would be
people who did not hear the bell actually ringing. This was later to prove dle case.
The workers at Ochanomizu station at that time were working at the gate
checking tickets. At least one gate is located close enough to hear the bel l. One
worker who also stood at the gate on Sundays said, "I don't know if the bell rings.
I've never given attention to it. " He might have been in a special condition such as
he had weak hearing, but his reply suggested that "not all people are hearing the
sound when they are within the audible sphere of a sound." To support this hypothesis, a group member asked a person who happened to be together when the
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bell was actually ringing "Do you hear the bell ring?~ And he did not notice the
sound at all.
Whilst conducting the survey, some group members developed their own hearing abilities after listening ro the interviews with neighhoring people. Hitherto
unnoticed sounds became noticeable to our ears. For example, although I regularly
walked around Kanda before 1 began the study, I was not aware of the disaster
prevention message which was broadcast at 5 o'clock every afternoon . One day, a
woman in the neighborhood said, "A sound that I hear every day? It may be only
Disaster Prevention Chiyoda. You know that strange announcement that we can
hear at 5 in the afternoon." Several days later, whilst I was walking toward my
school, a woman's voice, ~Disaster Prevention Chiyoda ... " came inw my mind as I
heard a gigantic column of sound emerging out of the surrounding city noises. I
was walking the same route for years, but I had never heard it. From that day on, I
heard the announcement on the same day of the week.

People who hear the bell which is not ringing
In contrast, there were respondents who said they could hear the sound of the bell
even though they lived outside its audible sphere, or even after the bell ceased w
ring. We conducted a survey in a small restaurant around Kanda Myojin Shrine
and asked customers '''When does the bell of Nicolai-do Cathedral ring?" . One of
them said," I gather it rings when I start the day's work. It always rings around five
o'clock in the afternoon ." We confirmed, "Some people say that the bell rings only
on Sundays, do you think it rings every day?" The owner of the shop joined the
customer saying, "h rings at 5 o'clock in the afternoon. It rings every day." These
neighbours used to hear the time-telling bell in the past, which stopped ringing
about 1965. After nearly two decades in 1987, they said they 'heard' the bell from
Nicolai-do Cathedral, around the time their work began each day.
This example, which tends to be regarded as a 'misconception' in fact, implies
an important problem. This person has an established a picture of their daily life
which also draws on their knowledge and long-time experiences, into which the
bell of Ni colai-do Cathedral is firm ly built . Even after the bell ceased to ring, his or
her perception or understanding was otherwise. Living near Kanda Myojin Shrine
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for many years, the person considered that the sound of the bell was a permanent
feature and indispensable to his or her life. This suggests that 'memory' and 'knowledge' play important roles in the perception of the sound environment for a particular person, and perhaps for a collective society.
The ears of those who do not hear the ringing bell and those who hear the notringing bell, are both examples of the many ears that exist around the Nicolai-do
Cathedral. It can be said, as a result of the Interview Survey about the bell, that
these two groups added to the 5 groups shown in Fig. 4, are all the variations of
ears which were observed around the Bell of Nicolai-do Cathedral.
What do these varied types of the ears listening to the bell mean~ The varied
ways of hearing the bell equally implies the diversity of how people relate with this
district, whether they live here, commute to this district or who happen to pass by.
Certainly, this might be easily imagined even without conducting a survey on how
people hear the bell. What is important is to clarify the contents of such diversity,
and to demonstrate them as this paper has discussed above. Setting a question of
how people hear a specific sound in a district, is an effective means of demonstrating how people with various backgrounds relate with the district in a concrete
manner.

Significance of Soundscape Studies
Although the most of this paper has described the results of our interviews with
the local residents and some others, it should be noted that we also conducted
observational surveys using our ears as well as acoustic measurement devices, such
as recording machines and sound level meters. Also, bibliographical research was
conducted, such as picking up descriptions about the bell of Nicolai-do Cathedral
in literary works. This means that a 'one sound oriented survey' comprises a variety
of methods within soundscape studies. The same can be said of the 'one place
oriented' survey, although no example is given in this paper.
Before concluding this paper, I would like to make several comments on the
significance and characteristics of soundscape research as a part of Urban Stud-

Ies.
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A modern city is a complicated set of relationships. In order to analyzc (his
complex Structure, Urban Studies should he approached from a plurality of perspectives, requiring various methodologies, on morc than one scale. In this situation, 50undscape Study explores a new dimension in Urban Studies by introducing the sense of hearing. In other words, the basic significance of sounclscape studies as a part of Urban Studies is that it introduces an aural dimension clearly into
the field of Urban Swclies.
Regarding the point that a modern city is a complicated set of relationships, it
is possible to say that our intensive survey on the bell ofNica!ai-do Cathedral has
shown that Soundscape Studies itself is an useful methodology to uncover the
multi-faceted reality of a city. We have come to realize through the field surveys
that there are many 'types' of ears within the same space in a city. At the same time,
we have become clearly aware that our own ears are 'OUTsiders' ears' that can never
present absolUTe or objective truths. [n this sense, Soundscape Studies will enable
one to obtain a multi-faceted understanding about urban spaces.
As shown in the case of Nicolai-do Cathedral, the soundscape of Kanda comprises multi-layered meanings and realities in the bell sound held by various individuals with different 'ears' . As has been discussed above, the bell is one of the
soundmarks ofKanda district. In traditional communities, the members of a community share basically the same 'ear' toward a sound mark. However, OUT research
has revealed that there are diverse 'ears' toward the bell of Ni cola i-do Cahtedral in
the Kanda district. If a community is to be defined such that its members share the
same manner of perception and cognition of a particular sound mark, then Kanda
would be far from a "community". In other words, one of the characteristics of city
is that it consists of multi-layered communities or groups of individuals.
By /;stelling from within Kanda, we have become able to better understand the
complicated structure of our modern society and able to find an inner-reality. Like
other big city areas in Japan, Kanda has a great gap between daytime population
and nighttime population. Thus, the population living within the audible sphere
of the bell of Nicolai-do Cathedral is extremely small compared to the body of
commuters and passers-by in the area. Since workers and passers-by, as shown in
the duster F in Fig. 4, are dominant population in the district, their relationship
with the bell sound call be considered to be a representative one. In other words,
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'sounds of the disnier' heard by residenrs only constimtes a little part of the
soundscape of Kanda, and their ears cannot always be justified.
We researchers have come [Q realize through this field survey that there are
many ears around the same sound. At the same time, we have become clearly aware
that our own ears are 'oursiders' ears' that can never present absolute or objective
truths. However, we also recognise that our ears are not unique JUSt because of
being different from that of local residents. A metropolis such as Tokyo has a big
capacity [Q integrate various 'outsiders' ears' as a part of its big internal ear. In this
way, soundscape survey reveals a multi-layered and, in a way, ambiguous reality of

a Oty.
Based on our soundscape survey, there is another point we can discuss. When a
person says, "I recall the sounds I heard in my childhood," the sounds, and the
events of the past, are still alive in the person. This is demonstrated by some individuals who 'hear the bell of Ni cola i-do Cathedral which is no longer ringing' . The
memory and senses are not 'lost' but sti ll 'alive' as a part of their somatic senses. In
this sense, our body itself is a memory device.
This is also a reason why, in such interviews, the 'memories of the sounds' are
recalled as well as the 'sounds one can hear currently.' In regards ro this, Soundscape
Studies is someti mes cri ticized as being nostalgic. The memories of sounds, however, are accumulated and vividly alive within the bodies of people, and the senses
S[Qred with memories deterrnine what sounds the persons hears and in what way eVf1l those that they do not hear. Furthermore, one's memories of sou nds can help
provide the criteria for interpreting ones contemporary soundscape. As such, the
perception of one's soundscape is comprised of past personal memories and current stimuli both acting upon one another.
The soundscape is not simply limited [Q reflecting 'the internal reality of a city' .
It reflects the reality of the whole world in which we live. The world does not
consist of physical objects only. In this respect, Soundscape Stud ies can be a viable
method in Urban Studies and other various environmental studies, to cast a light
on the profound relation between individuals and their world - a world that cannot be properly understood by modern rationalism alone.
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The Sonic Identity of European Cities
A presentation of the work conducted
by the Swiss-French researcher Pascal Amphoux

Bjarn Hellstra m

D uri ng 1998- 1999 I had the opporruniry [Q study at the French research insti*
lUte C RESSON, I located in Grenoble, and it was during this period I first had
contact with the work of Pascal Amphoux. H owever, it was nOt until I was back in
Stockholm that I more thoroughly started to study his work L'idmfirt sonou d~i
viflN EUTopimnn (The Son ic Idemity o f European Cities). The more I read the

morc overwhelmed I was by its methodological approach, its epistemological width
and its richness of detailed information on how to use the method in pracrice. h is

in its way unique and I'm quite convinced that there is no equivalent work to be
found elsewhere.
The Sonic Idtfltity o/European CiliN is construCled as a manual - o r a guide-

be as expl icit as possiblefo llow the original d isposi tion. T his anicle is, thus, a pmmtation of

slricd y disposed in chronological ordu, and hence -

[Q

I've chosen to
the work and consequently I've excluded my own opinion in the text. This is a
unique and a very important work and si nce it's the first time the work is published in English I hope it can reach out to 'non-francophone' readers.2
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Introduction
The architcer and geographer Pascal Amphoux lives in Lausanne in Switzerland
and works as a researcher al IREC 3 in Lausanne and at CRESSON in Grenoble,
France. His research activities concerning Ihis methodological work started in the
late 80's. [n 1991 AI/X fCOIIW df' III vill,,4 was published, which is an exploration of
three Swiss ci ties. L'idrntitf S01101'( dts villes Elllvptrwlf'J, ) which this article is focusing on, consists of twO ,'olumes and was published in J 993.
The work is indeed mull i-modal in the sense that it embraces different methods such as interviews, questionnaires, instrumental and perceptual observations
when collecting data. The uniting link, however, is the terminology, i.e., the work
consists of a repertOire of concepts that have family resemblance and together these
concepts frame a paradigmatic model.
T he defined concepts ca n basically be viewed on

tWO

specific levels. First, on a

repreul/ffltiol/fll level in the sense that the concepts together work as a manual with
which j['S possible to Spot the son ic identity of a place. Second, from an opel"fltiol/tl/
level, i.e .• as a potemial of creation, in Ihe sense that the user can apply the concepts as tools when designing a sonic environment.
According to Amphoux, one main issue has been to formulate the work to be
usable both in theory and in pracrice. To achieve this, Amphollx has elaborated a
multi-modal system that consists of three levels:

Teelmiml descripriol/, i.e., recommendations of how to use the methodology
JIl

practice;

Muhod%gim/ descriptioll. i.e., methodological clarifications;
Theornical descriptioll, i.e., theoretical references.
The three themes are I'll! into three columns, which means that the layout is easy
to su rvey si nce onc can simultaneously follow the three different descriptive levels
on each page.
The work addresses practitioners, elected representatives, researchers, teachers
and other professionals who work wi th the sonic environment, and Amphoux has
distinguished three main rypes of users that respectively refers to th ree scales of
Intervention:
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The local politicians, the town planner or the planning technician - on a
local political level;
Those responsible for the future sonic environment - on a regional and
national political level;
The researchers - within the comparative European analysis.
It's also important to bear in mind that the work is a methodological guide and
doesn't give any expl icit recipes or results, but, on the other hand, it ofTers the
means and tools with which it's possible to approach the sonic identity of a city.

Notion of Urban Sonic Identity
According to Pascal Amphoux, the dominanr artitude among politicians and specialists who work in the field of urban sonic environment nowadays can be denoted as defensive. Basica!!y, this attitude consists of"diagnostiquer le mal" (d iagnosing the bad) in order to protect citizens from annoying sounds, e.g., to normalise, to regulate, to control, to build noise barriers, to reduce the traffic, to double
walls ete. The work of Thr 50llic Idfllriry ofEllrop(flfl Cities however, is based o n the
inverse attiwde aiming at "diagnostiquer le bien" (diagnosing the good) , i.e., to
make inquiries about the situations of well-being and also to promote the £1VOurable conditions of an actual and specific sonic quality in urban space. A keyword
is, thus, the sign ification of ql/ali0' in the sense that each urban place has a certain
characteristic sonic identity and that the city, within its diversity, produces various
so nic ambiences. To picture the sonic identity one must, according to Amphoux,
take the given aCOlmics, the sonic action and the phonic perception into consideration, which means that one has to integrate d ifferent disciplines when decoding
the quality of sound. Moreover, Amphoux states that social and spatial characteristics today are interpreted solely from a visual point of view, but a further aspect is
that the auditory space as well can contribute with valuable information.
Amphoux emphasises that the appreciation of the sonic identity is personal
since it can be looked upon both from a subjective and objective viewpoint, bur
one can also apprehend the sonic identity from an inter-subjective perspective in
the sense that the appreciation of sound gradually becomes conform among citi-
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zens. In this sense a certain space that 'sounds good' mU$m'r necessarily be quiet,
but Amphoux states that it's rather "a space where the sonic ambience seems to be
adequate in relation to ones images".6
What about practical maners? Which concepts are su itable as tools when making investigations? How co selen a limited number of situations and places that
can be representative of the sonic identity of a city? These and other questions will
be presented in this article, which are subdivided inw the three approaches of:
First approach: Selectioll ofreprtsentntive exampler - sonic memory;
Second approach: Constitution ofnil analytical fimnework - sonic perception;
Third approach: Characterisatioll of tbe sOIl;e idelltiry ofn ciry - sonic inter-

pretation.
The article ends with an epilogue that deals with issues regarding how to handle the
method in practice.
To avoid overloading the text with footnotes I've chosen to change the layout
of the parrs that - more or less - is a translation of Amphoux's work. Mainly, these
parrs concern the theoretical description, though it's important to bear in mind
that it's rather my interpretation of the text than a word-by-word translation .
Some of the concepts that Amphoux uses do not exist and/or are nor grammatically correct even in the French language. instead, these concepts are a construction of Amphoux in order to fit into a linguistic context. It's also important to
point out that the field of research is quite new and therefore a continuous development of a descriptive vocabulary is needed, and hence some of the concepts are
not possible to find in a glossary.' 1

This article is not a complete description of the mt."thod sinct." it dot."sn·{ serve rhe reader
with a complete presentation and clarification of the concepts, which the investigator actually needs when making a survey. This article also lacks criticism of the sources, as well as a
presentation of the different underlying theorit."s. However. m)' intention has been to present
tht." complete list with conceptual clarifications and theoretical explanations within my
Ph.D. which I'm working on right now, and which . hopefully, will be examined in the
spring 2003.
'1
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First Approach - Sonic Memory
Selection of Representative Examples
According to its title, the initial step deals with the selection of places that will
serve as field examples, which are representative for the sonic identity of a city. The
approach comprises of the two complementary techniques of The sonic mind milps
and The phono-reputable inquiry,? and also a final step that concerns the selection
of rep resentative places according to the model of CVS (see below theoretical description of the CVS-model).

Sonic Mind Maps
The first technique - the sonic mind maps - aims at locating and making a first
selection of representative places. To carry this technique out one needs 20-50
interlocutors who are as diverse as possible regarding age, social categories, education, knowledge of the city where they live and their geographical spread . In brief,
each interlocutor has to draw a sonic map of the city and make short comments on
the obtained map. The interlocutor is also asked to specify a certain number of
places that he/she finds particularly rich in acoustic qualities. Amphoux emphasises that the inquirer must be anentive and helpful if the interlocutor has difficulties in undemanding questions and making drawings since the task can be found
very abstracT. This procedure is quite fast and it takes

JUSt

two days to produce

about twenty maps.

Phono-Reputable Inquiry
The following technique, the phono-reputable inquiry, aims at collecting a number
of comments from the obtained maps, from which it's possible to extrapolate pertinent criteria. The inquirer has to gather interlocutors who have a particular sensibility and knowledge of the sonic environment: On the one hand those who operate in
the city such as the postman, the stroller, the street musician and the blind; And, on
the other hand, those who represent the city such as a columnist, a historian of the
city or architecture, an acoustician, a musicologist and a city planner.
In brief, the inquirer starts with a short survey of the framework and the objectives of the meeting. The inquirer also explains the idea of the notion of sonic quality.
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Moreover, the interlocutors have to scrutinise questions regarding the sonic qualities

of each present place that was selected in the first step, and likewise they'll be asked to
propose and reflect upon what type of sonic criteria contribute to the situations of
the experiences of well-being. The estimated time to make such an inquiry is three

days, comprising four sessions with six or seven interlocutors in each.

Choice of Places - The CVS-model
The next step is to make the final selection of representative examples with the
help of the

twO

previous inquiries. To make this possible, Amphoux in a trans-

ferred sense relates the three polar model ofCVS

ul/J;b!r - sensed]

to

[cOIllIll-

known, IIfcll -l ived and

three different dimensions of urban sonic identity.s

Theoretical Description of the CV5-model
COflllll (known) refers to a sonic dimension of symbolic representafion that is
discussed in terms of sonic symbols or sonic t'mb/ems of a city. The symbolic
function of sound is much stronger than the convemional sonic code, and
known by a great number of people. Thus, the sonic ambience of sonic places
known by all, native-born or foreigner fulfils to a great extent a symbolic function - as an epithet - where it has an immediate representation (such as Big
Ben in London).
Vfcll (lived) refers to a sonic dimension of ;lId;catll'e expression that is discussed in terms of sonic illdicia of a city in the sense that the sound through
contiguity reveals, indicates or expresses a parricular place. This dimension is,
thus, not within the order of representation (it's not necessary to know a particular code to understand the signification), but within the experience that
develops through contiguity and by people's practice. The choice of place is,
thus, arbitrary and subjective since the sonic dimension of vecu deals with the
individual experience. Such a place can be a cerrain district or a garden where
one lives. The sonic indicia of a place or a district is un iform to the listener.
SellSihle (sensed) refers to a sonic dimension of iconic repreSe11lfltiOll that is
discussed in terms of sonic icom of a city. This dimension is defined as the
proper quality of sound in which one forgets its reference to a f.1ctual reality. It
doesn't symbolise the epithet of the city or the practice in a district, but the
essence of a place, which is totally identified. Thus, Amphoux talks about the
'sonic urbanity of icons'? in order to designate the sonic climate That gives the
city its pan icular sonic atmosphere, or where it signifies a place independent of
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the geographical si tuation. The sonic atmosphere of a cafe or a ma rketplace can
represent such a place. It's the sound wi thin itself that matters, beyond the
immed iate perception, not its spatial references.
When making the selection of representative places, Amphoux outlines four principle orders: 1. Creating a list of places and synthesising the co mmentaries and
their orders in function of the level of redundancy. I.e., when an alysi ng the results
of the mind maps and the pho no-reputable inquiries, i['s important to dispose of
irrelevant data; 2. Indicati ng the moli\'e of the commentaries, and distinguish ing
the sonic identity in accordance wi th the CVS-model; 3. Setting up the quantitative lim itations of places and the analysed situations in accordance with the means
and the ti me that one d isposes. I. e., a li mited investigation may comprise of a
smaller amount of places in comparison with an extensive investigation: 4. Distributing a reasonable amount of places according ro the CVS-rnodel, i.e., to choose
about tell places of which a third co nfo rm respectively to either the polarity of
'COl\l\u', 'vecu' or 'sensible'.
T hus, the relation of CVS becomes the comrol instrument - from a sonic
idemifi calion viewpoim - when bala ncing the analysed places. Finally, after the
selcction and balancing of aboUl len places which are representative for the sonic
identity of a CifY, one has:

-

[C] Three or four yepmmtllfil1e pIt/us, in rhe sense that they are well known
to all the people in the survey (mentioned by most of the co nsulted interlocutors). The places that are taken under consideration are places such as
"the main street" and "the town-hall" .
[VI Three or four expmsive pIt/us, in the sense that they represcnr and give
risc to certain personal expeyimus - a street, a place, a public garden. The
choice of places is individual and arbitrary since it varies in accordance with
the interviewee's personal beha\'iour and to the places he or she use frequently.
[SI Three or four ffllud plaus, in the sense they give rise to a specific 'sentiment of city'.lo Most of such places express a 'sonic urbanity' within themselves, e.g., the marketplace, the station and the cafe.

Amphoux em phasises that the three criteria of known, lived and scnscd (Cv.5) are
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always presem at the same time in this three polar model. Within a certain sonic
space one of thcse three palarities can be dominating, but the two others are always
presenr

[Q

some extent.

The Second Approach - Sonic Perception
Constitution of an Analytical Framework
The first approach dealt with citizens' memory and specialists within different
disciplines, with the purpose IQ select representative places. This second approach,
however, is focusing on the perception of sound . This doesn't concern people's
knowledge, practice Of sensed relation to the city, but it deals with people's perception of sound and how they react when listening to sonic fragmenrs . Initially, this
is realised through recordings of the places that were selected in the first phase.
Amphoux states that it is possible - within a limired study - to skip this approach
and pass directly to the third approach (i.e., characterisation oft/}t' sonic idemity ofa

city).
The Synoptic Form Supporting the Sound Recordings
In order to be as precise as possible, Amphoux emphasises that it's of great
importance to control the process when making a sound recording. Accordingly,
he's outlined a synoptic form that comprises four main categories: location, compo-

sitioll, intentioll and /flctuat informatioll respectively that'll support the sound recording.

Location concerns the name of the place, but it's also important to mark OUt
exactly where the recording took place.
Composition - this is doubtlessly the most extensive parr of these four categories concerning the rendering of the sounds into a synthetic form rhat
was earlier described by rhe interviewed people. Amphoux has outlined
three categories: sonic background, sonic ambience and sonic sigllals in order
to subdivide the sonic environment into manageable parrs, which also help
the investigator to store rhe information in an operative form. Another
advantage when subdividing the sonic landscape is that it obliges the inves-
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tigator to be extremely concrete when recording the sonic elements (see also
the theoretical description of sonic background, sonic ambience and sonic
signal in the next pan).
Intention is about giving the sound recordist as precise information as possible on the qualitative criteria that distinguishes a certain place.
Information concerns the timerable, e.g., when the recordings cook place
etc. , but also a column that is reserved for different types of information.

Theoretical Description of Sonic Background,
Sonic Ambience and Sonic Signals
As was stated above, Amphoux has outlined three categories: sonic background,
sonic ambimu and sonic signals - as a conceptual cool - in order co distinguish
certain sonic environmental characteristics. The three categories correlate co
aspects such as the listening behaviour, and also spatial and temporal aspects
within the environment.
The category sonic background refers to an order that one actually doesn't pay
any attention to. Yet, it's clearly audible fcom that moment when starting to
listen actively. Amphoux defines the sonic background with the sentence "one
must listen to it to 'attend' it" , tt which implies that it plays a silent role because
it reveals other sonic orders. In a transferred sense Amphoux applies Pierre
Schaeffer's model of ordinary listening that consists of the four listening categories lisftning, hearillg, attending and compreiJmding. L! The sonic background
corresponds to Schaeffer's listening perspective hearing (ouYr) . When Amphoux
connects 'hearing' with sonic background, he unites the concept with a third
person in the sense of'one hears', independently of what']' do or what 'you' do.
Moreover, he states that "one can neither attend it, nor listen to it, but it will
always be heard if one is not deaf~ . \3 From a time perspenive view sonic background can be outlined in terms of continuiry or duratioll, i.e., it's an ongoing
stream - a continuum - of sounds.
The category of sOllic ambimCf, Amphoux defines as the composition of the
present sounds within a sonic environment, i.e., the sound that gives a distinctive character - a sonic code - co a place. Moreover, Amphoux correlates 'sonic
ambience' to Schaeffer's listening perspective of attmdillg. Briefly. Schaeffer's
definition of attending deals with a petceptual field when we don't etymologise
the sound, i.e., we don't search for the sound's derivation and origin. Instead
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our perception operates on a selective level: we are S(:arching for specific qualities of a certain sou nd andlor a sonic ambience.
Thus, it is the sounds within themselves that are in focus and nor their
physical context. Arnphoux uses the (efm /cO Ilf( flOWtnte (floating listening) to
describe the process when we are confronted with This type of sonic order.
Moreover, he discusses 'sonic ambience' by correlating 'attending' 10 a second
person in the sense that one can put the question 'did you anend~' in order to
reassure what was perceived. Amphoux says that it's hard ly necessary to listen
actively to perceive the 'sonic ambience'. Contrary to 'son ic background' he"
StaTes that: 'one can :Inend to the sound without listeni ng' l4 - and he exemplifies this senrence with the French expression of: ~ II y a de I'ambiance ici!" (h 's a
nice atmosphere here!). On the mher hand, however - regarding the above
sentence from a reverse angle - Amphoux states that: 'one can not listen to
other signals witho ut attending to them',I ~ which implicates that we will always be arrenrive to the characteristic sounds when listen ing. From a temporal
viewpoint Amphoux says that the sonic ambience can be cha racterised through
its dynamics in the sense that it's the mobility. the movement, the rhythm and
the alteration of the sonic units of a cohesive ensemble that constitutes the
sonic ambience of a place.
The third category. the S01/;C s;gnals, concerns emiued sounds that one envisages from an acoustical viewpoinr (e.g., difference in intensity), a statistical
viewpoinr (e.g .. an aleatorical event), a psycho-sociological or a semantic viewpoint (e.g., an uncommon noise) . The 'sonic signal' correlates to Schaeffer's
perspective of listel/ing, wh ich deals with the intermediation of sound and the
event that caused the sou nd. Amphoux discusses 'so nic signals' by correlati ng
'listening' widl the first person in the sense that 'I'm listening', which implicates that one acts intentionally and with determination on the subject Ihat
makes us start listening: ~one can not listen without heari ng and attending". 16
The sonic signal, literally speaking, grabs our attention: the signal wi ll suddenly appear in our mind, unexpectedly. we don't have to listen bur instead the
signal will always call for our attention; contrary 10 the sonic background ~one
has to pay attenrion to it to listen to it".17 From a temporal viewpoim, the
signal is always a ditcollfinll;ty; it's an order of a sOll ic ~1Jrlll that makes us listen.
Amphoux states that the dividing of the sonic environment into the three orders background, ambimrr and sigl/al also can be discussed in terms of the dual
relation of figure I ground that is a dominating theory within the field of ge-
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stalt psychology. In brief, the duality of figure / ground in a transferred sense
can be substituted by the above described trilogy background I ambience I,igna/
which is reflected into the three temporalities duratioll / dYllamics I event, and
the three functions of ordinary listening which are hedring I attending I fisten I1Ig.

The Achievement of Sound Trac k s and Interviews
Concerning Listening Perception
The next two steps deal, firstly, with the sound recording of the chosen places,
which Amphoux has outlined with very derailed insuuctions on how to carry this
through. The second step is detailed and concerns the interviews and comprising
different manuals and forms . However, regarding the limitation of this article it's not
possible to go deeper into the conducting of the sound recording and the realisation
of the interviews. Instead the arricle wil! continue with the third and last approach.
Nevertheless, the core of this second approach is Amphoux's framing of the
three categories SOIl;C backgroul/d, sonic ambience and sonic signals.

The Third Approach - Sonic Interpretation
Charac terisation of the Sonic Identity of a City
The third approach - Characterisation 0/ the sOllic identity ofa city - is interpretative in the sense that it aims at making an assessment of the obtained results from
the first and second approaches (i.e. , Selectioll ofrepreUlltatil1e examples and Consti-

fIItioll ofan anaLytical framework). The tools for this assessment consist of a Sonic
Identity Chnrt and a Repertoire of Qualitative Criteria that Amphoux has outlined.
The main focus of both 'tools' embodies three radical different modalities: \)£,
recoute (IIvirOIlIl(menta/e (the environmentallisrening); 2) M, thol/te mediale (the
mi lieu listening), and; 3) P, tecollte paysaghr (the landscape listening), also known
as the model o/EMP. T hese three modalities designate different rypes of relation to
the 'sonic World', 18 each one denominating certain qualities: [E] denominates the
representatioll of the sonic environment; [M J the exprersion of the sonic milieu; and
[PJ the perception of the sonic landscape. Thus, they concern different contexts of
sounds.
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This third approach - Characterisation ofthe sonic idemiry ofn city - is the final
pan and the average number of places when making such an investigation is about
ten.

The Sonic Identity Chart and
the Repe r toire of Quali t ative Criteria
The Sonic Identity Chart has been outlined in tabular form where the investigator makes the notations of the obtained results. When making an investigation
10 fil! in onc form of each explored place. The chart
consists of four different categories: 1. SpecificfltlollS of uqumus; 2. Syllfbesis of
hypotheses and comments; 3. Semantic niche l111d remarkable expreHiom; and 4 .
Objectijicatiol} ofqualitiltive criteria. The first three categories consist of compiling
the results from the obtained maps, interviews, inquiries and recordings. The forth
category, however, is doubtlessly the most extensive and consists of a description of
the qualitative criteria - the sonic identity - of a certain place, expressed in terms
of the three modalities of environmental listening (E), milieu listening (M) and
landscape listening (P), i.e., the model o/EMP. The [001 for making such a description of the qualitative criteria is the previously mentioned Repertoire o/Qualittltive
Criteria that consists of a repertoire of concepts.

of a city, the investigawf has

The Sonic Identi ty C hart consists of four categories:
1. Specifications 0/ the sequences, that consist of:
A factual description of the sound levels (LEQ - maximal and minimal
level) ;'9
Recognition of the executed interviews (i mmediate, easy-going, difficult,
impossible eIC);
Short description of the sonic fragments (place, time, audible elements etc);
Reception of the sonic fragments (the auditor's rdation to the audition and
the sonic fragments );
A systematic list of the sOl/ic efficrs"° that were conceived from the interviews. (The use of the sonic effiets is an important part of Amphoux's work,
but due to the limitation of this article it's not possible to give a substantial
explanation, see further explanation in previolls foornote .)
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2. Synthesis of the hypotheses and commrnts, which consists of an analysis of the
content of the execured questionnaires and interviews, and scrutinised in terms of:
Space (commentaries of the perception of spatial aspects);
Time (commentaries of the perception of temporal aspects);
Semantic and/or cultural aspects (commentaries in terms of anonymity, intimacy, nostalgia, ambiguity, tranquillity, integration and cosmopolitan etc);
Sonic material (commentaries of the perceived sounds-sources of the place).

3. Semantic niche and remarkable expressions, consists of short quotations - in
the original language - that have been srared by rhe interlocutOrs during the
interviews and questionnaires.

4. Objtctijicatioll ofqualitfltillf eriteria (that also includes the Repertoire ofQualifative Criteria): This fourth category - doubtlessly the core of this work and
the most extensive category as well - is (he description of the qualitative criteria
of the sonic identity, which Amphoux has distinguished into the three different
EMP orders:
[E] : The modality of environment concerns the acowtic quality of sound,
denoted as the criteria ofquality. i.e. , a sonic order Ihat is objeCtive, assessable and controllable. Beside criteria such as reverberation, intensity, frequency and timbre it also embraces spatial criteria, e.g., in terms oflocalisation and delocalisation , bUt also temporal criteria discussed in terms of the
rhythm of sound. Thus, the criteria of quality concerns an analytical discourse on the content of sound, denoted by Amphoux as a SOIl;C env;rollmmt (environnement sonore), i.e., an objective order Ihat is outside of liS
but with which we suPPOrt the fillletiolla/ re/atiollS concerning emission
and reception, and which is symbolised by [E] (environnemenr).
[MJ :The modaliry of milieu concerns the sOllic comfort, denoted as the
erilfria ofqualification, i.e., a sonic order that is amalgamated, natural and
vivid, and which arises from the social structure of a place and people's
activity. This order is subjecrive in Ihe sense rhat one evaluates Ihe sounds
in relation to people's practices and habits. Thus, the criteria of qualification concerns an analytical discourse on the form of sound. It is denoted as
a sOllic milieu (milieu sono re), which we are plunged into and with which
we suPPOrt the ul/ited re/atiolls right through our activities; symbolised by
the [M] (milieu).
[P] : The modality of landscape concerns the perceived quality of sound,
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denoted as the criteria ofqllaiitativmess, 21 i.e., a sonic dimension that evokes
aesthetical and sensible sensations of sounds. One typical criterion within
this order is the representation of sound in rhe sense that the sounds are
e.g., rare, typical andlor authentic. It also deals with the expressiveness of
sound, as well as the listener's reflection of sound that, among other things,
concerns musical values. The criteria of qualitativeness concerns an analysis
of the discourse of the form and the content of sound . It is an inter-subjective order denoted as a sonic Inndsmpr (pnysage ,ol/ore), simultaneously inside and outside of ourselves, with wh ich we support the perapfllal relations
right through our aesthetical experiences; symbolised by [PJ (paysage).

Theoretical Explanation of the Three Orders of Sonic Criteria and
the Three Types of Listening of the City
As was mentioned above, the duee orders of sonic qualitative criteria (quality,
qualification and qualitativenessl and the three orders oflistening criteria (environment, milieu and landscape) constitute the most extensive part of the
Sonic Identity Chart . Together they serve as a tool in order to frame the sonic
identity from different perspectives. Below, the theoretical ideas of the defin ition of the sonic environment, the sonic milieu and the sonic landscape will be
outlined.
T he sonic environment designates an objective, measurable and controllable
whole of the sonic world. In other terms, it's the repl"fse1lffltioll that shapes the
sonic world when exercising an objective 'listening' (hollte) , which is analytical
and manageable within a given culture (see also the theoretical description of
'sonic signal'). The object of such a listening concerns, thus, the acomfir qualities of the sonic environment. Tbe criteria of quality is not only confined to
acoustic values such as intensity, frequency and timbre, or to specialists knowledge. On the colltrary, it also embraces the collected data from the interviews
of "ordinary man" describing the users' space in terms of spatio-temporal criteria, as well as criteria that is linked to the sonic material. Consequently, the
criterion of quality designates a quality in itself, which is objective.
The sonic milieu deals with people's acting in lhe sonic world . In other terms,
it concerns the expressioll of the sonic world through the practices, uses or the
custom of the inhabitants when exercising the "hearing" (loule), i.e., a listening
perspective that lacks a particular inrelllion: the listener doesn't search consciously for the sound (sec also the theoretical description of "sonic background").
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The objen with such hearing concerns the iOnic comfort, individual or collective. On this levcl, one doesn't talk about "acoustic qualities": the son ic milieu
is either of good or bad quality, it 's ~comfortable" or "uncomFortable". Properly
speaking, the sonic world doesn't concern the qualities, but the qualificatiol/s
(oF the comfortable and uncomfortable). The qualitative criteria of the son ic
milieu concern thus the criuria of fjllalijicllfioll, which are classified and defined in terms of evaluation, ideal isation and imagination. Consequently, the
criterion of qualification designates a quality 'th rough' itself, which is subjective.
The sonic landscape designates the collect ive field of phenomena that make
possible a sensed appreciation of the son ic world. In other terms, it's t"~ uiZlirr
that operates within the sonic world when reflening 'anentive' (rlllmu). i.e.,
an emotive listening or simply the absorbed contemplation from an auditOr
(see also the theoretical description of'sonic ambience'). The object with such
attention concerns 11)( pbollic bmuty of the sonic landscape. In this order one
neither talks of acoust ic quality on an objective environmcntal level, or of the
subjective qualification of such a milieu: The sonic landscape concerns the
qllalitatilJmrss - being inter-subjective - by nature subjective and yet universal.
The criteria of fJ"alitlllilJmess are classi fi ed and defined in terms of'representativeness', 'expressiveness' and 'reflexiveness'. Consequently, the criteria of
qualitativeness designate a process that is inter-subjective: which 'by itself takes
a value in itself',n i.e., the appreciation of certain subjective criteria are shared
by a lot of people.

The relation between the modalities of EMP
When discussing the relalion between the EMP modalities, it's important to
bear in mind [hat it's not possible to oppose the environ ment to the landscape,
the milieu to the environment etc. Each of the three tllodalities only make
sense in relation to the others and one can only approach th is course by successive homologies, i.e., the one of the known, the lived, the sensed I lhe listening,
the hearing, the attendi ng I the symbol , the indicia, the icon f the quality. the
qualification, the quali tativeness I [he diagnosis, the handling, the creation,
etc. The environment is not more important than the milieu or the landscape.
Hence, it's not possible to put them in a hierarchical system since these three
dimensions are incommensurable. But they are always co-present in relation to
(he 'World' and it's, thus, a question of treating them joil1lly.
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Summary
To sum up, when analysi ng and compiling rhe obtained results in order IQ describe
the sonic identity of a city, the investigator uses a 50n;c Idl'1ltiry Chart and a Reper-

toire o/Qualitfltive Criterin, The Sonic Identity Chart has been outlined in tabular
form where the investigator makes the notations of the obtained results. (See the

below enclosed example of a Sonic Identity Chart.) The Repertoire of Qualitative
Criteria - that is a part of the Sonic Identity Chart - consists of a vast number of
concepts that functions as a tool in order to depict the comext of sound, expressed
in terms of f'flll;romnentnl qllality, qllfl/ijimrion ofmiliru and qllnlitflriv£l1f'SS o/landscape: i.e. , the criterion of environmental quality gives priority to a physical, spatial

and semantic context; the criterion of the qualification of the milieu gives priority
a pragmatic context where the subject or the social group is committed; and the
criterion of the qualitativeness of landscape gives priority to a cultural context
to

where the perception is committed. (See the below enclosed 'Scheme: Repertoire
of Qualitative Criteria'. )
Due to the limitation of this article it's not possible to present a precise definition of each of the concepts (about 80 in number) that constitutes the Repertoire
of Qualitative Criteria. However, it's important to underline that, without knowing the definition of each concept it's in fact impossible to make a survey. Hence,
this article is not a complete description of the method since it doesn't serve the
reader with a complete list of concepts, as well as it lacks a description of the abovementioned repertoire of sonic effects.
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SONIC IDEHTlTY CHART (example)
1. SPECIFICATION OF ThE SEQUENCES:

Soond level. e.g.. LEa 70 max 89 - min 62 - 1.52 mnutes.

ReccgniIion 01 rM executed inletviews. e.g., in teflllS 01 ""imIediate", "easy·going", "difficult". "'impossble".
Shon de:scripIion oIlhe sonic fragments: aboul the name 01 place. when ij was recorded.
about the audible SO\.I"Ids at the ptace elC.

Reuptioo of the sonic fragments: about the auditor's relatiOn 10 the audijiOn and the soniC IragmenlS.

Sonic Ellects: e.g., in terms 01 "rnasking'. 'reverberation'. "Cuttilg" or 'cocktair eHect.
2. SytmtESIS Of ThE HYPOTHESES .+,NOCOMMEHTS:

(Analysis ot lIle contenl of Ihe executed queslJOl1naires and inteMews. scnAinised in the lour categories):

Space: e.g.. intemtS ot "leverberanr. "<fltluse', inStable' or "onri:lirectional" spatialily.

Time: e.g.. in terms ot "COI"Itinuar, 'non·rhythmicar or 'nOII·linear".
Semantic/cultural aspectS'. e.g., in terms of "anonymity", 'modernity" or "insecurity".

Sonic malerial. a synthesised description about the commentaries 01 the perceived $Ol¥KIs·sources of the place.
3. Sf:MANTIC NICHE .+,NO REMARKAlLE UPRESSJONS:

IConsiSls 01 shM quotalionsll\al haYE! beef! stated by the inteOOculOfSduring the in18fVi8ws and quesliomaires).
E.g.. 11'5 a mix betw&en lIle lIallic noise. the scatlefed 'IOices andllle kiletX; soIIIds lrom the movilg people:
4. OBJECTIf ICATIONOFOUALtTATIV! CRITER IA: {which also embraces the

(Abou1 the qualitative

CI"~eria 01the soniC

Reper/oire of Qualitative Criteria)

identity, expressed in lemlS of the environmental orders EMP)

The etilenon 01 qua.\1y [E]: in tenns 01 -space'. '1ina" or "SOflle materiar.

The criterion 01 quai1ica1ioo (M]: in terms 0/ "ju:Igernenr, "icIea1$' Of "inages'.
The criterion 01 qualitativeness [P~ in terms 01 'lepl"ssentaliveness'. ·expressiveness" 01 "refIexiyeness".
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SCHEME: REPERTOIRE OF QUALITATIVE CRITERIA
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Epilogue
Handling of the Urban Sonic Envi ronment
Handling Instrument
Pascal Amphoux emphasises that the work of TIlt SDI/it' Idt'lltiry of Ellrop~1II1
Citi~s first of all is a method of analysis of the sonic quality in urban space. The
work is not limited 10 an evaluation of the correlation between sound-levels and
the degree of discomfort, but it rather takes architectu ral. social and cultural di mensions into accoum. These aspects are usually ignored in the work of noise.

On a local level. Amphoux also points OUt that the work can suppOrt the different local studies that ai m at conducting noise maps where specific problems - the
'points noirs' - are docunu>nted. In this sense this work can be complementary by
spotting the 'unproblematic' - the 'points blancs' . Ampho ux also says that the
guide is to be used as an instrument for the handling of sounds in urban spaces.
The Sonic Identity Chart constitutes not a goal in itself, but it supplies the suppon
of information, which is updateable and complementary to a noise map. Si nce the
method is applicable within different cultural contexts, it also can be regarded on a
global level as a starting- point of a European comparative methodology.
The tWO homologo us models of CVS (rol1lm - known, vim - lived and srl/sibl~
- sensed) and EM r (rllIJiro1l111'lIIrm - environment, lIIilin l - milieu and pa)!agrlandscape) bring a pragmatic and theoretical support in order to develop and to
control the different levels of inter\'ention.
In the concluding pan the three different o perative attillldes of "alldlillg oft"~
rl/v;rOllll/rllf, hnndlillg oft/" lIIili"l/ and halldlillg Ofthe landsmp" will be discussed.
Amphoux denotes these 'operati ve attitudes' as three political poles in the sense
that they outline three different plnllS of actiOIl concerning the handling of the
urban sonic environment.

Handling of the Environment
The first attimde is d~ftmiw and consists of prot~('fillg tlu 10llic mvirolllllm t from
acoustic pollution, which firstl y concerns the rradirional instinnions, e.g., to normalise, to regulate, to contro!' to build noise barriers, to double the walls, to thicken
the interior partitions, to divert the stream of cars, 10 reduce the traffic etc. But
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Amphoux also adds the imporlance of protecting rhe acoustic qualities such as the
spatial and temporal configurations, and also the social and cultural signification
that constitutes the objective conditions of the idemiry of the sonic environmcm.
H andling of rhe environment is, thus, operative within the frame of lIational,

regional or lornl obsrrl!(lfiom oflbl' sOl/ic ('II/I/ral/ment. Such observations aim at - on
the one hand - collecting Sl3ristics and quamifiable acoustic data, and - on rhe
DIner hand - collecting data of the listed variables of the qualitative criteria in
order to acquire a comparative analytical tool of the acoustic quality of the sonic
enviro nment.

Handling of the Milieu
The second, im'crse, anitude Amphoux denotes as ojfollsiw, since it aims at
cOllfolidfltiJlg th( SOIl;C mili(U, i.e., to strengthen the amalgamated and vivid dimension of a certai n place and also to bring Out the sonic comfort

IQ

[he inhabitants.

Amphoux emphasises rhat such a program is evidently very large since it concerns
the halldlillg ofrig d(claud micro-social cOlljlim alld d)(ir pr(lImtioll. i.e., people's
op inions about sounds and noises differs a lot. Some people find a certain soundsource disturbing, whereas other can handle it without any problem. This con Aict
between different opinions may cause problem when planning and regulating th e
sonic environment at a certain place. The comfort problemarics shall, rhus, be
viewed in the frame of securi ty and social communication.
The handling of the milieu is also directed to a political order that concerns

uglllflfioll of focial ;1l((rtlC/iom, e.g., rreamlenr of the complai ms of noise in rhe
neighbourhood. The question of the public awareness is anOlher important political issue, which will stimulate and supply the inhabi tants with i nsrrument'Sso they
- as far as possible - can regulate and control thei r own sonic milieu.

Handling of the Landscape
Finally, the third attitude is orat;//( in the sense that it consists of composing (1)(

[m,mcap. 1''''0 types of actions are outlined. Firstly, Amphoux discusses the rather
new profession of urban light design, which rapidly has won great success among
politicians and habiranrs. On the analogy of light design, Amphoux discllsses the
need of an IIrbau SOIl;C dt"sigll(r, i.e., a new type of discipline that must be built up by
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savoir-f:1ire and experiences in order to find its public and its usefulness. Secondly, he
discusses the promotion of operations in order to stimulate citizens' consciol/sness of

the sonic ollliromneflt, e.g., to develop a large public register of urban sonic recordings,
to organise sonic exposition and manifestations that aims at stimulating and improving the citizens awareness of the richness of sonic qualities etc. This is, indeed, a new
perspect ive that deeply acts on the cui rural and esthetical moods of our hearing.

Summary of the Handling of the Urban Sonic Env iron me nt
Firstly, this guide is a tool ofrepreseflttltioll - i.e., a descriptive level - in the sense
that it supplies instruments in order to Spot and to describe the sonic identity of a
place. Second ly, this guide is also a pote1ltiai ofcretttioll - i.e., an operative level - in
the sense [hat iT can be used as a tool when designing a sonic environment, which
operational model - divided into three forms of identity - is outl ined as follows:

PROTECTION OF THE Sm·.'\c EKYIRON:v!E:>iT

CONSOLIDATION OF THE SONIC MILIEU

Dcfensi ye altitude

Offensive altitude

Technician

User - habi1ant

Norma1ive and eYalua1ive control

Regula1ion of social interaC1ions

.ACOUS1ic correction'

'Sonic de\'elopment'
Trea1men1of plaint and social action

Obsen'a1ion of 1he sonic environment

Cm.1POSITlON OF THE SO:-lIC L Al\'DSCAPE

Crea1ive attitude
Designer
Evolu1ion of cultural and eSlhelical models
'Phonic crea1ion
Urban sonic design
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Footnotes
I The French institute CRESSON (Celllre de Rech('rche mr rEspace $emore etl' Environnemem ) is located in Grcnoble and connc<ted 10 the School of ArchitC<1tHe. Se<." h1(p:/I
www.cT<."sson.archi.fr /

I'm ;llso taking the opportunity 10 th:U1k Nicolas Rem)' and Niwlas Tixi<."r for b('ing the
link between Mr. Amphoux and myself, bm also for all th e suPPOrt r<."garding valuable
advice and helpful clarifications of the work.
l

j The Swiss institute IREC (Ins titut de Recherche su r I"Environnement Consuuit) is located in Lausanne and connected to the Department of Architecture. Federal School of
Polytechnic.

~ A~II'HOUX Pascal. AIIX icOIlt(S dt

I" /.'i l/t. Rapport de rn:herche N"94. I REC. Lausanne

1991.
~ A~ll'U OUX Pascal. Li'dtlltitl sOllortdl'S l'illl'S Ellroplt'IIII'S-Guide m~thodologique, al'usage
des gestionnaires de la ville. des techniciens du son et des chercheurs en sciences socia les.
Tome I: lechniques d'enqueces, Tome 2: Repertoire d<." conc<."pts. CREssON / IREC,

1993 :lbppoTlllo 11 7.
"un espace dOIH I'ambiance sonore semble adequate par rapport it I'im;lge que I'on s'en
Elit", Id <."Ill, p. 7 .

6

7

'Tenqucte phonoreputationelle··. Idem p. 13 .

• The CVS-rnodel is most common appli<."d in thr firld of grography. communicati on
theory ;In(l semiology. Idem, p. 15 .
~ ~d ' une
10

urbanitc l'ic6ne sonore~, Idem, p. 16.

Mse mimem de la ville"

11 ~ il F.lll!

n<'" StadtgefUhr'), Idem p. 16.

1'&Olller pour I'entendre··. Idem. p. 21.

Il In lim'tl dts Objm Mllsimll.\", Editions du 5euil. 1966. the French composer. engineer
and author Pierre 5chaeffer distinguish four different modes of listening: kOIlft'r (listening);
011;' (hearing); t'I/lrlldrf (a1l<."nding) and (Olllpl"flldrf (comp rehendin g). These four verbs are
subordinated to the listening pe rspective th;\{ 5chaeffer entitles !cOllrt ordillllirr (ordi nary
listening), which concerns an identification process in the sense that the sound is used as a
mroium: the surrounding sonic infor nlation is demdrd with the four above list<."ning modes.
Briefly. the (our ,<erbs lifrmillg< btllrillg. ilfrmdillg and rOlllprrbtlldillgdea ls with:
- Lis/mil/Ko dea ls with the al1ell1ion IQ somrone or somethin g: the intermedi:nion of
sound and the c\l'"nt that caused the sound. Th <." sound is treated ;u indicia of the source.
- Hfllrh,Ko concerns the most elemenrnry rough order of listening perception. One
listens passively without specifically searching fo r a c<."nain sound and/or explicitly com·
prehending the sonic information.
- Allflldillg: deals with the perceptu~ 1 stage when one dorsn't etymologis<." th<." sound:
th e so unds' derivation and origin aren't se:trchcd for. I nstead the pt"rccption operates on
3 selective levd: one searches the specific qualities of a certain so und .
- ComprriJmdinKo is a semantic mode oflistening. The sound is treated as a sign or a
code ,hat consists of certain \"alues.
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13 ~ il peut n'etre ni entendll. ni ecoUle; mais il $e m lOujours Qui" par qui n'est pas sourd ~,
AMPlmux P. A IL" ((omI'S dr In lIillt, Ibid. p. 62.
14 aOn»l'UI l' r nt end re sa ns r ecOUlt' r A \1PHOUX Pascal, L 'idtlll iri wllorr d~ vill~ EIlTOpimllrJ.
M

•

Ibid. p. 21.
IS"011 ne peU! (COUler cl'autre signaux sans I'enrendre" , Idem, p. 2t.
16 "il ne peU! ecouu:r sans olf!r Cl clHcndrc" , A.\II'HOUX P. AIIXI'{OIlUSde
1~

"il fuut l'enlendre pour
ElIropiml1ts. Ibid. p 2 1.

r eCOut e r",

Idem.

A.\tl'HO UX

In vil/f, Ibid p. 62.

Pascal, L1dmtiti

SOl/Or(

drs "ill,s

18 When di scllssing th e sound C' nvi ronm cnt fro m an ove rall viewpoint Amphoux uses the
denomination aftfollllt $Onore~ (semi( \\,.qrldj .

19 LEQ concern s {he equi v:l1cnl level of sound pressure. expressed in dB.
notion o f sonic eff« rs is ind~ a n~ry extensi ve :lnd important work devdoped at
CRESSO N and published in: A fEeol/1t dt {t ll /liro lllltl1ttllt (Augoyard, Torgue and OIhers,
Editions Parentheses. 1995) - and to do full justice to th is work would demand a thorough
survey.
When dle book was published in 1995 the research and elaboration of the repenoire or
sonic effects had bee n going on at Cresson (or more than ten years. Onc can say th:u thi s
work mirrors the do minatin g attitude at Cresson, i.e., to approac h the urban environment
from a multidisciplina ry point o ( vi ew, and through derailed investigations elaborate design
tools that are suitable within th e architectural sphere.
What is then l JOllietjJrcf In brief, a so ni c effecl can nO! be described as a pure co ncepl
hut is rather a generic co ncept since il funclion s as an interm ed ia te link betw~n differelll
di sciplines. The repenoire of so nic effects - whi ch consis ts o f sixteen major and about sixt),
minor effec ts - is to be used in o rder to identify and desc ribe th e vaSI amount o f so nic
configuratio ns th at ari se in the b uilt enviro nm ent. Each of th e major effects is syS!cmati.
call)' defined into acoustical. archit ectural. sociological. psychol ogical, cultural. philosophical
and musical contexts. and consequently the approa ch is multi. di sciplinary. Moreover, one
can sa)' that the ense mbl e of sonic effects function as a guide that supports a general di s·
course of sound.
N .B. the French expressio n "sonic effects" is "1ftrs UJ/lOrtS" and when translating it into
English the C resson· rescarchers prefer 10 use "so lmd effecu" . However, the reason why I'vc
chosen ~50lI ir effec ts" is nO! 10 mix the concept wi th th e noti on of ~so und effects~ whi ch is
commonl)' used within the terminol ogy of eleclroaeouslie music and popular music as
well. Their contex t is by all mea ns co nsiderably narrow.
! O The

! I Amphoux uses th e co ncept of "qualitativit(" whi ch in fact is nOt gramma{icall y correct.
The concept is a cOns tructio n in order to fit into a linguisti c COntext, but later on in his
work Amphoux uses the homologue noun of ~raTf:£' (rarit y) and "ex pressi y ite ~ (ex pressive·
ness) . Hence, th l' co nCept / no un of qualitJti vite can be turned into the English noun
qll(flittltiv(IIm .

l!

"de qui pour soi prend une I'aleur en soi'·. A,\ IPH OUX Pascal, L'idrl/tiri $0111)1'( d" /11'//"

Europiu/I/" , Ibid. p 38.

Street Listening
A Characterisation of the Sound Environment:
The «qualified listening in motion» method

Nicolas Tixier

Introduction
W
e have been developing an approach based on a more qualitative study of the
sound environment which will complement in a preparawry fashion the usual
metrological surveying techniques used in urban acoustics. It is directly based on
the notion of atmosphere (called ~ambiance" in French l ) and the descriptive and
interpretative tools: the sound effects!. This method was developed in collaboration with Nicolas Boyer under the direction of Jean-Fran\ois Augoyard. It has
been used in an explorawry fashion in several research projects 3--4 with the interdisciplinary collaboration of other laboratories [physical characterisation, numeric
simulation]. Two sites were used for this STUdy: (he Vigny-Mussetdistrict in Grenoble
(Isere), and the POrt au Ble district in Reze (Loire-Adamique).

Methodology
Approaching a "sound atmosphere" ("ambiances sonores") involves an imerdisciplinary process taking into account both the physical and the constructed dimensions of the space, as well as the social and perceptive dimensions of the users. We
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will thus make the triple postulate of an approach which will be: urban, in situ and
dynamic. Our qualified-listening (ecoure qualifiee) method stems directly from

the meThod of the commelHed CiTY walks5 by Jean-Paul Thibaud.
The commented city walks can be illustrated by the three verbs of action:

"to

walk, to perceive and to describe" . Moreover, they are adapted to three main hypotheses in order to apprehend Ollr sensible environment:
I. To reaffirm the importance of COllleXl in the su rvey's system. T his concerns
a reintroduction of a double contextual dimension that is often absent within
sensible studies as well as urban and pragmatic dimensions: i.e. the way we
act in a city. This is to be done in sim3rion, in COll1eXl and through rhe
action of walking with the purpose of participating in the emergence of
these sound phenomena.
2. A relationship between the order of description and the order of perception, which concerns the recognition of the habitams' competence in describing the environment where they live.
3. The order of perception concerns the habitants' mobility, therefore the choice
of a dynamic situation for the approach.
Jean-Paul Thibaud states that it's more a question of avoiding a scholarly and disengaged description, than of aiming at an ord inary and participatory one.
This proposed method is an adaptation of the method of the commented city
walks. This adaptalion can be differemiared through three principal aspects :
I. rhe focusing on the description of the sonic environment ;
2. the demands of a technical system;
3. a fina l form that articulates different types of materials.
The next step, after an architectural and urban survey. is to obtain the reports of
what is perceived whilst moving, thanks to a recording device and acoustic amplification.

St reet liste ning
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Fig. 1: Walking. listening and desc ribing.

The liJfening J/I bjl'ct is fi tted o ut with

{\1l0

syste ms of synchronised reco rding equip-

ment:

•

T he amplified listen ing apparatus: a directional microphone + a pole that
the listener d irects himself + D.A.T. record ing of the sou nd environment +
headphones (the band is adjusted to d B(A) level to enable a later metrological analysis) .
Comments: a small lapel mounred mi crophone + Dictapho ne recording of
the descriptions.

This techn ical apparatus. thanks to the emphasis it lays on the surround ing sounds,
helps the participant to speak of what is usually taken fo r granted and is thus
d iffic ult to express, namely O UT everyday sou nd envi ronment. This equipment generates a paradoxical si tuatio n. si nce one at the same time is outside the context (we
arc listen ing with headphones). but also wi thi n the COlllex t (onc listening wh ile
walk ing in the city). The distance between these {\\ 'O ambivalent si tuatio ns which
take place simultaneously faci litates the verbalisation and the concent ration of the
entire process.
A researcher acco mpanies the participa ms in o rder 10 guide them and 10 encourage them to spe,lk if necessary. H is presence is sometimes necessary to put the
comments illlo cont ext and to note their relative importance. The participants are
main ly selected on the basis of their con nections - or lack of them - to the studied
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space: lodgings, work, shops, school, walks, gard~ns ... They go round the circu irs
at d ifferent times of the day, o n different days, and even in different weather conditions. By the amount of the repetitions whi thin the comments of fifteen candidates, it is soon dear that it's very possible to circumscribe the different phenomena. The instruction before starring the course is simple: i.e. to say what onc hea rs
and to comment on it. In order IQ help a person, jf that is necessary, the researcher
can specifY that he/she can list the sound phenomena. When possible, try to qualify
them and explain the relations they maintain with the city. the people or oneself.
It's also necessary for the candidates. from time to lime, to describe their location
pr~isely in order to facilirare rhe phas(: of [he analysis.

Urban and architectural
survey of the site

Description whilst moving (Dictaphone)
+ D A. T. sound environment

Methodology

D
D

Analysis

_

RuuHs

In siju research
Transcriptions: comments. map of the circuits. markings on the tape oftimelplace
QualHlve anysls of the comments (soun<1etrects , representations ...)

Analysis by cross-referencing of the three dlfferenl types of material :
the recordings . the comments and the measure ments

Fig. 2: General
methodology

Characterisation of the most sound environment
'''llfI"j)lanc:e sonor.-, of the lite

Street listening

Analysis
The qualit:nive analysis of the participant's com ments in response to the built
environment is done by following a technique called "table and scissors" (la table et
les ciseaux) (a phrase coi ned by Y. C halas6 ). This techn ique is often used for the
construction of typologies, and in figurative analysis (analyse figurative). The
sequencing into meaningful entities is done by following five modes of apprehending sounds. The firs! three correspond fO three of the four ways of listening listed
by Pierre Schaeffer7 namely: hearing (un processed sounds, "ou·ir"), attending (qualitative perception or perceptions qualifiees, "entend re") and listening (ind ications,
"ecouter"). The founh listening modality is the comprehending ("comprendre"):
it corresponds fO the researchers abi lity of listening. The analysis of the commenrs
implies the adjunction of two more criteria: the sounds directly linked to the participant's statements which qualify the sound space in a more general way. This
second stage enables us fO list the qualities and the sound phenomena according fO
the different spaces and transitions studied. This enables us to selecr what is major
and sufficiently recurrent within the sound environment to record and to measure
the characteristics of these phenomena, in a third stage. Finally, an analysis combin ing these three types of data (commenrs, recordings and measurements) allows
fO specify the more noteworthy sound atmospheres of the site.
It is important to pay auenrion to one certain point of th e method. T he process of walking engages a general articulation between d ifferent spaces. This change
causes different events and facilitat e the description of sound spaces by the appearus

ance of CO ntrast, i.e. effect of cut, conrinuity, ubiquity, ete. Thus the discourse
carries ahernative of what occurs, what occurred and what will occur (I will hear
that ... ) and of what will not occur. In other words, the dynamics of the city walks
which permit the mixing between the spatial and temporal son ic spaces, allows the
development of the characteristics of the crossing places. This advantage implies
also a disadvantage, si nce this methodology appears less adapted fO describe homogeneous envIronments.
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Example
To illustrate [his method, here is a simplified exa mple of two "mask" effects on a short
sequence taken from the Names smd}' (Reze). The participant walks along a f',VO lane
road lined with low buildings, ski rtS a rather bus}' roundabout, walks away from it,
then along a pa\'emem, to finally enter an open-space where there is a tra m SlOp.

Fig. 3: {Bus ..
Tram; levels
d B(A)) Two
"maskft effects!
two different
perceptions
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There are (WO occurrences of the masking eFfeer with m this short walk linked to the
passage of cars. The first one is generated by (he traffic at the roundabout. It is
characterised by several f.1ctors. First of all , people express it in a d irect manner: "thr
can nlflkr S//c" n noise nlly orba sOlllld is drolVllrd Oil! ". Secondly, they also express it

in a mo re indirect way, through its impregnation on the general context: "/ CIlII ser
the tmm bill/

CIlII't

evm hff/I" it". Thirdly, it is noticeable when listening

to

the

comments themselves that the subjeers stop talking and on ly resume their commelllary once they have left the roundabout. FOllrthly it is recorded and fifthl y it is
characterised by a measurement . This effeer is generally perceived as being a nuisance: people walk faster when they go past and this negarive connotation is found
in the differem comments, going as far even as the obliteration of the identity of
«the mask"; "it is impossiblr to bm/"mtythmg", when in fact one can clearly hear it.
On the contrary, the "mask"' effect created by the tram's arrival is never perceived as a nuisance whereas the noise level is clearly more important. The sound
characteristics of the tramway and its use have the dual characteristic of formi ng a
series of events limited in time (whereas car traffic parrakes of a continuum) and
part of a namn ive (the series of events forming a meaningful sequence) .

Conclusion
The local isation and the characterisation of the meaningful sound phenomena
allow a metrological (~conomy, by answering the classical queslions on [he acoustic
evaluation of a large urban zone: what should one measure, where, when , and
using what types of measures and analysis? This compleme!llary approach to the
more classical techniques enable us to widen the field of the observable in acoustic
metrology thanks to an interdisciplinary combination of the sound phenomenon
(characterisation of the bui lt surroundings, of the aerivities, urban perceptions,
measures and temporality . .. ) Furthermore, the measurements and recordings only
grasp certa in dimensions of the perceived sound environment. Taking the walkcourse as a basis, the urban speech and way of listening introduce fundamental
parameters to [he qual ification of atmosphere, namely the time dynamics and the
interaction of the city dwellers to their surroundings. This method can be easily
adapted

to

the different places and purposes of the study.
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But in conclusion, I'd like to point out one very important thing that appeared
little by little during the studies: In classical surveys like questionnaires, it is the
participants who give rhe informations [hat will be analysed .

[n

[his method, we

have an exchange between the panicipanr and the researcher : it is no ordinary
action to listen and comment upon one's own everyday environment. For this
reason, it is an "ecological" and "citizen" experience which transforms rhe participant's perception and social representations of their sound environment.
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Site Interpretation by Skilled Listeners
Methods for Communicating Soundscapes
in Landscape Architecture and Planning

Per Hed/ors and Per G. Berg

T he essence of the Landscape architect method is to weigh rogether a great number
of variables relevant

to

the complex problems we need

to

solve (McHarg, 1992;

Hall, 1995; Thompson, 2000). One typical feature is that theoretical approaches
and practical solutions must often be used simultaneously (Roe, 2000). Another is
that quantitative data must predommantly align with qualitative estimates (Bensan
& Roe, 2000). In our research field , pltlll1lingfor slISfaimtbility in towmcapes and
infrastructures, this multi-variable approach is crucial for understanding modern

human habitats (Berg & Nycander, 1997; UNCED, 1992).
Like any other mammal, Homo snpims is dependent on several senses for orientation, communication and general perception in any environment (Bell et aI.,
2000). Yet landscape architecture and planning are guided almost exclusively by
visual thinking (Pallasmaa, 1996). The tools of architenure have traditionally been
the pen and the drawing, both of which appeal (Q the sense of sight. Bur the
human species --like all other animals -- is a multiple-sensory organism . An appropriate step in creating sustainable human habitats is to investigate other senses that
are complementary to sight.
The overall aim of this Research is to develop tools to facilitate the inclusion of
environmental sounds in landscape architecture and planning. This paper presents
suitable methods for field observation. An interview manual regarding sounds and
their implications has been created . Interviews are supplemented with questionnaires dealing with both the influence of soundscapes, and sound sources contrib-
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the sonic environment. In combination . the comments and the sites vis-

ited co nstitute vit'll compo nems in planning and design terminology.
Schon (1983) describes the architects as rt'jl,rtillf prnfl itiollm who, through
[he daily practice of their profession, build up a repen o ire of images, examples,

and understa nding. T his repertoire accumulates through critical analysis of the
effects of their OWIl pmctical plans and solutions. Future results of the presented
methods can broaden the repertoire of these refl ecting practitioners. When Outdoor environments are designed , the practitioners ca ll make n Ote of how the acoustic

questions are addressed.
Archi tecru ral Research o ften involves retrieving da ra from physical locations.
Individual cases are descri bed , evaluated and serve as models (Yin, 1994). Since
the cases are real , they can be visited and the results of the case studies call be
viewed in their natural cont ext, making them COllCrete to the viewer.
Research in landscape architecture focuses on the qualities of outdoor setti ngs.
The investigative methods we presenr here will allow a study of the soundscapes of
the outdoor environments through careful auditory evaluations of the value of a
park o r landscape. The methods allow us to d escri be and evaluate soundscapes
dlrough the essential participation of interviewees. T he evaluations are performed
on site, where subjccts are asked to describe their audi tory experiences.
Methods for aCOUStic landscape srudies include acoustic measurements and
acoustic documentati on or evaluation through the aid of listeners (Hedfors &
G rah n, \ 998). Acoustic measurements arc usually performed with sta ndardised
equipment for measuring sound pressure and frequency. Acoustic documentation
means sound recordings. E\'aluations with the aid ofl isteners include psycho-acoustic
evaluation and arc used in produCI developmelH (Fog, 2000). Our evaluation
method involving listeners has both qualit;uive and q uantitative aspects.
The methods presellled hert" arc intended to help develop thought tools in the
form of terms describing sounds. Thought tools Illay be old or new terms in new
contexts - made systematic in a new way - related to landscape architecture and
planning. Truax (1978) produced a manual of Ilr(JlIJtir (//u/mllsim/ urm" many of
wh ich fit well into landscape architecture ;lIld planning. Others have contribu ted
TO

developing terms in {IrOllStir> fllld tlrriJiUftllfr as related to outdoor environ-

ments (Augoyard & To rgue, 1995; Daumal i Domcnech, 1998). Several of the
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terllls in thcse glossaries can be useful in landscape arch itecture and planning.
Many terllls fi rst need to be translated into other languages. Other works relating
to central terms in this study include Schafer (1977), Cremer & Muller (1982),
Oawson (1988), Hcdfors (1993), Thiel (1997), Hcdfors & Grahn (1998), and
Hellstrom (1998).

Problem presentation
Indoor and outdoor acoustic conditions are obviously very different. We can exemplify the differences by considering a concert hall. A concert hall is similar to a
labor:Hory environment, in that most of the relevant parameters can be regulated
through the construction of IIle space. Open spaces, on the other hand. lack a
ceiling and enclosing walls. The degree of environmental control can never approach that of an enclosed room. Terrain and weather are also important, and
activities can suddenly introduce apparendy random elements into the acoustic
space. Therefore, adequate conceptual tOols to describe an oLltdoor environment
must differ from those suitable for enclosed spaces (Cremer & M (iller. 1982).
The major objective of the presented methods is to increase awareness and
understanding of the role of sound in landscape architecture and planning, and

to

develop a facilitating terminology for this. The methods will refer to and highlight
the auditOry aspcns that may arise in an Olltdoor envi ronment and must do justice
to lhe cases we study. They should allow us to show and clarify the soundscapes of
the locations. The methods are expected

to

contribute twO types of tools:

a) A verbal terminology
b) Protot),pes in {hc form of site cases
T he \'erbal {eTms aTe developed from incervicwees' interpretations of sonic aspects
of existing locations. The same locations can also serve as prototypes and reference
objects.
Methodology-orien ted queries concern what types of characteristics a speciRc
place demonstrates. What comprises a soundscape? Moreover, how can onc best
describe and evaluate it? Terminology grows OUt of these analyses. \Vle are studying
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the link between sou nd and location , so [he sounds are studied in the geograph ical
context (site sou ndscape).
These methods are useful anywhere local termi nology needs to be established
to

defin e sound in landscape architecrure and planning. In our case, Swedish is the

narionallanguage being developed . A practical planner needs a set of terms and
concepts in the local or narionallanguage, in order to clarify the opportunity for
considering acoustic aspects.

T he methods are based on srudies of [WO contr<lSI ing outdoor environments.
both considered excellent recreational environments. The resui!s, in the form of
descriptions from thcs<: exemplary and comrasringenvi ronmen rs, allow us to high.
light differem aspects 10 sec if the environments have corresponding soundscapes.

The developed methods
We present the methods as a process in six steps. T he first two steps involve selecting a location and people to interview; the next three are the actual proced u re on
site. T he sixth step is processi ng the collected informat ion.

Step 1 : Site selection and situation
First, we meticulously described the physical environment. We included such
information as tOpog raphy, vegetation, and construct io ns (sire situation). These
descriptions are a basic element in clarifYing the physical site and its soundscape
properties.
We selected twO outdoor envi ronments in Uppsala, Sweden (Fig. I) . The fol .
lowi ng is a simple presentation of the locations and how they were selected. The
fi rst environment is an open landscape JUSt outside a d eveloped area. It is paft of a
recreation area d ose to the city, called Hngil/JiJgm (H); see Fig. 2. The second is a
cenual park called Lhlllirriidgnrdm (L); see Fig. 3. Sound recordings were made at
both locations (H edfors, 2000b).
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Hagahogen ( H)
H here design:lIcs the emire investigated area, but refe rs originally to a burial
mound dated to 1100 BC - 900 BC, where the H ~ga Ri ver and Haga Valley
change directions (Fig. 2). H is located in a valley with an open, somewhat cracked
pastoral landscape, with the edge of a forested area in the distance. The area sur-

rounding the burial mound has a long hislOTY as :I settlement in an agricu ltural
sming, with many archaeological find s (Gothberg & Holmstrom, 1997). The
waterway and the \~llI ey allow a good overview of the site and in ancienr times they
provided a snategic positio n for transportion. As the heavy glaciers of the last ice
age receded. the land has rise n, causing the waterway 10 shrink and lose its function as a transpOrl route for people. The terrain is typical of the Lake Malarcn
valley, with small morain e hills covered with IIr trees and the edge of a deciduous
lVood, surrounding stretches of open land . Today, H lies JUSt outside the city limits
in a popular recreati onal nature preserve. The ci ty is visible about J kilometre away
to the east. The developed r('gio n nearest H is H ~ga Village, which used to house a
nursing home, but now consists of ecological housing.

Li nnHradgarden ( L)
L is a city park daring fro m the 18th century, when it was Carl \"on Linnes
botan ical garden (Fig. 3) (Broberg et al. , 1983). von Linne was a professor of
medicine and botany and became widely known for his classification system. The
garden conrains !ll:ltly perenlli:ll plantS in a strict pattern. It has m:lny layers of
veget:ltion with several t:lll trees. T he flower arrangements are set up as rectangular
parterres around a main axis. C ombined with an orangery at the end of the axis.
the flower arrangemelHs are a typical baroque setting. A su nken pond is inset where
,he main axis is crossed by a transverse axis. The garden paths are covered with fin e
gravel, and the emire garden is enclosed with wooden planking. This planking
with its gate characlerises the garden . Th is kind of design was rarel y lISed in the
past century. T his is particularly true of the modernisti c era. The de\"elopmem
surrounding L consiSts o f 2-4 storey buildings, mainly with plastered facades. The
orangery is singlc StOrey. L is considered to have a wide range of species; see Fig. S,
and is a popular tourist sitc. but is only open in the summer.
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Types of outdoor settings
The selection of a site is a central pan of the methods in order to cover a wide
range of sound as pects. Swedish Research in landscape architecture and environ-

menral psychology suggests eight dimensions for com mon parks: wild, specirr-ric/J.
spaciol/S, pm({'flll, pllt)', field. frstiv(, and C1/{wrf (Bcrggren-Barring & Grah n, 1995),
These dimension s are described in morc detail in relation to auditory aspects in
Hedfors & Grahn (1998), Berggren-Barring & Grahn (1995) worked exclusively
with environments that were open to the public in three medium sized Swedish
cities: Lund. Uppsala and Vasteds. The interviewees in that investigation wer~ key
people for oUldoor activiti~s in the areas o f ch ildcar~, schools, healrh and geriat ric
care, and select~d associations.
Using these eight dimensions, we selected
trasting characteristics;

{WO

very popular places with con-

see Fig. 4 and 5. Both sites were selected in Uppsala for

practical reasons. Both locations are very popular and have qualities that establish
them as exemplary recreational environments. This does not mean that they contrast with one another in terms of being p/UWlllt or IIl1p/rasam. However, the sites
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do contrast in their quality panerns. T he profiles in Fig. 4 and 5 show how people
perceive the differences between the two places in terms of atmosphere or site
quality characteristics.
According {O Berggren-Barring & Grahn's (J 99 5) catego ries, H has a clear,
typical profil e of environments that we call countryside. T he first reason for selecring H was the exclusively high rating for the property wild. The second reason was
the exclusively high rating for any other pro perty. The properties of Imiut and
m /lllrt Were very low for H. However, one should not interpret the designatio ns of
these properties tOO strictly. H is in a broad sense a highly cultural place in an
agrarian selting with historic co ntinu ity. But this interpretation of CII/fllrt is not
what the property meant for the informants in Berggren-Barri ng & Grahn's (1995)
study.
The Strongest quality of L is the o ne designated m/ture. The rating of the closely
related property jhTive is also high. These tWO properties were decisive in our selection of a co ntrasring sire (O H. Significa ntly, the p/lly property showed minimal
numbers. C hildren do nor go to the baroque park to play.
Berggren-Barring & G rahn's (1995) interviewees perceive the characteristics

wild, IPllciollS and ptllctfid as stronger at H than L. However, Hand L both have
relatively high values for these properties as well as for iprcirs-rich. These sim ilar
values may refl ect both environments' rich summer greenery with sturdy old [fees.
Both environments are also marked off fro m nearby activi ties. H is marked offby a
wide stretch of open country, while L is marked offby the surrounding low buildings. Both H (wild) and L (m/flirt) demonstrate rop values for their strongest
characteristics in comparison with hund reds of ourdoor environments in the rhree
middle-sized towns (Lund, Uppsala and Vasteds, population 100'-200'). T he combination of [he sites' characteristics makes them interesting types of settings for
further study.
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Step 2: Selection of informants
Primarily three groups of interviewees are of interest:
A experts in landscape architecture and planning
B expertS in music and acoustics
C the general public
Groups A and B provide many specific terms to help us develop our concepts.
Group A provides terminology for the physical environmem, its use and design, as
an important starting point for auditory analyses and provides terms that fit their
activities. Group B, we assume, have highly attuned listening skills, but rarely
knowledge of project planning. They can offer broad auditory analyses and provide terminology that is unfamiliar to the planning business and may therefore be
less well received. Group C, which should be a representative selection of the population, can at its best express everyday impressions. In the field of phenomenological hermeneutics, expressions can be anything from extremely inexact terms with
a broad range of meanings - hyperonyms - to extremely specialised terminology
understood only by a handful of professionals. Everyday language, which falls between these twO extremes, is considered precise because the majority of people
understand i1. However, the majority of people is not our target group, but practitioners in landscape architecture and planning. \"ife assume that experts that we call
sk illed listeners will be able to contribute to a basic terminology useful for practitioners more effectively than the public. That's why we review group A and B here,
and not group C. A review of the public may be of great interest in a follow-up
study with the objective to complement the basic terminology.
Which informams can conuibute to the broadest possible description of the
properties of soundscapes? One important aspect is to snive for an even gender
disrribution. Another is to ask students from the professional categories. In groups
A and S, a few subjects with special ised listening skills can be selected for repeated
qualitative interviews o n site. The listener perspective could be that of I) acousticians, 2) architects, 3) audio engineers, 4) blind or visually impaired people, 5)
composers, 6) dog handlers or hunters, 7) film music composers, 8) landscape
architects, 9) municipal noise inspectors, 10) musicians, 11 ) ornithologists, 12)
individuals who live on a specific test site, 13) individuals who make recordings,
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14) individuals who meditate, 15) hearing-impaired people, 16) radio theatre actors, 17) sound producers, etc. Amphoux (1993) discusses the perspective of trained

listeners to map out urban soundscapes in a method he calls L'enquhe phollorePlIfntiolllle/le.

Step 3: Interview on site
We use observational field

;lIterll;nVf to

help us understand the test locations.

The interviews are imended co clarify the words each person uses to describe hisl
her auditory perceptions. In a traditional sociological study, rhe subjects are the
stars. In this case, however, rhe subjects can be more accurately described as interpreters of the sound environments. The object of interest to the interviewers is the
locations and their associated local sounds.
The interviewer and one subject at a time meet near the place and soundscape
to

be evaluated. After a brief introduction, with assurances of the informant's ano-

nymity, the inrerviewer and the subject approach the entrance to the place. The
interviewer leads each person through the same path, so that each interviewee
experiences the same aspects of the environment. The interviewer asks the subject
to find somewhere to sit down. The subject is asked to begin by describing spontaneOllS reactions in his/her own words. Next, the inrerviewer asks structured, qualitative interview questions, which are allowed to develop imo a kind of conversation , where the subject describes and interprets impressions of the sou ndscape
verbally. The conversation is recorded on a tape recorder with a wind-muffied
microphone. Fig. 6 shows several of the interview questions from the interview
guide and how these questions originate in the research questions in Kvale's (1996,
p. 131) model.
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Restarch qutslions

Intenitw questions

How is a comfortable interview
situat ion in the field esta blished?

S

Where would you choose to sit?

~

What directions do the sounds come
from?

Which dimensions seem important
before questioning begins to focus
perception?
How can one describe the elements
in an acoustic space?
What dimensions are necessary for
characterisation?
Are the re measurable variables?

What do you hea r?

Which tones are high-pitched or low?
Etc.

How wo uld you describe the sound
------l.~ environment
in three words?
Did you ha ve any expectations?
What elements are important for you r
perception of this sound environment?

What implications can acoustic
spaces ha ve?

Is there an ything you wo uld like to
modify?

Which judgements can be relevant
for planning and design?

Are there appropriate sounds for
certain places?
What is the difference between a
skilled and unskilled listener?

It can be significant

<

_ _ _ _~.~

How would you equate the sound- to
the overall-experience?
Is there some th ing in the surrou ndings
that is importa nt for the acoustics?
Can you think of another location with
sound similarit ies?
Do you feel that yo u listen diffe rently
now than during the fi rst observation?

to know if the illlerviewee feels that the illlerview is taking

place on a 'perfecdy no rmal day'. [f anything dranmic has happened to the subject
earlier that day, it ca n afft'1:t the person's percept ion. In order to establish an easy
ra pport between the researcher and subject, all questions of a more personal nature
are posed towards the end of the interview. These are questio ns rega rding topics
such as the interviewee's mood.
Finally, the illlerviewer notes weather conditio ns and activities occurring on
site d uring the observat io n period.

Figure 6.
Some
research and
interview
q uesllons
(Hedfors.
20(03).
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After the interview, we tried 10 walk around the sites without talking, focusing
instead on listening. After a short walk, the conversatio n was resumed, Since this
procedure tended to make the imerviews 100 long, without providing any sign ifi.
cant new dara. the walk was changed. The entrance to L is clearly defin ed and
sudden . You walk through a gate in a ta!1 wooden fence. Consequently, we tried a
200-metre walk to and through rhe en trance, during which the subjects were asked
to concentrate on listeni ng. Passi ng through the gate became a kind of listening
exercise. The walk provided intensified listening (Winkler, 1996), and on the same
time, the entrance, a key element of the park, could be studied,

Step 4: Questionnaires

After tackling the interview questions, subjects respond to two questionnaires
concernIng:
a) soundscape characteristics (QI)
b) contributing sound sources (Q2)
In QI , the interviewee is asked: \Vhat impression does the sonic environment
give? This question is answered by an evaluation of 45 pairs of words (see Appen·
d ix). The instructions are: Please mark one number per line; O=neutral, 3=tOtal
do minance (see example Fig. 7) .
Figurr 7. Examplr of
a lin ... with pairs of
words and a rnodifird
ming 5Calt' (Osgood
r t :l.l.. 197 1).

EXPECTED

3

2

1

o

1

2

3

SURPRISING

The word pairs refle<:1 d iffe rent sets of terms. Pairs 1-8 in the Appendix represent
Kiiller's (1972) dimensions for environmental spaces: IlIfll-brillg /!tt/'lfl, complfxiry,
tmity. spnciollmm, sf)Cinl srnfllS, pOft'lUJI nffictioll vnllln, and origillnlity. Pairs 9-17,

excepting 14, reflect Gabrielsson & SjOgren's (1979) dimensions for sound-reproducing systems, clnrity. s!Jnrpllt's,lhnrdllm-sojillm, brigIJfIlt'si.dnrlmm, fidlllm-thimuss,

fteling o/sprlCt', IIf{mUSt. disturbillg SOl/lids, and IOIft/llf$!. These are assumed to be
basic terms for sound perceptions. Pairs 18-28 and number 13 cover BerggrcnBarring & Grahn's (J 995) dimensions for (ulI/osplum of rtcyei/tiollnJ spnus (see
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examples: Fig. 4 and 5). Addirional d imensions are main ly from lradilional music
termi nology (Smith, 1961 ) and archileclure (Lynch, 1960; Thiis-Evensen & Nybo,
1989). We have sniven to limil Ihe number of pairs of terms so that they would fir
on one A4 page, since interviewees seem unable to handle a broader scope o f questions in a field scudy.
Q 2 discusses the sources of sound in the landscape. The questionnaire contains
several categories imended ro cover all possible sources. The relationship between
sources of sound in each category refers to the source, nOI the sound i(Self. T he
ca tegories are borh based on and a complemelll to Truax (1978) and POrtcous &
Mastin (1985). They are arranged to help provide a uniform u ndersrandingofQ2,
rhough il is difficult [0 eliminate all ambiguiry. The illlerviewee also has a space [0
clarify answers in his/ her own words in each category
I) Amplified SOUfces, such as ambulance sirens (electrically amplified)

2) 5lationary point sources, not including I) Amplified sources - for example.
a bell tower
3) Machines/motors from a) farming, b) foresrr}" c) gardening, d) housing,
e) omdoor acriviries, f) roads, g) railways, It) aeroplanes, i) construction,
k) induSIr}', and orhers
4) Voices
5) Body morion and bicycling
6) Handicrafts
7) Domestic an imals
8) Wild animals, such as birds
9) Wind a) in trees and shrubs, and b) orher sounds caused by wind
IO)Water
The subjecl is encouraged

[0

rhink aloud while filling in QI and Q2,

10

allow the

subjecl's answers and interp retalion of the questions to be recorded. Sound recordings allow an after-lite-fact check of the individual's use of term inology. This way,
the questionnaire process produces both a quantitative and a qualitative value.
A third questionnaire is an ordinary form for the subjects' personal infoTmalion.
The individuals' socio-econom ic background is on ly specified in terms of profession. The subjecrs note their leisure activities and hobbies, which may affect rheir
listening skills - for example, if the person plays an inmument or enjoys hiking.
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Step 5: Comments on maps
Finally, the subject evaluates a geogr.tphical map of the site where the sound
environmem is depicted visually. The map is based on the sratemcms of previous
interviewees, and the subject can either agree with it or comment

Oil

differences

between this aHem!'t at visualising the soundscape and the subject's own perceptio ns.
A map emphasises the spatial expansion of the sound with colollrs, cbaracters and

hatchillg. Si milar systems for notation have been developed by Thiel (1997) and
others. T he background is a traditional map with viSllll1 characteristics in black and
white. Th is includes cu rves depicting heights. vegeration belts, waterways, roads etc.
on a small-scale map. O n a large-scale derailed map, the visual characterisrics may
include buildings, patches of trees, bushes, individual trees, streetS, paths ete.
T he colollr scale of the map reAects the percei\·oo sound properties as described
by Mahnke ( 1996). The colours appeal to the feeling of [he site's sonic aunosphere.
The characters represem stationary sources, such as a ch urch bell, signal horn or
ventilatOr. Most sounds that are illustrated with characters symbolise liglllll1 or
JOlllldmmk (Schafer, 1977; Truax, 1984) and have qualities that amact allemio[l.

The dllration and dJ}tbm of the sounds are noted next to the characters or in a
legend. The legend uses the categories: I) stationary source, 2) mobi le sou rce, 3)
background, and 4) wall; Se(: Fig. 8. A wall can be an important barrier or reAector.
On a map, the diitllllct between an observation point and the observation itself
is significant. The distance between th e listener and what he/she hears is made
clearly visible. Th is shows the physical relationship of a listener, and of a space, to
its surroundings.

Figure 8.
Example of a
preliminary
legend. The
colours refer 10
sonic :lImospheres freely
according 10
Mahnke(I9%).
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Step 6: Analyses
T he interviews are analysed based on the uanscriptions of recordings of the subjectS' commelllS, During transcription, a selection is made (KYale, 1996), which is
then subjected to qualitarive compUler processing. In the qualitative processing, the
material and co ncepts of soundscapes' make-up and people's values are nOled. Interesting aspects include an individual's spontaneous and striking formulations. Recurri ng themes are significant in the analyses, bur so are original phrases and reflections,
The categories of the analyses are designed TO match the questions in Fig. 6.
QI can be statistically processed to give a sound profi le of the cases, to reduce
and therefore purify the dimensions of sOllnd perception in outdoor settings. This
can serve as a complement to the interviews from the cases, while generalisations
require statistically assured samples, Statistic processing can show the relatio nship
between terms and pairs of rerms, allowing us to map out these relationships.
T he methods as a whole are ex plorative, extensive and inefficient allhis lime.
To rationalise pans o f data collection in the future. we must develop the quam italive phases. One way
n;lI res.

to

collect larger amou ntS of data is to expand the question-

T he maps arc analysed from interview to interview and constantly adjusted so
that each subject's commentS are included in the summary. This means that completely new images may be generated along the way -like the creation of a musical
score. an emerging image of perspectives through a skerching process etc.

Discussion
Onc fundam ental problem in interview studies is the subject's unfamiliarity wi th
the situation. For this reason. we recommend that the interviewer do the best to
make rhe subject feel he/she can 'be himself/herself. Initially, the person sho uld be
allowed to give as exhaustive answers as possible - free phenomenological descriptions. After this, rhe interviewer can direct [he COll\'ersation towards planned themes,
,llways making su re not

to

lose rhe subject's SpOntaneous perceptio ns. The inter-

viewer and the subject work togethet to interpret the sound quality of the location;
the subject should not be viewed as isolated from the ilUeryiewer (KYale, 1996).
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The interview questions and the words in the questionnaires are intended

fO

help

the interviewee listen more completely. Truax (1984) speaks of lisrmillg-ill-mtrtb
to describe the listeni ng habit to which the subject is being led. Erol/te eJlvirOI/lU'mmtlll(' designates in much [he same way the audi tory mode when a person is

asked

(0

listen (Amphoux, 1993), Other listening habits ca nnot be studied with

the type of methods described here. One ex:tmple is background Ihulling, which
" .. . occurs when we are not listening for a particular sou nd, and when its occurfellce has no special or immediate significance co us~ (Truax, 1984, p. 2 1).

By having a large group of subjects evaluate pairs of 3IHonyms (see Appendix) ,
we can begin to see a relationship between the terms. This nuancing of the meaning of the terms. and a reduction of the number of dimensions, are some of the
possible comributions Research can offer acoustic design. However, a plenitude of
descriptive words is also desirable for the development of a planning and design
language. particularly to inspire creative design processes.
Q2 is a logical step in the o\'erall objccliveof Ihis study: the integration of sonic
properties with landscape architecture and planning. The practitioners are accustomed to the objects that generate sound in the landscape. even if they may nor
view them as sound sources. Sou nd aspects in planning and design can therefore
be easier 10 understand by discussing sound sources, which are tangible and a more
na[Ural tool. The practitioners can thus learn to recognise those specific auditory
characteristics for the type of land use they afe planning, and subsequently be able
to predict to a ceTlai n degree the consequences o f various planning alternatives for
the sound environment.

Complications wi th the methods
Since the methods f.1ci litate the analysis of shOT! sequences within a continuous
sound environme nt . they can be compared to a photograph. A pholOgraph is an
optical represemation, a segment of a never-ending film that we call reality. Interprct<llion depends in pan upon what the photograph is intended to portray and
what has been emphasised, intentionally or otherwise. Similarly. the site visit is a
clip of aud ilOry reality. We presume that the short duration will not influence the

Site Interpretat ion by Skilled Listeners
effecriveness for terminology development. However, one disadvantage is the possibility of missing some highly characteristic sonic elements of the particular site
cases, which may not present themselves during the shon exposure periods.
It can be difficult 10 determine how much of the interview situation [Q reveal in
advance, before the interview subject arrives at the site. The subjects' relationship
[Q the interviewer, site and sounds can also bias their perception. Unfamiliarity
with the artificiality of a staged visit with strange questions concerning apparently

foreign events can overshadow the ability

10

interpret and describe spontaneous

reactions in words. A cenain degree of experience as interviewer and a f:lmiliarity
with the location that is 10 be evaluated are prerequ isi tes to overcome these difficulties. The interviewer should also observe how the subject is changed by the
study. After the first interview, when the person evaluates another sound environment, he/she has a different preconception than at the first meeting.
Another critical argument may be [hat different elements are being evaluated
when only one subject at a time is interviewed. \'\Ieather, time of day and acrivities
at the site can drastically change the sonic environment benveen evaluations. Therefore, a complete description is practically impossible.
A possible strategy [Q avoid the above obstacles could also be to conducr group
visits, so that a number of individuals can be simultaneously ex posed to the same
sound sequence, without the distraction of internal discussions. This procedure
requires more sophisticated questionnaires. Another variant is to select focus groups
where subjects with particular listener perspectives can inspire their group members to sti ll deeper insights.
Winkel (1985) discussed general circumstances surrounding field research settings and questions of validity. Creating a comfortable interview situation strengthens validity. Questions are sorted so that the interview subject's own opinions are
given priority. Leading check-questions in the latter part of the interview allow the
subject to confirm or deny the imerviewer's imerpretations (Kvale, 1996). The
validation procedure is also a componem of the questionnaire. Questions are answered while the subjecr thinks aloud. Sound recordings allow an after-the-fact
check of individuals' use of terminology. One can even attempt to obtain relatively
constant weather and traffic cond itions benveen interview episodes by visiring sires
during similar wind condirions and at the same time of day and week.
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Conclusions and future Research
The methods we have prescIHcd here correspond well to properties needed for modern landscape architecture (Oots. They deal with many variables and produce both

quantitative and qualitative data of relevance to practitioners as well as to researchers
in the soundscape field of landscape architecture and planning (Florgard & Berg,

1997; Roe, 2000) . They also introduce a comparatively new dimension related to
human perception - in this case sound and hearing (Hedfors & Grahn, 1998), Finally, they relate in a number of importanr ways to a general quest for increasing
quality in human habitation and lifesryles (UNCED, 1992; Berg & Nycander, 1997).
By developing concepts, a rrflrrtive prartiriolleJ" (Schon, 1983) can be offered a

repertoire of examples of soundscapes, and usable thought tools in the form of
terms that describe sounds in the landscape, These tools can fit into sketching and
other planning processes. Using rhe inrerviewees' interpretations and expressions
for what they hear, we can build up a bank of words and phrases for soundscapes.
The methods described here are comparable to what was developed for fieldwork
regarding olfactory phenomena concerning velllilation and indoor air. Several people are trained to participate in 'scent panels' for olfactory evaluations. These evaluations are related to standard measures of air circulation and sire of the area (Fanger,
1988). The methods are also comparable to taste panels for foods or wines. Instead

of laboratory situations, authentic restaurant environmenrs are used increasingly
often for sensory panels (Granqvist, 2001), and entire meals can be viewed as cases.
Finally, additional site cases need to be studied in order to broaden the practitioners' repertoire and strengthen the power of generalisation in the methods.
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Appendix
Word pai rs in questionnaire Q I: Characteristics of soundscapes
PLEASANT - 1 - UNPLEASANT
VARIED - • - MONOTONOUS
UNIFORM _ • - CHAOTIC

RICH - • - POOR
fEMININE - • - MASCUU NE
M OOERN - • - OLD-fASHIONED
USUAL _ , _ UNUSUAL
HOMOGEHEOUS - • - COMPLEX
CLEAR - • - DIFFUSE
SOFT _ ,. - SHARP
BRIGHT - ,, - DARK
FUU _ ,. _ THIN
SPACIOUS _ ,,_ NARROW
HIGH _ ,. _ WlOE
CLOSE _ .. _ OISTANT
NO INTRUDING SOUND
LOUD
PEACEFUL
EXPECTED
FASCI NATI NG
TEMPTING
L EJSUREL Y
SAFE
WILD

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

,,_
,,,. ,. _
.. _
.. _
.. _
.. _
.. _

INTRUOIN G SOUND
WEAK
FIERY
SURPRISING
DREARY
REPULSIVE
OBTRUSIVE
FRIGHTENING
URBAN

RICH IN ANIMALSlPLANTS _ .. _ SPECIES SCARCITY
CENTRE OF ACTtvITY _ .. _ PER IPHERAL FROM ACTIVITY
VIVID - .. - OESOLATE

DEVOTIONAL - .. - TRIVIAL
NEUTRAL _ 21 _ PECULIAR
FOCUSED
DIRECTED
UNKED
DEEP

_ >0 _ SCATT ERED
_ " _ WITHOUT DIRECTION
_ •• _ OETACHED
_ .. _ SHALLOW

DYNAMIC - .. - STATIC
CHEERFUL _ .. _ SAD
RHYTt4MIC _ .. _ UNRHYTH MIC
U GHT
CALMING
REU ABLE
RESOLUTE
LOVING
GENUINE
DELICATE
EXPRESSIVE
ACCENTEO

- .. - HEAVY
- .. - RUSH ING
- .. - CAPRIC IOUS
_00_ HESITATING
_., _ SPITEFUL
_ •• _ PRETENDED
_ .. - COARSE
_ .. _ EXPRESSIONLESS
_ .. _ UNACCENT ED

Towards a Social
Ecological Soundscape
Gregg Wagstaff

Abstract
T his essay develops some of the philosophical and practical considerations that
have informed my work with the To uring Exhibition of Sound Environments

(TESE) and my engagement with Soundscape Studies in general. In the process, I
to chart a course Towards Il Social EcologiCtl/ SoulIdscapr and describe what
such a concept might be. After the foreword, the text splits into two concurrent
passages, Prncrice on the left page and Phi/owp") on the righ t; (WO streams of rea([(~ mp[

search which are continuously crossi ng-over and fe rrilising each other. Th is pa ral-

lel fo rm is how I originally approached the writing of this essay. I think my meth.
odology is to be foun d somewhere in berween.

Foreword
O ne the 2 July 1999, I was making sound recordings at the home ofJoan Macunnan
in Dri nishader, on the Isle of Harris! . She is in her late 70's and lives rogether with
her brother and sister o n their fam ily croft. Joan still prodllces Harris Tweed in the
traditional fashion by hand on a wooden loom (a machine at least {"",·ice her age)~d;ck-d~-c/nck-d~-dick-d~-c/nck ~. Nowadays however, (his action is primaril y fo r the
tou rists. No weavers make a living from Tweed anymore. Crofti ng is a subsistence

I The remole isb nds of Har ris & Lewis lie off Ihe nonhwc5( (oaSI of Scotland, formi ng
pari of (he 'WeSlern Isles'. on ,he same hlirude as Canada's Hudson bay.
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rather than an exist(1lcr. On this day, Joan was also dyeing a fleece. She was assisted

by her neighbour, a German women, who along with her husband had bought a
place on Harris several years ago and now spend theiT summers there.
! had already been (ear)wimess to Joan collecting the '(rornl' (the Gaelic for

lichen) from otT of the rocks on her croft. The eraral was traditionally used as a dye,

in this case giving the wool a ruSty brown colour. She scraped at the croral with a
metal desen spoon that spanered rhe dry plant into a metal bucket held in her
other hand . A small peat fire was lit beneath a metal dustbin , which was then filled
with water, into which the fleece and crotal was added. The whole process was left
to boil away for around four hours - "the longer you leave it in there, the darker it

gets" . Only occasionally was the lid lifted, the fleece turned with a wooden stick
and checked for colour.
] heard a bus at the top of the steep, single-track drive, which descends down to
the house. Joan had been ex pecting visitors. Oll[ of the bus filed aboll[ twenty
Japanese tourists. Joan led them over to her shed and went through the motions at
her loom - ''r/ick-dr-clack-de-click-de-clack'; accompanied by oriental voices of wonderment and Nikon motor-winds. The group bought some lengths of Tweed, a
few knitted garrnents and then gathered around outside to watch the dyeing process. After several group photos with Joan, the visitors departed, their bus squeezing
alongside the mobile shop, whose driver had been waiting patiently at the top of
the drive' . He then descended in turn; a distinctive old diesel engine noise, signalling his arrival with a "peep" or twO of the horn. Oll[ of the house cameJoan's sister
and stepped up into the mobile with her shopping list. And so the scene continued . All the while, there was I, with the microphone, in the mix. "What are you
doing?" the Japanese translator had asked me.
The Crofting tradition is panicular to the communities of the Highlands and Islands of
Scotland. A croft is a small piece of arable land between 5- 10 acres including a dwelling. The
arable land is cultivated by the ·Crofter'. and may include potatoes. turnips, cereals, and grass
for hay and silage, although these practices have declined significantly in recent yea rs. Sheep
farming and Tweed also conrinu(' to provid(' a pan-time income for some crofters.

1

Mobi](' shops - groc('rs, bakers, bank, and library - play an important role in providing
for th(' more remote villages and hOl.lseholds. especially the elderly and those without access
to private or public transport. The arrival of large supermarkets in Stornoway means that
the economic viabil ity of these mobiles is slowl y dying.

J
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Practice

Philosophy

Since November 1998 the Isles ofHarris
and Lewis became the focus for a soundscape oriented art projecl called the Tour(TESE - www.earminded.org.tese).At

Ever since 'flying the nest' (leaving
the home of my parents), I have been
fortunate enough [0 exercise some
choice over where I have lived. The
place where I am now - a fa rm cot-

that time I was in my fourth year working as a Research-Lecturer in Dundee
University's College of AT(. My previous
study had been in the Time-Based-Ans,

rage in rural Fife, Scotland -l ike the
mher places I have tended to make
my home, is quiet. For me 'quiet' is a
desirable quality. Indeed, this was one

in particular Sound and Installation An.
I was pri marily influenced by the ideas

of [he very reasons I chose to make it
my home. lr is quieter here than mOSt

illg Exhibitioll of SOlllld /:.il/lirOllmellts

of John Cage (see Cage I Retallack1996) ,
Murray Schafer (scc Schafer 1994) and
Murray Bookchin (see Bieh l 1997),
whose work and ideas changed my perceived notions of An, Society, and my
role as a 'practising anist' . This 'change'
(or 'trajectory' as it is described later)

other places I either spend my time

in, or find myself moving t"rol/gh. I
have grown to value the nature of
these acoustic spaces and ultimately
[his extends to the various social,
economic and environmental proc-

moved my imereSlS from privdu, rxprrimellffll works to more pllblic and mviroml1n1ffl!1y based issues. h was from Out

esses that give rise to them. The
current so called, 'ecological consciousness' could be said ro extend
such concerns beyond the individual,

of this inspiring mix of An, Ecology, Social & Political Philosophy that the TESE
project emerged.

beyond my here and now, towards
what has beell referred [0 as all 'ecological self; [Owards other people and

T he Tourillg Exhibitioll OfSOli lid EIIvironments was concei\'ed as a "community based and ecologically oriented"

places, towards potmtid! societies and
habita(s,

project whose aim was to undertake a
long term study of [WO Scottish regions
and comm unities through thei r soundscapes, and to exhibit and exchange these

that Sound is a medium through
wh ich some of us perform this 'extension of self'. Maybe wc could
think of sound like a mirror or, more

Perhaps it is in this sense then,
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findings in a local exhibition space 4 . In the

precisely, an echoing (or homing)

booklet which accompanied the final exhi-

device. Not so much a physical ex-

bition, I described TESE in the following

tension of the self - through vocali-

way: "Over time, as changing social, politi-

sations and sound making (though

cal and economical Faerors - boch locally and

this is also true) - but an incorporeal

globally - affect our own communities and

one: how we conceptualise and

natural habitats, so we can hear a correspond-

position ourselves in relation to

ingchange in these soundscapes. TESE's aim

everyone and everything else. The

then is co describe and document these

study of the Soundscape, in this

changes though the study and exhibition of

sense, is a way of furthering our

our sounding environment. More impor-

understanding about the multiplicity

tantly, its aim has also been to include local

of inter-relationships and processes

people in this process, in a creative way,

within the biosphere. It is a means of

through the act of listening, recording and

finding our place, both as individuals

sound making."

and, more increasingly nowadays, as

This work was initially assisted by Kendall

members of a 'global society'.

Wrightson and Helen 510an. Our visits were
made at irregular intervals to the isles berween
November 1998 and May 2002 . Spending

Listening to place

on average berween one to three weeks on

Maybe I could ask you to listen to

the islands and making around three or four

your place for a few minutes. You may

nips per year (Harris & Lewis being perhaps

be in your home, workplace, or

the most remote pans of the British Isles). If

moving between places. As you are

I were to describe TESE's methodology in a

listening, ask yourself which of these

word, it would be adaptive; growing out of a

sounds do r appreciate, which sounds

collaborative mix of those people involved

do I tolerate, which do I have some
control over or, conversely, do I have

4The second place of study, the village of Dollar
in central Scotland, was chosen to combine with
the Acoustic Environmm ts in Change Project www.6villages.tpu.fi - The TESE project model
was also used to apply for funding to study a third
region, that ofDarrmoor in Devon, England. This
is now the Sounding Dartmoor Project - www.
sounding.org.uk

little or
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control over. As I have

chosen to write this text on a word
processor, my immediate sound
environment is dominated by the
'whirring' of a computer hard-drive.
Around this room, there is also an
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on both sides of the sound recorder. This approach was very much a learning process,

omnipotent, yet low-level electrical
'hum', which I have eventually traced

which had to adapt to local funding issues,
local politics, and personal issues.

to

the Transformers in three electrical
power supply units. From the kitchen,

J hear the washing machine moving
Funding
The TESE proposal was initially funded by
the Scottish Arts Council (Apri\1998) , followed by ScoTtish Natural Heritage (SNH),
Western Isles Enterprise and, eventually, the
Western Isles Council (August 200 1). These
monies came at different intervals over a
three-year period, which changed the scheduling, content and the actual production of
the project. As the project progressed, whilst
its core intentions remained fixed , its plans
were revised on paper depending on the different remits of the funding bodies. For example, with the SNH an emphasis was
placed on interpretation of the natural environment and education. With the \'ifJE the

through its cycles. Circling the airspace above the house are [he singleengine drones of one or more light
aircraft from [he nearby airfield in
Ero!. At a much lower altitude are the
sweeping cries of swallows -last to flee
[he approaching autumn. Moving
outside, I hear distant flocks of geese,
and calls from the wood canopy opposite (noticeable are the wood pigeon
and buzzard). Up close, bees move
berween the few remaining flowers in
the garden .
But what ofthese sounds? These
sounds and [he descriptions of these
sounds open up a plethora of problematic issues for the soundscape
researcher and fieldworker: Why did I

emphasis was more on training and equipment. Other funding complications followed; the SNH funded up to 19% of 'eligible COSts' , WIE up to 36%; the SNH
would fund the publication of a CD Book-

choose to extract these sonic descriptions
from the continual unfolding ofevents?
What might I have consciously or
unconsciously left out? What I want to

let, whereas the WIE would not. Budgeting

focus on however is the issue of

with these grants and claiming them became
a complete minefield. As a consequence of
funding, I found that the scope and focus
of our method changed. It was necessary to
break down the project into several 'stand-

control or more precisely, what input
we as citizens have in [he decision
making processes that affect our
(acoustic) environment. My guess
would be that a large majority of the
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alone' pam or 'ompms'. These included classroom exercises, sound recording workshops,

establishing 'soundmarks', 'listening walks',
a soundscape library, producing commun ity
'sound portraits', and local ex hibitions. Some

outputs were specific to the requirements of

local groups, for example interpretation of
the Machair5 , and digitising existing tape archives.

Each was separately described and budg-
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sounds that we hear are bi-prodllctJ
and that even within 'private' places,
you and I have little or no (olltrol over
the soundscapes we find ourselves in ,
or subjected ro. By 'bi-product', I
mean that the sou nd is the extrnllrollS
result of some other primary function
(e.g. the engine drone of a light
aircraft o r the 'whirring' of a compu-

rake place as proposed. The project had
to be scaled down and for me the core work

ter hard disk). You could say that
such bi-products are a sonic effiuent,
the result of an inrjJirient process.
Such inefficiencies are rarely reduced,
primarily because sonic bi-products
have no direct economic significance
[0 its makers, and also because it is
not a straightforward task [0 prove
the various physiological, social and
environmenral effects (hat are

were those elemems which im'ol\'ed the local people and allowed for their input and
rrffuion of something permanenr. These were

attributed [0 noise.
Besides being 'unwamed sound'
(which is a subjective category), we

the recording workshops towards the production of a local SOl/lid Portmit, classroom exercises and SOllnd Ponty produced at a local
primary school, and imerpretative /Y/arhair
S()IlIIdwalks. Here, I would like foc us for the
Illomem on the SOl/lid Portrait. A descrip-

could term noise as mrrgy-Ioss (a
more objective category). Also noise
could be termed something that we
(the general public) have no direct
contra/over. In doing so, I also want
to make a differenriation. There are
many sounds we have little or no
control over, our soundscapes are

eted so that the va rious funding bodies could
choose elements of the project they were able
10 suppOrt. Each of these was designed so
that it could take place independently of the

others but also combine to be part of the
larger project. Somewhat inevitably, limited
fu nding and time did nOt allow each of them
10

) lvb chair is one of the r:lres! and fertile coastal
habitats in Europe and is peculiu to the northwest coast of Britain, in particula r the \'(iestt'rn
Isles. It is homt' to many rare plant and bird spt'cies including several orchids and the corncrake.

suffuse with them. I am thinking now
of chose sounds such as the sea, wind
and birdsong for example - a cat-
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tion of the Sollnd Po~trya nd classroom exer-

cgory of sou nds that wc have no

cises can be fou nd in the SOllndscnpt, jOllr-

comrol over because they arc beyond

na/ ofAcoustic Erology (Volume 2, Num ber
2 December 2001), The Machair SOl/lId-

ollr colltrol and cannOt be said to be a

walks, along with all aspects of the TESE
project can be found in the 3CD and Book-

Compare Ihis to those sounds

let that accompan ies the project6,

bi-product as such.»
such as traffic, air cond ition ing, and
do-mestic appliances - sonic biproducts that we also have no control
over, yet are potentially within rh~

Sound Port rait
~How

wOllld}Ou "prrsmr)'Ouru/fand )'OlIr
place rhrough soulid?"

This was a question posed

to

a gro up oflo-

cals from Ness who attended publ ic meetings held at the COfllUllll ElUhdmidh, Ni!
(Ness Historical Society) . The aim was to
try and raise local interest in the TESE
project and begin a process of identifying
what sounds might ponray a sonic senSe of
identity. Through the support of its funding bodies, TESE was able to provide Ness
(a nd Northton village in Harris) with ponable sound recording equipment to use in
the project and as permanent community
resource. Workshops were then given showing how to use th is equipment, allowing the
local volullleers to go Out and make thei r
own sound recordings towards the portrail.
Later, when these sounds had been gathered,

"alms ofour cOlllro/. In other words
they have the portlltild to br rhmlgrd.
Of course, in either example, any of
these sounds could be considered a
'noise as unwanted sound', There are
perhaps three basic options to deal
with such noise: ( I ) ro/rralt it, (2)

rscapr it, (3) comrol or challg~ it. For
most people the only Illeans available
to them is to tolerate it. b) A privileged
few maybe able to escape the noise, to
a quieter place, somewhere with Irs,
of those things which you call1IO!
COntrol. The reality is that although a
large pro portion of che 'noisy' elements our sou ndscapes have [he
I acknowledge that o n ~' could argue
that almost evcry sound is, either directly
or indire<:tly, rifficudbr human actions:
from weather patterns to bird song.

,I

I would venture that it is easier to
tolerate th ose noises that are bt)'olld our
con trol :lI1d governed by 'laws of nature',
than to to l era{~ noise as a human bi,
product,
bl

6 Published by Ea rminded. ISBN 0-95427400-8. For information on how to order a copy
please contact; lcse@earminded.org
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further workshops demonstrated how these
sounds could be edited, manipulated and

potential to be changed, they are not.

combined together.
The group that emerged from this process to create the Nm Soulld Portrait were

political structure, it is not in the
interest of those people who call

Jayne MacLeod, Angus Morrison, Joan Mor-

rison, Chris Barrowman and Kenny Don

MacLean. They jointly recorded all the
sounds heard on the pomair. They also undertook a large part of the sound editing and
the creative decision making that was neces-

Whl Because, given the current

effect change, to effect change.
Unfortunately, this is a JUSt a
symprom of our global social and
economic picture. The majority of
the soundscape is a consequence of
our current political structures and

sary to construct it. \X'hat makes this Ness

decision-making capacities. However, all of the world's populace (bur

Soulld Portrait of particular significance is

for a small and powerful 'elite')<l are

that is a self-portrait made collectively; sounds
recorded by people of Ness about Ness. It is
this local, subjective and more intimate poim

politically disenfranchised from

o/ear that distinguishes these recordings over
any of the others made during the TESE
project. I invited those within the group to
write something about their experiences for
the exhibitions booklet. I have included a
couple of excerpts below"

"The herring illdllSIT), alld Gaelic langllage 011(('
dominated our 501l1ld5cap(' with their mucolls
presence. Their sOUllds of industry pUllctuated
a lively scene, riflerring vitality and wealth. A
hllndred years ago, who would have thought
these soullds wouid ever dry up? The very ('ssence 0/ a IIl1ique lifestyle is now Stllgile it
(all barely whisper against the tra IC 0/ the
twenty-first century Rhythms of t Je sea give
resonance to our Hebridean CI/!tlll"e, afficting
0111" landscape, influencing 0111" economy ([lid
pl"oviding a never-ending sOllrce o/plensure and
challenge. ~ - Joan Morisson

effecting any nue democratic
control over their lives or livelihood,
let alone (sonic) environment. The
sad scenario is even if they are aware
and did care, who are they to be able
to do anything about it~
Given that, so to speak, the
wlIlld,rap(' is ill our ears bllt not in
Ollr hands, what are the consequences of these ideas for Soundscape Studies~ J think our philosophies and methodologies need to
address more the processes and political apparatus which govern our

These are the Governments and Mulrin,Hional corporations with their own
agendas founded on sustaining power and
increasing profit.

<1
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''Tlu sOlUlm I ruord~d ulntr to 11 ran$.~ oftxIIJl/d ova flu COllru of11 J~w dll)'J
dllring rJu IIImm~rof200/. Tluu~xp~rimcri
wtu 1I0t lIutiJllrily Ol/f of the ordillllry - ill
fort rJu oppositr is tme; my sOl/lids portmit pas01l1l1 ~lJtrydllY prarticr. The comm01l (Ietiom
which form the strueture of 11 dllY; lightillg a
fire, milking 11 ClIp ofulI, opming 11 door, fe~d
illg the ciJickms, blliidillg 11 1/.11111. Blliltling 11
dllY in SOl/lid. " - Chris Barrowman .

sou n dsca~,

The production of the Sound Portmit involved several aspects which are crucial to a
projecl of this namre. Firsdy, it brought a

as a Political one. In this essay
therefore, I would like to sketch Out
a political ecology with reference to
the soundscape and the methods of
research.
It is all toO easy to recoil and shy
away at the suggestion of 'Politics',
or anything 'Political'. Politics is just

p~rimcN

local group together to discuss aspects of
their soundscape. Secondly, it bought to the
surf.1ce personal, local and cu ltural valuesoften talked of in terms of their relation to
o r association with the soundscape. And
thirdly, implicit in it's making, were questions of around notions of place, identi ty
and representation.
Another point that cameoul of these local meetings was the necessity to assist in
locally hlititlled schemes. For example, by offering assistance to a voluntary group or an
individual, in an aTtempt to augment their

rather than the sounds
in themselves. I do nOI mean to
belittle sound here. For many of us
sound is a favoured medium, and
the tool also by which one can
engage others in these broader
questions. For me it is not so much
a question of an 'Acoustic' Ecology

fo r the Politicians (isn't it?). I feel,
particularly here in the UK, that the
population is becoming increasingly
disenchanted with the whole
'political game', disenchanted with

initiative from a sound perspective. In Harris
and Lewis, local historical societies expressed
their need to digitise existing sound recordings from analogue tapes. Th is process has

the GovernmentS incompetence and
inability to carry o ur iTS electoral
promises. Each general election, a
significant percentage of the 'electorate' will not vote, be they dismfrall(his~d, dismchmlud o r illdiffirmt. We are rendered passive by

now made possible through the provision
of Mini-disc recorders, microphones and

Digital TV, 'leisu re time' and
'career ladders'. Such disenchant-

workshops on how to use them. Local funding bodies are keen to fund such projects if
they are linked to educational workshops and

ment is not surprising si nce the only
contact or image we have of our
(pseudo) 'democratic' system is the
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che learn ing of new skills. This was che case
in H arris and Lewis, with the Weslern

Isles

party- political power play - the

'Stm«m/t'd) - we see through the

Enterprise scheme and the \'<'estern Isles

media. Each political party is as

Council who funded the purchase of equipment and project based workshops under-

in the interests of the commu nities

taken byTESE. Theequipmenc now remains

they pertain to represent, and ipl'a/l

as a local resource, managed by the historical

1"-

societies and open

to

unable as the o ther to effect change

Ihe wider communit}"

Jane! Biehl (1 997, p. 6) poi nts

a growing library

out 10 us that , ·Politics· when sal-

sou ndscape recordings and interviews. Local collaboration is the key 10 ensuring a

vaged from all of this Statecraft is
about dl'mocrntic decision making.

shared sense of achievement. It also helps

Etymologically, 'Politics' is deri ved

sustain the legacy and usefulness of such
projects that inevitably have 10 cnd or move

from the G reek 'PoEs', meaning the
public, pflrticipfltory dimmsioll 0//1
cOllllllllnity. She proposes a recreation

allowing public access

to

away someume.

or reconce ptualisation the 'pol itical'

The Artist as Soundscape

Researcher as Ethn ographer

sphere, so that politics becomes about
people, "taking responsibi lities for
thei r own lives and ra king decisions
acr ivitie5. ~

After initial research and developmetH fund-

in the fu ll range of their

ing from Ihe Scottish Arts Council. the Scot-

Much of current ecological politics

tish Natu ral Heritage7 was the second gov-

looks tow<lrds community sC<l led

ernment body to givc fundi ng to the TESE

econo mies, grass-root policies, to-

project: The SNH werc interested in aspects

wards a dirtct and diSCllrs;vl' democ-

of the projecr which assisted in the interpre-

racy <lS a way of rec reating this

ration of the natural enviro nment. In the

politic<ll sphere, and as a way of

TESE grant application I began by quoting
~)

The Scouish Natural Herilage (SN H) is a government body that cares for Scodand's natural
heritage. They ·'promote its improvemelH, its responsible enjoyment. its greater und rrstanding
and appreciation and its sustainable usr now and
fo r future generations.M

1

MFar from empowr ring people as cit i-

ze ns, Sr;t!t'Craf! presupposes th r general
abdication of citizen power. It reduces

citizens 10 '·taxpayers·' and '·voters~ and
··co nstituent s" . as ir they were too juvenile
or too incompetent to manage public
affairs themselves." Jane! Bichl ( 1998), p.
9, . /'Q/itiN IIt'NI/S Stlllumfi'.

Towards a Social Ecological Soundscape
from one of the SN H 's own commissioned
repons (J. Carter & O. Masters 1998, Arts
and the Natural Heritage Review, No. 109)
"The role of the Arts in such events is
not on ly to bui ld links between a community and the heritage which is the subject of
the event. It is also to develop individual skills
and creativity, and community self-confidence and pride. Since these positive

Out-

comes can be associated with a raised awareness of the natural heritage. commu nity
based work has an important role to play in
this field ... Using the Arts as a means of communicat ing with people about the environment also has a sou nd basis in the view that
the va lue of the environment is not simply
utilitarian, as in agriculture, or scientific, bur
cultural. It follows thar debates and decisions
about conservation and future use of the environmem must be culturally as well as scientifically determined, and that it is difficult or impossible to sepa rate these tWO approaches."
This was a valuable report and assisted
the SNH in answering any questions they
might ha\'e had about the valid ity of funding such a communiry arrs project. h resituates and \'alidates the role of the an is!.
working 011 a small community scale in relation to social and ecological co ncerns. The
above quote not o nly emphasises the role of
awareness raisi ng (which is the basis of Illuch
sou ndscape work) but, maybe morc impor-
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tackling ou r social and erwironmenral
problems. Tim Hayward describes the
benefits of such a community scaled,
decentralised approach to decision
making:
"Among the reasons why decentralisation is so important is that it means
hierarchies are broken down and
people arc empowered by bei ng
members of small political communities. The root ideas here are that
people must feel pari of their community in order to panicipate meaningfully; to do so they mUSt be able to
meet fact to face, confident that thei r
participation might make some
material difference: moreover, they
must be able to comprehend what is
actually going on in their communi£}'
well enough to estimate how different
policies might affw il." (H ayward
1995, p.202)
Kirkpatrick Sale (Sale 1985, p.62)
underlines this em phasis on commulIity: 'If o ne were to look for the single

basic building block of the ecological
world, it would be the commun ity'.
Commu nities are talked of ill terms of
politically empowered groups, bioregions, natural resources, and local
economies. Grant Copeland writes:
"Because most local residents care
about th e quality oflife in their
communi ties, lo ng-term ecological
sustainabilit}', and long-term employmenr for their fami lies. they are likely

Gregg Wagstaff
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candy, the process of dl'cirioll mnkillgand community u/fdl'urmillnrioll. These are crucial
points 10 bear in mind when devising Soundsc31x practice" and methodology in [he field.
This emphasis moves us away from a phOll0cr1lfri~

approach (Wagstaff 1999) within

sou ndscape smdies, which gives us dubious

terms such as an 'acoustically balanced soundscare' . le moves towards a more people cenIred and social--ccological oricmed approach,
where the soundscape is issue situated withill
the broader debate and perhaps more immediate concerns the com munity. In H arris &
Lewis these concerns included; de-population , decli ne in em ployment, the COSt of navel
to and from the mainland, the COSt and supply of fuel to the isles, the proposed creation
of a 'super-quarry' and 'wind farm', The
depths and intricacies of such local concerns
often remain outside of the researcher's und ers tanding , Importantly however, the
soundscape can and was used as a tool to initiate and explore d iscussions around such issues.
Returni ng to the 'role of the Arcs' and
the 'artist' in relat ion to the practical concerns of the soundscape researcher, Suzanne
Lacy (Lacy 1995) has outlined a particular
trajectory of the artists role. This moves from
~ lmcrprcration or reasoning which is solely cen-

trcd upon or biascd low;uds the sonic c." nvironrnc llt.

to be better stewards of their envi ronment than remore governments
seeking maximu m tax revenues or
large corporations seeking maximum
return on investment and conti nuous
growth in profits ... " (Copeland
1999, p.13)
There is a general ethos of working
towards and foster ing a community
scaled political realm: a direct
democracy that is participatory and
discursive; a place where citizens are
empowered to take an active role in
the decisions which affect them.
The criticism posed of such a system
is; \'(follld if IIrcmllrily tngt'lldrr or

gllllflllltt'r 11 morr (c%gim/ society'?
Might (/ commllllity duide, baud
qlliu rtltiolllllly 011 their ut ofvllllln,
to dOlllllgfllde t'/wironmmtal cOllurns
ill jiwollr ofsocinl nnd economic
grolllth? The short response is there
can of course be no gUIITfl1ltt'( that
this process would lead to a more
'ecological sociery·. Hayward (1995,
p. 208) points Out however, that it is
only through Ihe proem of a
discursive democracy, through
listening to each other, that humans
will realise these ecological values
and ethics. Within a discursive
democracy, ecological val ues and
agendas can be equally voiced, "if

Towards a Social Ecological Soundscape
the Private ro Public; from artist as experi-
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t'f/cer,

ecological crises are as serious as
expert opinions say they are, then in

proposed continuum," writes Lacy, "is from
analysis ro activism, where art making is
contextualised within local, national, and
global situations, and the audience becomes
the participant. " She goes on to say,

condition of a discursive democracy
those expert voices will be given
appropriate weight in deliberations,
and therefore what they say will be
acted upon ."
In the same manner we could ask

ro arrist as reporter, ro artist as anaiyst,
ro artist as activist, "The last step along the

''To take a position with respect to the public agenda, the artist must act in collaboration with people, and with an understanding of social systems and institutions. Entirely new strategies must be learned: how
co collaborate, how CO develop multi-layered
and specific audiences, how co cross over
with other disciplines, how CO choose sites
that resonate with public meanina, and how
CO clarify visual and process symbolism for
people who are not educated in art. " (Lacy

1995, p. 177).
I think what Lacy describes is very pertinent
to Soundscape practice, not least in respect
ro the artist I fieldworker having co learn
new strategies. Speaking as a soundscape researcher from the 'Arts' , 'Art' education per

se does not educate or equip us ro engage
with public agendas, conduct fieldwork, or
work within communities. We are left, mOTe
or less, to equip ourselves, co work and collaborate across discipli nI's into the realms of
the Social and Natural Sciences. The Artist
as Soundscape Researcher is having co learn
and adopt a new set of skills ill the field , co
devise snategies and methodologies face to
face, with and within those communities. At

would a discursive democracy t'f/COItrage an improvement in the quality of
the sOllndscape?We can suppose that
through such a discursive democracy,
individuals or groups who are concerned for the state of the sonic
environment will be able to present
these concerns. \Y/e can also suppose
that if aware communities value their
soundscape then they would be able
co employ the relative measures ro
manage it. It is important to realise
that in this scenario, environmental
issues such as the soundscape wou ld
be considered along with other
community concerns, for example;
energy production, transport,
agriculture, industry, ete. The
'improvement' and the 'quality' of
the soundscape would not only be
determined with consideration co
aesthetic or health matters but also in
relation co a broader set of values and
opinions expressed by the community via a discursive democracy.
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anyone li me you might have 10 negotiate
various roles, some that yo u expect of yourself and so me that others expect of you. For
example; the role of Artist as 'Specialist', as
'Sou nd Recordist' , ' Musicologist', 'Anthropologist' , 'Ecologist', 'O utsider' and so on.
I would suggest we add another category

L1CY'S list - that of ,he Arrisr-Erlmogmplur. Hal Foster {I 996) has suggested that
to

the 'artist as ethnographer' is now the dom inant model of the artist, describing a contemporary shift of focus towards racial and
cultural differences or "o dler ness." But
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The social-C'Cological soundscape I
am proposi ng we (as researchers,
field -workers, musicologists and
political individuals) move toward, is
o ne [h:1I arises out of such a discursive democracy. A sou ndscape that is
Ihe consequence oflocal community
values, needs and interests; a soundscape which is Ihe collective res ponsibility o/and managed by Ihe com munity. This acknowledges the basic
social-ecological srance - that all of

$oundscape Studies is more than just a fasci-

our enviro nmental and ecological
problems are Ihe resu lt of an inequal-

nation with son ic alterity and listeni ng to the
"other" - (isn't i t ~). It is our mrm/J of ethno-

ity in our social relations and interactions. Therefore, I would maintain

graphic engagemem ,hat is so im pon am here.

{hal we should Slat{ to approac h the

How dOfs tilt ArtiSf-Erlmogmplltr go about it?

soundscape nOI so much in lerrns of

Social and C ul tural Studies have established
general methodologies wh ich set our ways of

acoustics bUI in lerms of social and
political Structures. Notions of what

observing, collecting, questioning and analysing etc. , but are these necessarily the mod-

an appropriate soundscape should be
need to evolve out of a grass-roots

els best suited to this anist's ro l e~ Furthermore, what about the imer-personal engage-

system which espouses community

ment - the physical and moral meeti ng places
where [he essential exchanges lake place between commun ity and this Anisl-Ethnograp h e r~

Marlene de Laine offers us some assistance:
"A significant moral issue al [he hean of fieldwork practice in social science is the call for
more participation and less observation, of

values, and nOt passed down from an
outside 'el ite' or a designers 'bl ue-

pnnt'.
Although a discursive democracy
would not rule OUt an Acoustic
Community (Schafer 1994) - if
that is the their want - I think it
would be highly implausible. This is
not to say however [hat such ideas
could nOt be illugmud into {he

Towards a Social Ecological Soundscape
bl'ing with and for the other, not looking at
for /imnillg to}. The alternative to the traditional detached aloof observe r. distanced
from subjects to foster analysis and interpretation, is the researcher in the 'round'; is
the thinking, feeling human being, who is
caring, sharing and genu inely interested in
friends hip and the needs of others. The new
form of field wo rk being suggested not only
pms people in coman with others in more
sensitive ways than in past moments of social science, but also calls for more maturity,
greater sensitivity, authenticity and integrity
... What is assumed is essentially a personally involved, politicallycommi n ed ethnographer, not the morally neutral observer of
positivism ... " (de Laine 2000, p. 16-28).
De Laine refers to a 'moral passage' faced by
the eth nographic fieldworker . At an early
stage in the field they encounter a fork in
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va lues of that comm un ity and
reflected in its policy making. Gm

think ofa socinl-l'c%gicnl soundseapl' i1l urms ofall 'ncO/mic balnllc/
or f/lm an 'uologien! ba/anct'? 0) The
lW

terms 'acoustically balanced soundscape' and 'ecologically balanced
soundscape' are frequentl y referred
to in Acoustic Ecology but are more
conceptual than pragmatic. They
have also become dangerously
blurred and require a more practical
definition. I do not regard them as
being mutually incl usive: neither
one necessarily accommodates [he

the road, a choice of tWO 'career paths'; (a)

other; one is phollocmtric, the o ther
is l'comlfrit. Whilst I find the

an impersonal, universalistic ethical model
which maintains a separation between the
observer and the observed, or (b) a 'moral

soundscape' IUJtiJeticll!1y and mwicologically interesting, I thi nk it would

passage' which wrestles with problems ofself-

prove socially and ecologically

idelltity and relationship, where "problems

impractical , even de n imenral. If we

notion of an 'acoustical ly balanced

are not conceptualised as having solutions
so much as being lived." We can find both
approaches in the multi-disciplined approach to Soundscape Studies. However, I
sense that there is a now a tendency, if not a
lIud(cenainly within Community & Enviro n mentally o riented ArtS, and Ethna-Musicology even) to move towards the second
'career path' - the "resea rcher in the ro und" .
Soundscape Studies, and its (albeit rather
loose) philosophy of 'Acoustic Ecology', has

.) Murray Schafer has proposed the idea
of an 'acoutiscally balanced' soundscape.
This seeks a balance based on the various
properties of sound which arc: sounding
and not sounding (or silence) in relation
ro time (temporal the frequency related
characteristics of sounds (spl'frraf) and the
relative level of sounds (dynamics) .
However. thinking of the soundscape in
such a musical way tends to abstract it
from the social. economic, political and
cultural processes or imlTIIII/mts ,hat are
responsible for it.
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always had a tributary of environmental activism.

talk of'a balance', this should

Th is underlying acri\·ism sets it apan from a sim-

be a dynamic social and

n

pleobservation and collection of sonic -mherness

,

political balance grown Out of

Besides the observation, sound recordings and

the right of each ind ividual to

noise level measurements, there is a crucial driv-

participate equally in the

ing force within such projects which seeks both

decisions wh ich affect them

practical and legislative means of change towards

and their futures, So, we

a healthier and bener function ing sound environ-

might consider a 'balanced'

ment; fro m raising individual awareness, to noise

soundscape not exclusively in

legislation, to aco ustic design. These ap proaches

acoustic terms but in te rms of

are crucial

the political StrUClures and

to mailllain,

even in the face of the

current economical and political milieu, which

processes which are responsible

seems to drown

for it.

OUI

an y possible progress.

Finally, in light of such a

There is another imporrant means to consider
when it comes to advocating changes in our
soundscape. There is gt'neral consensus within

discursive democracy and
social-ecology, I would like to

G reen and Ecological though t that changes (and

argue fo r a mo re community

I am talking now of the root political, economic

centred and qualitative

and social changes), have 10 take place from the

methodology. I want to

bottom up, at a grass-roots level, hU11Ia1l1y scaled

propose that the way in which

and based around tht' unit of a communiry (see

wc - in our va rious roles of

opposite). If, as I do, wc subscribe to this line of

'sollndscape researc hers' -

political and ecological thought, wc ask ourselves.

rdmr 10 and imrma with a

"whrrr ill pmcticr shollfd tbr arrisr-rrlJllogmph..,. /
sOllndsmpr mrarcbrr / fir/dworker best situate fbemstlllN? ~ and "wlm! rolr{s) sIJoufd fbry I/I/drrffllu?",
I would argue, what better a situation than bring
with and for a community? \Vhat better tole than

com munity is as equally (if not

to help identifY and galvan ise community spirit

we may concern ourselves with

and values, and the roIilical structures to realise

desired resuits (i,e. a 'balanced'

more) 'ecologically' significant
as the actual slUdy and
aware ness of the soundscape
itself, In olher words, tho ugh

them? The soundscape, wilh ils primary empha-

sOllndscape or otherwise) it is

sis on lislrnillg, can be a way into this process and

the

hopefully emerge bener for it in the future,

al them matters crucially,

111((/11$

by which we arrive

Towa rds a Social Ecological Soundscape
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Gregg Wagstaff
All the while, there was I, with the microphone, in the mix. "What are you doing?"
the Japanese translator had asked me. [hmmm, the (asy response?] 'Tm JUSt recording the sounds.~
June 2002
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Rhythmicity
Justin Winkler

In

an anicle from 1986, French philosopher and sociologist Henri Lefebvre and

sociologist Catherine Regulier have been envision ing a "rhythmanalysis". Such is

(he tide of Lefebvre's small book of 1992, Ellmmti dt rytlmulllnO'Sf. Here I wam to
refl ect upon rhythmic phenomena outlined by these texts. 1
[n the very last lines of Rythmnnnlysr, Lefehvre is pleading for listening as the
genuine approach to rhythmicity and summ arises that rh ythm analysis is a transd iscipl inary field , not a s('paratc d iscipline. He challenges the 'distancing effect' of
scientific approaches and asks for practical parricipation. Lefebvre proposes that
there should not be a d icholOmy between lime and place but a notion of localised
time coinciding with th e nOlion of tempo ralised place.
This is nO( the place to go into detail about Lefebvre's and Regulier's texts. I
wam to re tain one essential issue however, which is of interest for soundscape
stud ies: rhythm and the way they consider it as a field of social power. The question of the political power o f the rh ythms - envi ronmental and social ones in thei r
interplay - is an interesti ng one for all soundscape study ap proaches. Moreover,
the idea of a radical transdisciplinarity is basically known 10 all soundscape researchers; it implies that there are no fundamental divisions between subjective
and objective, the researcher and his/her subject of interest. 1
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Rhythm is defined by the approximate repetition of a cycle ~ thus standing OUt
from measure, the precise, identical repetition of a cycle. I would like to make the
point that although rhythm thus implies many kinds of elasticity and resilience it is
actually a structure of extreme robusmess. We can, together with Lefebvre, imag-

ine that rhythmic systems develop a strength similar to those of well entwined
paper fibres which serve as a bridge capable to suPPOrt heavy weights. Rhythm is
concrete, worldly rime, rhythmicity its systematic aspen.
Lefebvre and Regulier write about the relationship between rhythm and social
power, giving the example of Mediterranean city-states which throughout history
have oscillated between tyranny and democracy. The most ancient is thc city of
Athens, followed by the great gravitational centres like Rome, Alexandria, Venice,
and Marseille. The realm of the private gains strength and resistance through its
rhythmicity; "What then is a [urban] cearre, if nO[ a producer of rhythm in the
social time? » In these terms the harmony or mrbytbmy of a place or a territory
would be the result of a continuous snuggle between the rhythms of the other and
the rhythms of the self, "a struggle between a measured time, imposed and external, and a more endogenous time",
Time and space are essential dimensions in the sonic world . Oscillations of any
scale are determined by a time-space ratio, by two quantities that condition each
other mutually. Soundscapes are thus essentially manifestations of rhythmic systems, both in the sonic and subsonic realm, in their objective constitution and
subjective evaluation . The time factor becomes crucial when active awareness - the
shift from hearing to listening - is introduced . This awareness can be either unaided listening or recording. Both of these modes are inextricably limited by fatigue or sound support capacities, thereby creating an effect of framing. Every
researcher attempting to document soundscape phenomena has to account for the
time scales involved in their observations. JUSt as postcards represem "typical ",
aremporal scenes of a place, so should sound observations and documents be understood as embedded in the context of possible variations of a place.
Attention for objective environmental rhythmicities can be observed in

J.

G.

Grana's cartographical mapping of a rural place in Southern Finland in 1923 (Grana
199711929). When showing the colour and sound phenomena he had to split the
visual codes into temporal strata; "in spring", "on summer days", "often" and "oc-

Rhythmicity
casionally~ .

In Schafer's "Tuning of rhe \'(forld" (1977) we find in the appendices

rhe diagram of a 24 hour day cycle from the courmyside. The empi rical bas is for
rhis is a 24 hour recording in the early seventies near Westminster Abbey al Mission, British Columbia, which was also the object of a CBC radio program ti tled
"Summer Solstice". A similar day-cycle has been recorded by the World Soundscape
Projecl leam in spring 1975 in Cembra, Northern haly and recomposed imo an
"audio-canographlJ. Whereas Grano is metrically localising and qualitatively describing sou nds, the WSP's d iagram is based on a phys ica l decibel y-nis with secondary qualitative features (Schafer 1977, 266).
These examples g:l\'C the Swiss research group4 the idea to record different
soundscapes in order 10 bring Out their speci fi c cyclical character. Recording the
audio samples was accompanied by continuous presence of observer-recordists who
also established a written protocol and simultaneously recorded sound pressure
level measurements (SPL). Later wc have submined a web-micro project - in analogy ro the web-cams - th:n would have us enabled to observe a given place for
longer periods such as weeks or seasons; it has so far not become real.

Place-Time Profiles
The ci rcadian rquasi-daylon{) cycle observations were made with the aim of
describing in more detail the AuclUations that constitute the keynote sounds or
"tonality" of a given place. The schemalic re-composilion of the audio samples
allows the lisrener to follow a sonic day and to experience the character of the
keynote sounds. representing the typical structuring signal sounds and soundmarks.
The by-product of the SPL samples allows us to plot the general outlines (or
envelope) of the soundscapes and to compare rhem in visual abstraction. Bearing
in mind that these figures are derived from complex quali tative phenomena, we
can determine tWO basic rhythmical patterns in rhe observed Swiss landscapes. In
the diagrams below, th e rhythmicity is described using an L90 reading. L90 refers
to the SPL level wh ich is exceeded d uring 90 percent of the measurement d uration
(here 4 minutes). L90 is thus giving the "least noise" horizon. so to speak, the
acoustic "ground" of a given sound surrou ndi ng.
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Fig. I represents the first group: active daytime versus silent night-time. It appears
that the rhythmical division between urban and rural is futile . A busy street of the
city of Berne exhibits a similar rhythmiciry as rhe rural village of Gonten in Eastern Switzerland. In both cases the characteristic "anack» (steep rise) in the early
morning this is produced by traffic alld dawn bird chorus. These are spring and
early summer situations. The autumn profile of suburban Marin (incomplete due
to

$PL meter failure) shows that traffic alone gives a slightly differelH morning

panern. The "attack" is followed by a flUcUlating daytime "transient" and a slower
"decay" in the evening, reced ing into silence in the middle of the night. Note that
the official Noise Protection ActS, which defines day and night as 06 : 00~22 : 00
hours and 22:00~06:00 hours respectively, curs across [he oscillation observed in
[he Fig. I.
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Fig. 2 represents the second group: Two mountain soundscapes dominated by the
running water of rivers; it is contrasted by the "silent" pre-alpine landscape of
Conten. The L90 is undulating at a specific level, determined by the distance to
the river. It reflects the prevailing pink noise of the water which is absorbing all
energetically small sounds; even if those can actually be heard through it thanks to
specific frequencies. such as the melodies of the blackbird. Day and night are not
evident in these environments marked by general noise, also if you consider lower
percentiles such as LSO, the median level: only single events withour obvious rhythmic recurrence will stand OUt - thunder. low flying planes, farming vehicles. Consequently we become interested in the monthly to yearly cycles of L90, and its
dependence upon e.g. weather. temperature and drainage patterns.But this still
rema ins a future project.
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Sensibility and frustration
The Kirchenfeldstr.l.sse in the Swiss capital Berne was the subject of a project that

looked at collective coping wi th unbearable traffic noise. 6 T he resulr of the SPL
survey. compa red

[0

rural si tes. is given in Fig. I. H ere I wam to consider in details

some fo rm al properties.
Within rhe scope of SilL values from the Berne example (Fig. 33/h)' we realise
how the "least noise" level (L99. bottom) rdates

{Q

the "activity noise" level (LOl ,

[Op). Moreover, we compare the situation between the street front (Fig. 33) and backya rd areas (Fig. 3b). The lauer ha\'c not only an average of 10 dB I~ sound emission,
but also a different morphology. Both anivity noise and minimum noise levels show
an attack-like acoustical dawn , and a slowly fildi ng-off acoustical dusk Acti vity noise
has a more steady, less inflected presence around 70 dB. The night silence is remarkable: it indicates a sleeping town. Between lam and 4 am spans of uninterrupted
silence are realised. concretely: only every 8 to 10 minutes a passing ca r.
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However - and (his is the social truth corresponding to this metrical approach
- the night does not count. In a public meeting cowards the end of the project,
aiming at an assessment of the traffic pressure situation as experienced by the residents of the neighbourhood, people found it hard to realise that the night was so
quiet. A participant remarked that even when the night is silent he is never aware
of it "because the windows are closed", And in the extremely silent pans of the
night, every single car that passed was felt to be even more of a disturbance. The
closed window was the leading (Opic of discussion; the desire for double-glazed
windows financed by noise abating programmes; the necessity of keeping the windows closed in order to protect the apartmenr from noise and dirt; rhe window as
an instrument for the resident to vary rhe relation between indoor to outdoor. The
closed window was the neuralgic interface between rhe private space constandy
bothered by the effects of the public space.
In order to reduce the noise level by 3 dB the Iraffic would have to be cut down
by half and 10,000 cars a day redirected to some orher bypasses city-wide. In the
mentioned discussion there was a srrong desire to close down all traffic during the
night when, as the readings show, there was very little traffic anyway. So protecting
this time-space could be inrerpreted as a realistic manoeuvre to avoid addressing
the real problem of halving the amount of daytime traffic. The laner would be
viewed as a kind of political kamikaze activism.
Traffic also has a certain speed, which here, compared to the urban setting, was
mosdy judged as being too high. Pan of the discussion focused on lowering speed
limits as a means of dissuading traffic, reducing noise and protecting pedestrians.
Yet a laconic scepticism prevailed, formulated by a resident: " It is not decisive if the
traffic circulates at 30 or 50, or 45 , or 65 km per hour: three decibels less, as I
understand it, in our subjective perception is nothing. This sounds cynical perhaps, bur we think that if it was only a bit less loud , we would be much happier.
Yet. two years later we will be back here saying it's still too loud. "
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Empowerment
What about leaving the Kirchenfeldstrasse for a quieter neighbourhood? One socially active person in the neighbourhood has definitely got fed up with the noise
situation and is about ro sell his house and move away. Another person has already
left the Kirchenfeldstrasse after r""dve years in a rented apartment. She remembers: "Well, by then J did not discuss with the house owner about it [replacing the
old windows by more noise insulating ones], because the rent was so low. r always
think one cannot have everything in life. And I knew all the time that r won't be
there forever. But now, living here, I cannot understand how I was able ro bear it.
Only now, in retrospect, my husband and I realise what a loss ofliving quality it is,
ro Jive in such a place."
Can you imagine she was talking about a road lined with mainly two-srorey
houses that have a narrow from garden and a larger back garden~ A blessed neighbourhood, with a church in the middle, some well-guarded embassies around, a
wood situated nearby and the fiver Aar running close by in its scenic canyon.
A rhythmic "system" like the one sadly experienced by the residents of the
Kirchenfdd neighbourhood in Berne is a powerful, persistem structure. A tenor in
the evaluation of the situation was that "this road is a fact", it will persist that way
for several decades, yet the people are living there right

/IOW.

There is no empower-

ment of the citizens ro face a situation like this one - and there are abundant
examples all over [he world of people experiencing noise as power exerted upon
them. The rhythmicity of soundscapes, irrespective of the so-called 'urban' or 'rural', is a phenomenon still to be fully documented and designed .

Endnotes
I The role of time in soundsc;l,pe studies is dealt with in some depth by Albert Mayr in this
volume.

From a rich literature I refer here to two readings of different nature. Mike! Dufrenne,
L'od! rt !'ore/lIt, Place, Pari5 1991: and the (transdisciplinar}') method book edited b}' Miche!e
Grosjean and Jean-Paul Thibaud, Ltsp(/(( IITbnill en mlrhodr>, Parentheses, Marseille 200 I.
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Cembra, from R. Murray Schafer (f.-d) 1977. FiliI' Vil/llge SO//IIds({/prs. Tht' Music of the
EnvironmClH Series 4, Burnahy (cassettes nor easily available). Also, SlImlller SolsriCl,> a day
at W,-"stmmster Abbey (Mission
Frascr Valley), part of the CBe Soundscapcs ofCarlJ(\a
Program from rhe mid-seventies.
J

s.c..

<I

The research project PI"()jill's o[Swiss wlllldsmpl's (Gmnan/French), FNS 12-30981.91 et

12-36109.92. conduC!<~d 1991 - 1993, was a co-operation between (he geography dcpanments of the Universities of Basel and Ncuchatel and thl' Swiss National Sound Archives.
The rcsuhs (Winklcr 1995) remained unpublished .

Ordonnance sur la protection conne le hruil, 15 dcccmbcr 1986, into effect 1st April
1987.

j

(. The project Bmis{/Tbeir zl/r akwrisd!f'll U/IIwr!rqllfl!itiir. Aktiollssrutlit Kirc/Jenftldstn1ss( of
1998 was possible thanks 10 the hchvtfein Arbeit llnd Umwelt Bnn. \Y/e have to express
our grati!lldt' for the measurements to acolls[ician Thomas Gisi of [he Environmental Board
of the City Berne.

or
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Looking for a 'Right Method'
- Approaching Beyond
Noora Vikman

In

May 2000, in the village of Dollar, Scotland, an elderly lady Nancy McNeal

had politdy agreed to fill in a sound diary. Some days later, when J returned to her
house, she had not yet completed it. I tried to make it clear to her tha t she had rime

to consider jf she still wamed 10 wrile her answers. After having o riginally agreed
[0

cooperate, she finally found a proper way to decline rhis seemingly difficult task,

saying, "to be honest, this is slightly beyond me, " (N V/FD/D0500)
[ was impressed by this answer. Her refusal was expressed with a tune ofirTesist-

ible and 'original' British politeness. This incident became a small turning point in
the way I conducted my soundscape studies. For a native English speaker, her
response may nOt have expressed anything extraordinary, but 10 me it revealed the
often very fragile constructions we make when crying to find ways to communicate. It concretely pointed Out the difficulties people have determining thei r attitudes and roles when panicipati ng in the research process. \Xlhen I rerurned from
the field, this anecdote from Dollar made the 'f.1i lures' in comm unicating about
sound issues more meaningful in other ways. It now seems a good case in point
with which to approach rhe COll1ems of this ankle.
The fieldwork was done as part of a soundscape study project ArOllJf;r ElIlIirollmmfj ill C"(/I/g~ (A EC) which followed the route of World Soundscape Project's
ri·ll~

Vil/llgr SOI/IIt/smpes (FVS) conducted in 1975. After returning from the four

month fieldrrip, 1 promised to describe the process of how the collected research
material reall}· materialized and [ began to find a sensible way of analysing the
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interview material. I had travelled wi th a wide range of questions with which to
approach people's acousti c experiences in relation to their place. In this article I
will consider 'what aTC good questions~' In addition, J will look at more general
research questions concerning [he objcnives of my stud y, as well as questions to be
asked in soundscape field interviews. In the end, I give examples of what I call
'visionary questions'. These were developed during the fieldwork as a way of encouraging people to express their outlooks on the qualities of the environment.

Methods Hiding in the Field
The first step of the creeping resea rch process of indun ive ethnography' is the
search for relevanr resea rch questions. This 'snuggle' can be likened to the tale of
Don Quijote who Struggled with the rotating sails of the windmills. He d id not
'know' what he was fighting against and wrongly estimated the nature of his 'enem ies'. He had read too much of the knights literature and thought in his affected
mind that the windmills and sheep he was fighting were giants and dwarfs. Sim ilarly, since various ways of knowing and not-knowing exist, I want (Q stress the
ethnographic p rocess as a multiple learning process. The often unexpressed aim of
ethnographic field studies - which I now believe I was an agent for - is that the
research strategy is flexible. Roughl y, the ideal seems to be that even the most
'fu ndamental' questions set in the begin ning of the process change. In that case the
enemies of the researcher are not the people difficult to get into contact with but
the various things unknown becoming known in a new way.

It is often said that Soundscape Srudies is a new field and still searchi ng for its
objectives. After meetings with several soundscape scholars, this 'manna' had started
to sound a little false. Different methods in the srudy of our sound environments
have already been aClively 'tested' in practice since the end of the 1960's. Also,
interesti ngly, many efforts have been made recently in a concrete direction; methodological models are borrowed from different fields and developed, as we can read
in this book. Many soundscape manifestos, academic research reportS, or envi ro nmental sound an ideologies exist. Actually, the world seems to be full of good
Intentions.

Looking for a 'Right Method' - Approaching Beyond
Despite these various approaches to Soundscape Smdies, we are without detailed co ncrete descriptions about how to stop the reality we aim IQ describe. In
spite of the fact that soundscape researchers and composers have been in the held
listening to common spaces, the prartim/, cOIlt(x!unf kllol/1/~dg~ remains somewhat
hidden or unconsidered. The seemingly 'banal', everyday experiences and sensations of the held worker are nor to be read in many publications. Uti lising the
experiments with the senses may easil}' appear 'banal' if the}' are not connected to
something 'generally imerestl ng'. Of course it is fruitful that there are debates also
o n a theoreticalleveF. However, as Henrik Ka rlsson (2000, 12) suggests, the stagnam state of practical research may be created JUSt because of this 'academic barrief' , where 'soundscape methodolog}' and theof}' are not compatible', discouraging the description of the praClices and its eval uation.
In that sense, I am not arguing for a coherence in soundscape methodology.
From the beginning, [have never believed in a 'right meth()(\', or in fieldwork as a
mictl}' con trolled performance with the aim ofhnding an all encompassing methodology. Along the ethnographic ideals of'reflectiveness' and 'open ness', I am arguing for a more detailed description of the individual choices made in field, the
courage to re...ealthe practical real ities, as my examples in the end of this article
may represent . The challenge to produce 'new', cumulative information demands
some space for experiments on the level of an individual study project. Thinking
about sound phenomena in all of its mulliple aspects, it is easy to believe that
methodological pluralism rather than correctness would work when dealing with
these issues. To create multiple acoustic images of one place3 - as usually is the case
in an individual soundscape stud), - different methods have been brought together
and employed simultaneously (See Hedfors and Berg, in this col lection; Tixier in
this collection; Amphoux 2000). Also. the moral of the AEC-story is that, in general, the questions and themes around how and wh}' to concretei}' approach
soundscapes in the future would be best approached by testi ng different methods
(See Uimonen in this collection).
Therefore, instead of speaking up for particular methods, what I think is more
interesting is a description of how the qualitative tools are used as part of the
et hnography. Every individual way of connecting the theoretical literature and
practical experiences creares new types of knowledge. realities and stories_ The main
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concern in the field of eth nography, at least since the begi nn ing of 1980's, has been
how to tell {his SIOTt . My firm bel ief is Ihat the representation s[ill can be con-

structed without using 'toO much' [he force of subjective interpretation. At least
the criteria for representation always demands proper argumentation. On an acad emic level it may seem as though new scholars are trying to re-invent the methodological wheel. Still, as wel l as all kind of ;eve ryday practicalities' as the
decision making made by the field worker, and the personal interactions are varied
and important [ 0 be aware of. In that sense, there's necessarily nothing negative in

the faCt that sounclscape study descriptions may give an impression of (hat wheel
made just rotate again and again 5.
Also in my practice this long ongoing 'crisis of represen tation' has appeared as a
practical challenge. Certainly, it is a challenge to try to be cominuously conscious
of our poss ible preconceptions. As writers of their compact stOry the resea rchers
may represent o nly what they 'know' and leave the questions and doubting outside
the SlOry. Our fictio nal Don Quijote as fictional - of course - did not write his
story himself. He also did not know o r care about what other characters and readers of the story 'knew' about his doings.
The quicken ing speed of idealised self- reflection kept me specially restless and
impatient. I kept on wondering how literally I should have taken the good, old
advice by Bron islaw Malinowski, the early pioneer of anthropological fieldwork.
that the ethnographer shouldn't leave anything outside his or her interest (Alasuutari
1996). Even if Malinowski himself had his own ways 10 interpret and limit die
'anything' of this ideal the often heard question 'how do you get the information
out of the people' started to sound more and more uncom fortably mechanical in
th is light.
In respect to my initial thrust in favour of ethnography as anthropological, the
best way to approach any subject is time. Anth ropologists argue that, if one is really
understand a group of people, as is the aim of an hermeneutic approach, one

to

must engage in an extended period of observation. Non-anth ropologists are more
likely to study particular milieux or subcultures (Silverman 2000, 37) . Anthropologist or non-anth ropologist! was there listening. I feh good following given - even if
very general and obscure - ethnographic ideals. Basically, the inductive ideal encouraged me to find the improvised guiding principles on my own . I tried to kee p

Looking for a ' Right Me thod' - Approa ching Beyond
in mind that all kind of grass grows from its rOOtS. The purpose of givi ng time, the
value of scientific work. the patience and co ncentration. appeared when spend ing
time counting the cars, walking in the cold rain , sitting lazil), in a bar d ri nking
coffee in the middle of the Italian heavy users, and listening to a time designer's
advice: 'never do things in a hurry'6. A big part of the prel iminary practical field~
work was distant, ethnograph ic observation and listening ro the environment.
Looking inside my first-person fieldwo rk practices and eth nographic attitude"
I also seemingl)' felt uncomfortable to identifY with the objectifYing act of'observing'. The concept seemed to be coloured and the act 'contaminated' by the researcher's theoretical perspective whereas the opposi ng, striven and supposedly d iffe ren t way of perceiving the acoustic environ ment was that of the 'local people'.
One method commonly used in methodologica lly muhidisciplinary soundscape
studies is interviewing the people. There is a current tendency to evaluate the
interviews in the section headed 'problems' in the end of research reports, which
wonders and explains why the answers didn't reall}' answer the concrete questions
asked of the intervievvet's. Tech nicall)" the former way is a valid way to practice self
reflection and criticism. From the point of view of a humanist, ethnographic study,
however, still seems like a starting point rather than result. That is why J chose the
subject of this writing - interview questions as experiments and more deliberate
methods - from the 'dumping ground' of other studies. Instead of having to choose
between these twO ways - 'my' and 'their', the people's way, observing and asking,
the 'emic' and the 'eric'S, th e rnuruality in the perceiving prOCeSses in which the
knowledge is constructed are underli ned. Nowadays in ethnogra phy concepts like
'd ialogue' and ' interaction' are used instead of' interviews".
Even if the chaotic and multiple real world never exactly fits into the frames
derived from any of the scientific traditions, we still can and do act with in it. Let'S
listen forward 10 hear the clashes of lonely knight Don Q ui joce's shiny swords. It
was a somewhat naive idea 10 s("(" the practical methods as bridges to cross the
romantically challenging stormy riv("fS of real ity. Anyhow, the process of becom ing
aware of the existing tools, of the theoretical and methodological gaps and dichoto mies released other forces to do things. In most cases, tho ugh, the 'stormy
soundscape' to be tamed 'behaved well' and its mean ings were 'Iistenable'. It was
nOt as stormy as I had imagi ned. However, I realised that what actually fascina ted
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me were the 'accidents' and surprises from which [ learned. Reading the sli ppery
sound phenomena in the field has a certain fasci nation and uneasiness , through all
the different accidents and misunderstandings. I even gave this sound family a
name and starred to call the sounds that disturbed and srole my anention 'acoustic
magnets'. They were sounds that I heard but didn't recognise, sounds that awoke
my curiosity and whose meaning or source had to be found out. [ also wanted to
pass rhe address to the people and let them help in my approach of 'making a mess
of the reality' with their interruptions that raised new questions. Personally, then, I

seemed to be more f.1miliar and interested in the questions than answers. But in
the whirling process I ceminly didn't like the one question, 'how many questions
are enough?' \Vhy was it so easy w ask bur difficult wanswer?

Questions Before the Answers
Any material keeps silent if yo u can't set questions to i(. Perui To((o (2000) has
been provoked by the overly inductive qualitat ive ethnographer's resistance towards (any kind 00 hypothesis and presenrs advice how to focus on 'the right
questions', The basic moral ofTo((o's statemem is (hat the research problem determines the more concrete ways of approaching the research subject. Also, the ways
we try to ach ieve information - the questions - reveal objectives of a particular
study - what we arc really after.
I empath ised Touo's approach to make some sense of the never ending tug-ofwar between the 'opposite' qualitative and quantitative - often wrongly drawn a
parallel to positivism 10 - approaches in the socia l sciences. For example, during the
field work I tried to convince myself that I could use data colJeCled with quantitative principles as the material for qualitative analysis by describing the wealth of
contextual information. For example, (he idea of the listening walksll , was expanded to the description of the situations where the material was collected . Later,
the caregorative analysis can work vice versa if needed: to do quantitative analysis
of qualitative material.
I also em phatized ToTto's way- as a former hermeneuric who seemed that way
to have been liberated from the limits of the hermeneuric limitationlessness - of
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trying to generalize and define the essential or unessential of any study. The basic
lesson for me, however, was that the very simple questions and the basic distinction between questions characteristic to qualitative and quantitative research can
be used to help to conceptualize more in detail the aims of my own study: how the
meanings of the sounds were constructed . (Totto 2000, 72, 75)
Descriptive

Explanatory

Qualitative

What~

How~

Quantitative

How much?

Why~

Adapting Totto, when studying the physical soundworld quantitatively and answering the 'how much~' questions, the organising elements are time and space.
Easily, timetables, routines and differences berween private and public spaces become interesting matters of qualitative description as well. Answering the 'why?'
questions would explain the causalities between different quantitatively collected
material of sound phenomena. For example, referring to the claims in Five Village
SOllndscape, the question why the soundscape of Cembra is referred to as a 'human
soundscape', would demand exact research questions specially for that purpose.
By comparison, in qualitative research we would rather ask what concepts and
categories are used in the description and how. The interest is in people's talk, what
things that arc talked about and sometimes even in how fllIIC/) those things are
talked about. (Ragin 1994, xii, op .cit. Tono 2000, 74) In many situations the
simple questions about pleasant and unpleasant sounds, for example, proved to be
genial starters)" . 'What and how are the sound(scape)s of Cembra?' arc fOT the
preliminary description of the soundscape of the place but also call for more descriptive and contextual information 13. In the cnd, I was interested in the different
contexts the heard sounds were set in and possible references to categories considered 'social', 'pol itical', and 'ecological' in people's sound talk. The 'how~ ' questions
in the case of my study, then, were intended to approach also the way by which
people express theiT acoustic experiences referring to these possible categories. As
hearing is believed to be one important way of engaging with the environment, the
question is whm killd of idem, Ilttiflldes tlnd modeiJ tlre uleered tllld //Sed to o.press

these tlcoustic experiences?'" .
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Throughout the history of Soundscape Studies, various concepts have been
used as tools in an an emp{ to grasp and categorise {he phenomena of the sound
environment. This initiative was done in R. Murray Schafer's book the TUfling of

the World (1977b). Also, BaTTYTruax has defin ed soundscape concepts furth er in
his Handbook ofAcol/Stic Ecology (1978/2000) . It is easy to agree that a commo n
and un problematical way of usi ng these concepts is important. However, even if
commonly accepted lexicons of soundscape terminology do exist (Augoyard &
Torgue 1995) these concepts are not consistently applied throughoUf separate re·
search praClices lS. T hese concepts, then, should rather be considered bmh in relation to the subject itself and to the common academic language. The aim of the
' re-search', then, is also (0 re- interpret meanings, (0 also be refleerive in terms o f
the concepts and that way (0 look for new ways o f expressing and undemanding
acoustic phenomena l 6. After the so called 'textual turn', explanation or expression
of phenomena is studied as a 'construction' . If we recognise that all concepts re/leer
values, creating a new concept and thus emptying OUt the old meanings may be a
bener way to a more exact expression. Since we should no longer be 'innocent' in
relation (0 the use of such concepts, it could be said that a major change in
soundscape studies has also occurred in this field: 'the tuning of the world' has
changed into 'the tuning of the soundscape concepts' 17.

About the Rules and Roles in Ethnography
When the used concepts can no more be taken for granted , we need to exam ine a
variety of points of view. In the process of translating 'values into norms' it is
possible to make a d iSlinction between differe nt approaches by determining who is
interpreting the sound environ ment. who is speaking and defining it. The interview questio n wrinen down on paper, is JUSt the very beginning of the process of
mUlUally conceptualising the experienced sound pheno mena.
Sounds, and the issues surrounding them are nOt an everyday topic of discussion. Many soundscape researchers interviewing people have faced problems when
basing their questions aro und sound experiences, and have themselves also admitted that even the simplest questions about sounds would be difficult for themselves

Looking for a 'Right Method' - Approaching Beyond
to

answer. Even trained skills in conceptualizing do not guarantee that participation

in a discussion about sounds would be easy. Of course, the best reward for a researcher would be quick, exact and well formulated questio ns and answers. Ideally,
the ethnographic writer could just quote them and add as such to his or her narrative. But, usually, that is not the case. The clash of ideals and realiry can be found in
my fieldnotes: l'V/ml]01I hall~ rtaliud how 1011 should ha/lt d01/~ something, YOII au

alrtady faraway from rlu p/nu]Ou should hotH ask~d rlu qllmi01lS, (NYf FD/C 170300).
The immediate reaClion of the interviewee may tell us more about their 'mental
f.1ciliry' than about sounds and actual experiences. In the interaClive situations,
some people get enthusiastic, some get embarrassed, some want to flee away.
It is true, that when asked about the sounds of their environment, we often
heard people answering, 'It's only cars you can hear here', Or, like the Miller in
Bissi ngen said su rrounded by the droning sound of old, 1945 grinding machines:
'It is the same thing everyday what you can hear' (FD/NV/0300). The process of
looking for and testi ng different questions was itself about approaching th is problem of how far should we as researchers assist people to talk about something they
are not used to. There is also a danger that the question about the 'right method'
may make the researcher define the answers as 'misunderstandings'. The intention
of the study was not to test if the people have understood the questions and not to
belinle thei r expressions. O therwise, first , we should have taught the people the
accepted soundscape terminology and (rai n them as to how to answer or listen in a
conceptually 'right' way. Therefore, my approach includes an epistemological claim
about people as active constructors of thei r ' real iry'\8, At least, stubbornly enough,
I wanted [Q think of another way between these presented extremes: What if you
listen to the answers that the interviewees ha/If thought about? If the imerviewees
can explain their presentation about the subject, is it not as such, simply, a valid
and important answer - in spite of what particular context it was connected to? I
believe that the researcher's questions should and can facilitat e a way fo r each individual interviewee to examine and express their personal acoustic experiences 1' ,
Furthermore, studying people's acous[ic experiences is not only documenting
'what is now', but also offering a place fo r contemplation and to reflect upon past
sound memories. It is, possibly, a case of creating a new contemplative and imaginative sphere, regardless of whether these moments have ' really existed' or nor.
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More informal interviews - and listening - as a method, offers an oppornmity for
recollection and also to go deeper in[O the contextual information. Sounclscape
Studies in general could offer - if nor an all-embracing model abom the common
ways we listen to the environment - a suggestion TO apprecial these varied acoustic
experiences. This research overlaps with the more general educational aim of Acoustic

Ecology. As in former Soundscape Studies, becoming more conscious in listening
has been seen as a form of 'empowerment' (See for example Westerkamp 1991).
Furthermore, the participatory purpose of this kind of sounclscape study was to
engage with the common, actual issues in thecommul1ityl°. In terestingquestion is
if people share any of the aesthetic ideas about the 'quality' and 'beauty' of thei r

ideal environment.
Since the primary aim of this type of ethnographic study is to act beyond the
opposite roles of the researcher and the researched, it is important that the people
in the interaction process more or less play with the same 'rules'. The somewhat
vague roles of the participams become defined in the research process of improvising the rules. Naming them is not to den y these roles and their effects upon the
mutual construction of meanings, but a try to make them transparent. As an 'animator' the researcher is widening his or het role out of a distall( categoriser and
definer of the concepts to a participator (See Kurki 2000).The feared 'contam ination' of the field by the subjective researcher, then, would JUSt be the 'raw material'
for the final ethnography of the senses.
If researcher's tole in the research process is to define loosely the subject of
interaction, raise the main questions, and later organise and analyse the material.
Following this order, my ideal was, then, to let the 'people themselves' do the rest
of the job; play their pan, answer the questions, memorire and use their imagination. Ironically, people did not always welcome this 'freedom', People voluntarily
participating in the 'game' were often eager to learn more precise rules. Some people almost embarrassed me by asking if he/she had been of any use (FD ! NV!
N0600, FD/NV/V0393). In Nagu, after turning off the microphone, one interviewee asked after the interview: 'Wasn't it what you wanted?' (FD/NV/N0600 )
Sometimes in the schools I felt that the children gOt anxious in fro nt of our questions. I felt like running to collect the papers away from them and telling them
'yoll don't have to do this if you don't want to' . (FD/NV/S0200)
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There are also many o ther examples of people's expeClations about the research
process and their role as an imerviewee. Duri ng the first soundscape interviews in
Virrat 1993, I realised that it was rather difficult for example for the farmers to
understand that wc were imerested in sounds and personal experiences (NV/F D I
0393). People wanted to find a connection between acoustic issues and things
generally imponant for them. But it was difficult for them to understand what
sounds had to do with the acw;]1 and important maners which for them were the
new EU laws. I got imerested in people's ways of comcxtualizing sounds explicitly
and , latest then, the idea of sounds ;]s a 'tool' of studying life sryles and attitudes
proved 10 be usefu l.
Also in one interview situation in a Cembra fa rm house, wc researchers were
almost kicked Out from the place for the opposite reason. The farm er couple had
their expectations about our aims and the e/Tects of our work. [n his case, we as
researchers were seen as the henchmen of the EU bureaucrats who had prepared
the new agriculmrallegislation 11 •
Cembra, in particular, was a place where the [ocal people seemed to have gOt
used to be the researchers' objectives. Many researchers had come specially to document their material tradirions. The older men of Cembra were used to researchers
asking them about past times. Spomaneously, they pre$Cmed their repertoire of
old 1001s, instruments, demonstrating their use and - especially for LIS soundscape
researchers - imitating dleir sounds. (FD /N V /0400) One meeting in Cembra [Ook
an interesting turn. Having heard about th e visit of the ethnomusico logist Ignazio
Macchiarclla, lhe local women choir had organised a performancc and built a stage
for them to sing on with all possible decorations they considered essemial for a
'traditional scene'. The people had presupposed the ethnomusicologist's aim to
come and observe something amhem ic and spontaneous, the 'living tradition' in
the village. ( FD /NV/ CI099)
Once in a whi le in the fi eld, I gOt tired trying to play the role of an active and
open minded 'midwife' giving birth to common constructions of meanings of the
sound phenomena. [n my diary [ Ca n find notes written in the middle of 'being
awarc and opcn': Yes, I reveal even thc last secret, which is: ['m nOt going to [ell
thcm everything (FD/NV/C200300 ). If not giving up [he princi ples [he immed iale fccdback from the people forced me to look in the mirror. I was often asked
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abour my own opinions, inrerpretations and impressions about the village of
Cembra. This often asked question bothered me. The interviewees were seemingly
imerested in my viewpoi nt as a representative of my own cuhure and opened a
complicated field to be aware of. Also it was not always clear how to differentiate
between the

[WO

different roles - that of a researcher and that of the 'private me':

which of them were the people asking their questions to and which 'me' wanted to
answer. In the midst of varyi ng feelings , I sometimes used a short and easy answer,
'Cembra is Cembra', Later o n, when enquiring about the local brass orchestra, the
lady I was talking wi th just answered banda e handa (the hand is a band) - o bviously as a sarcastic feedback to my earl ier sho rt and rather CUrt answer (FD/NVI
C28 1199).
Both eth ically and technically, then , the task of talking about sounds can be~
co me rather labo ri ous. As the researcher's aim and authoritative status always privileges aski ng the important questions, it is also necessary to ask oneself what is the
adequately good reason to legitimise this curiosity - this act of interruption - nOt
only in relation to the peoples and cultures studied , bt![ also wi thin the academic
commun irf2. When people suddenly find themselves in a social simation where
they do not know how to act -as described in the beginn ing - the soundtalk has to
be considered as any other intimate subject of tal k. People have their private reasons for not answering, and these reasons may always remain private. It is important to recognize the warn ings of violently crossing the border of people's private
territories. Personally I expected the inrerviewee to be able to draw these borders
themselves. Simply, if people wanted to share their ex periences J was ready to listen. When feel ing uneasy abot![ writing publicly abo ut the field experiences, the
main rule was that the analysis could be shown to anyoneH .
A more fu ndamental, ethical question, then , is why should the supposedl y
intimate experiences of the interviewees be expl icated and shared publ icly? One
research interest, of course, is that people's experiences as 'homes' of their feel ings
always remain important for them . The experiences considered emotional and private can also be shared as a sphere of 'something in common' .
\'V'hen describing their experiences with sounds people also need time to find
tools to tell their story. It is an interesting subject to categorise what kind of 'selfhelp methods' the interviewees created to present their acoustic experiences. For
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example, a forester from Lisignaco, Marco Armani, cold a scory about a man who
arrived in Cembra valley and scopped at the nearby forest. He began knocking the
spruce nees co find out which one of them was suitable co be used in building the
instruments for Stradivarius. Marco Armani said he had read the sco ry 'fcom a
book' . (NV/ FD /C191199) 1 never checked if this story was 'true' or not, orthought
that corroborating the story would have made it any more 'true'. The scory itself is
interesting but also the way it is linked to another context. This scory just cold me
how he actively tried co find a way co talk about the sounds, to connect the sounding phenomena of the forest co written hiscory with different references. Si nce
people seemed CO aim to connect their own stories with wider, commonly known
'stories', some interviewees started to look for videos and history book pictures
about the area co jog their memories. In their answers they were colouring their
scories with descriptions of how history could have sounded. (FD/NV/Cl199)
Since the interviews also produced information about the ways people con nect
sounds to different contexts, I became specially interested in the discourses people
themselves create around their acoustic experiences memorized and how they talked
about sound issues. How do they express them~ How do the participants make
these phenomena meaningful in the research situation? The answers co these questions consisted of loose details, individual notions, sounds connected to wider
stories, dearly value-based categorisations, references to different hiscorical contexts.

From Answers to Questions
If - roughly - all answers and first impressions are considered to be equally valid
results anyway, why to bother to look for the even more right questions? In my
search for adequacy for the qualitative work from the quamitative question 'how
much is enough', I believed, the 'amount of quality' in the interview questions
would fulfil! the criteria of reliability of the research!4 . In Cembra I drafted a questionnaire and sent it to the whole project group co be commented. It was at first
meant to serve as a common 'sound questionnaire' during the AEC-project's field
work. Defining 'quality', thus, proved CO be an interesting process. Comments
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abom the details of the questionnaire reflected commenl:Hors' beliefs that asking
specific questions which kept to a cerrai n theme would guarantee more control in

the form of systemacy in the process. First, the list of questions was supposed to be
a questionnaire including wel l planned, simple and general core points. However,
during the fieldwork period, after conducting some i ntcrviews these questions provoked discussion about the purposefulness of the single questions!s.
What made forming the questions difficult was casting our nets so wide and

balancing between generality and specificity. The common questions for the project's
purposes had 10 be quite general to be able to be used in all of the AEC-villagesz6.
How could we know in advance what 'the very general' and at the same time 'the
core' acoustic experiences of the people would be? In practice, some of the core
questions started to seem irrelevant because of the responses,
Anyhow, for example, the individual interest areas of each researcher could not
be asked in deta il since the aim was nO[ to conduct marathon interviews. Also,
very specific questions gave the impression that the research group had a fixed
perspective. As Cat harina Dyrssen commented: ' In these questions one senses that
yo u have a very specific hypothesis about the correspondence benveen radio/ television and soundscape. Is that so?'
Guiding the discussion towa rds stressing any more speci fic issues required preliminary knowledge and impressions about the actual place and people. Originating from the everyday field experiences, the use of the 'audiovisual prothesis' seemed
belong to a spatially pri1!tlu world. For the beginning, I thought, it would be
sensible to appro:lCh the 'common' and 'general' by anchoring the concrete questo

tions to the place, the village area, as a common space. In Cembra the sounds of
cultivation were the link to the com mon use of public space si nce farming still was
a lively activity regulat ing the everyday life. 10 approach people's relationship 10
their place, then , it would be relevant 10 also ask derails about the advantages and
disadvantages ofliving in the village linked 10 these common activities.
In Ihe questionnaire I wamed 10 ask in what pan of Cembra the interviewee
lived and if (s)he had lived somcwhere else. Henrik Karlsson asked: ' Is it important
know if the interviewed person lived somewherc else: if so - it would be impor-

10

tant to add: when, for how long a time. And why knowing if the interviewed
person has mo\'cd within Cembra?'
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Sillc<= this qu <=stion raised doubts, its purposc= had to be considered again. The
concept of 'place' was meam to be th<=or<=tically a flexible one. Thinking fu rth<=r
about listening to the village as a plac<= it was cssemial to know from which point
or direction people mostly listen to the place - 'whereabouts do you live'? A detailed description produced from this supposedly important point might tell a lot
about how the interviewee positioned him or herself in the villag<= and so forth the
interviewee's relationship to the place.
To be able 10 more <=asily form an acollSlic imag<= of the place, th<=s<= co nceptual
tools also offered a flexible space to move in it, spatially as well as temporally. A
good stimulant to awaken people's sou nd memories proved 10 be questions that
connected to the rhythms of the village lif<= and 10 acoustic memories. These told
both about the village life and the sounds connected to it. We asked: D~scrib~ the

al1l1l1a/cyrle ofiOllnds in Cnnbm. How cml yOIl hear rhm it iJ Spring, SlImmrr, AIItlllll1l or \'(Iimer? Describe the daily cyrle ofSOli lids ;11 Cembm? How mll YOII bear that
it is mOl'llillg, day. evenillg or lIigbt?
The questions changed also languagewise because the translators also had their
comments about how the questions should be <=xpressed. During the journey they
were translated first from halian to Swedish, to German, French , English and - in
the end - Finn ish. The culturally distinctive tunes appeared in the ways to express
Ihe questions languagewise. For exampl<=. in [taly, we tried 10 find the borders
between the 'sophisticared' and 'popu lar' language. In the end the demand for
exactlless made me give up the questionnaire and JUSt concentrate on flexible but
reasoned interview questions that were used in practice to suppOrt the dialogue in
daily interactive siruations.

As a Dessert - Visionary questions
The very concrete questions are the keys to communicativenes in the end. A fascinating way of approaching the sounclscape in the research plan of the AEC*project
Oarviluoma 1999, 8) by asking about IInkllowlI JOllflm - the sounds that remain
unnoticed and unidentified in the village - made me suggest to widen the idea.
T he question about absrllt fOllllds - 'what is excluded from the soundscap<=?' was
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rejcCled from the common liS[ of questions as bei ng tOO abs tract. Even though I
agreed with the rejection, this seemed

[0

be another point fo r sdf-reflcClion. W hy

couldn't I leave these questions about unknown and absent sounds in peace? Why

did J think that the subdued sounds had
sou ndscape

17

to

do with 'the actual' and determinative

Was n't it thilt we were supposed to smd y the aud ible world? At least

I had to go a long way to form this idea inro a co ncrete and 'proper' question to
come back from »beyond".

A good example offollowing and developing this obsessivc clue is a smal l question (hat ended up on our list ofimeryiew questio ns: 'What sound would you take
to

a desert island?' At first this light-hearted question I presented at the breakfast

table in Skruv ca used some embarrassment among my colleagues and anxious ness
about how it would 'work' . However, in the end, it became the amusing and favourite question in practice!8. Responses to this question mostly related to loneliness; those of the private life - for example sounds of th e family. Some of the ones
who mentioned music cancelled the answer because they could not choose which
music they could listen to all the time. Also, sounds of bi rds and wind were abandoned on second thought because they wo uld al ready exist there. In addition, a
'sel f-pl aying accordion' was deemed as being accompan iment on the island. (FDI

NV/S0200). It may have been c\'cn more frui tful 10 ask this kind of question right
in the beginning o f the interview rather than 'as a dessert' . Th is surprising question created a relax ing and playful atmosphere and, most im portantly, made people understand that th ey are not expected to give 'right' definitions or ans wers to
our questions but to talk about their own experiences. Talking about histo rical
changes in the acoustic environment, for example. people wondered why we asked
them about sou nd issues if the work was already d one. That happened for example
in Lesconil where we were advised to go to the local archives where they would
'know' the 'faCtS' (FD/NV/LOSOO).
Johan Huizi nga brings fort h the question of the ethical and tech nical again in
his sentence: The one who denies the role of rhe objective value of eth ical norms
will never find the border of play and reality (Hui zinga 1984 ). This description of
a humanist 'homo ludens', a playing human being, encouraged my idea, that so me
conscious playfu llness included in the process of interviewing would help to dim inish the distance between the interviewee and inrerviewer. But as rhe playful
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was set a more 'serious purpose' the desen island question kept teasing me during
the field trip journey. Later, in a bar in Segonzano village, on the opposite side of
Ccmbra in the Cembra valley, a woman was explaining to me the rules of Italian
ENA-Iouo. Th is gave me another idea abom how to approach the topic of sounds
with the locals. Imagining oneself very rich usually starts with a series of mad
dreams - what would I do if I won 12000000 000 liras on the lotteria (NV/FDI
C2 10300). Already the amount of zeros was toO impressive to imagine such an
amou lH of money. If money was no obstacle for the dreams of the locals, what
would they be~ I immediatdy wanted to test this 'visionary method'. 1 tested the
question aski ng the bartender. He answered jokingly, knowing my home country,
'1 would fly to Finland', (NV/ FD/C220300)
Serious and successful or not , this made me want to test more 'visionary questions' , In my diary 1 was imagining, with an amount of self irony, how the people
would participate in the ideal soundscapc construction game: 'What if the bartender would have known I was conduning soundscape research and 1 had asked
abom sounds? 1 could have asked, 'What would you change in the acoustic environment if you won 12000 000000 liras in lottery' . One might answer; ' I would
build a ' ring-road' so that the noisy cars wouldn't pass my house or Cembra' or ' I
would replace the material of the prophyr trucks with a soft one, so that the stone
noise couldn't be heard up in the village', or '[ would buy a house for my noisy
neighbour and send him to live there in the next village' , or ' I would buy bus
tickets for everybody who has to drive a car to Trenro everyday'. Of course many of
the acoustic environment's obliquities can't be handled financially, but how beauti ful these clearly explicated answers would be for a soundscape researcher! (NVI

FD/C21 0300)
Later I was commented why it was that my imagination in the diary only had
produced these noise pre\'eming suggestions: \Xfould the answers ha\'e been beautiful whatever the response, whatever the ' reality' of their d reams? Would they be
beauriful because they arc free and playful or because, in my examples, they were
acoustically 'ecological ' ~ Of COUfse, I was not expecting 'correct' o r agreeing answers. I was hoping clear and explicated :mswers to season my ethnography, that
the auditive sensations would be considered tasty, even sensational. Would somebody want to bui ld an ai rport JUSt to be able to listen to the roaring of the a i rport~
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If yes, ,hat would certai nly be an imcresling answer. Rather there was some irony
included towards the expectations and dreams about the logics of certain noises as
problems all people would actively want to solve.
Pm basically, how we view our 'quality of liCe' is determined by those things
that we va lue the most. The common aim of these visionary questions was to
stim ulate people to access their orherwise private acoustic ex periences. One way
was to use the help of the research group's technical equipment that was available. For example, the question '\Xfhat would you like to be recorded in Cembra?'
led me o ne morning w follow an invitation 10 a local bakery in Cembra. This
was a quite a private place to listen to the fragi le morning sound since nobody
except the [WO workers in the bakery would normally hear it. When the whi te
bread (baked everyday for the local breakfast and lunch tables) was JUSt taken
OUt of the oven , it made a tinkling and rustling sou nd. (NV/FD/C0400). In
another case, the question revealed points peo pl e did nOt want to identify with
the place. For example, I was clearly asked NOT to photograph the caved slopes
of the mountains around Cemb ra or to record the traCIOT mOlOr idling inside
the slOne house where [ li\'ed earl y in the morning - the things I myself had
observed as interesting sounding details wonh docu menting in the village. (NVI
FD /C0300).
During the fieldwork we were writing feportS for the Internet, so [ also asked
people 'what sound sto ry would you like to have been written in

intern et~'

One

suggestion led to a Story of the glass acoustics of a wine cellar (ctlllelltl) in Cembra
(See www.tpu.fi). The male choir singing was an imporcant pan of the village
social life. We were invited to the forest mountain slopes, to bpittlS (stone huts) to
listen to the Su nday singing gatheri ngs lasting all day. Lislen ing to [he tun ing of
the choir with 700 Muller Thurgau wine bottles behind on the shelves was another
unique acoustic experience. (NV/ FD/CII0400; NV/F D/ 180400)
Th inking more about the content of the questions, I wanted to get in touch
wi th the lifeworlds!'.l - the immediate experiences of the people. The idea of the
visionary questions was also to encourage the people to be the 'theorists' of their
own lives. On ,} manifest level, aski ng these visionary questions I believed, was also
to try and get in touch with the 'not-yet-lived-worlds' and to map people's possible
dreams. As nostalgia is an imaginative wa)' oflonging for somewhere, 10 a lost time
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or to a futu re bener place, sounds were also the carriages to travel to these nostalgic
or utopian worlds.
Another visionary question was born in an electronic shop in Bissingen. We
specifically asked the owners about the past sounds of the kitchens in the village.
As the malfun ction of memory in such a si tuation sometimes made people seemingly embarrassed, the situation had to be quietened somehow. In the end , I guess
it is fair to say, we were partly after the exact dates and numbers of when the
different domestic appliances or new electron ic inventions arrived to the village.
That is why I found it insufficient not to mention to the interviewees that we may
be interested in more than just the specifics of our question. Alternatively, aski ng
the people to, 'I magine this village after 25 years' released many stories based o n
the past and present knowledge (F DNY0300) - exaggerating the present inventions and recall ing the past ones.
With all these 'visionary questions' I keep on looking for a sensible space for
'something common' in the ways people think about their immed iate environment. The imagined 'sounding island', the beyond, the soundscape of the future,
is no more deserted if this empty place is inhabited with meanings, for example
o nes utopies accommodated there. We may all have had expectations. hopes and
fears for our futu re environment. As people in the 1930's Finland were told to be
afraid of drowning under the piles of horse manure on the streets, nowadays a
commonly expressed envi ronmental nightmare scenario, is 'What if all the Chinese had fridges?' The fact that dreams and fears have little to do with the 'hard
reality' may cause thei r underestimation as meaningful subjects of study. The purpose of my study, then, is not to criticise the life styles of the villages nor idealise
them as such but to give some space for the acoustic experiences to bind these
possible worlds together. In practice, nowadays any place is o nly a 'part-time paradise' for many of us. For example, since pro phyr min ing in Cembra StopS in Winter and agricultural activities get quieter. many locals travel away from the village.
T his annual movement - ill Cembra caused mostly by livelihoods such as mining
and murism - could be heard and read in soundscape descriptions in all of the
AEC villages.
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Conclusion: Change - What if
'the future is not what it used to be'
The process of producing all ethnographic represenration is an an of underlining.
Researcher's role is co decide what to underline and with what colour. In this article
[ have tried to make a coloured mix using COft' concepts 'ideal', 'quality', 'beyond',
'future', 'absent' , 'positive', To conclude, in my research process, approaching the
aim of 'something common' I ended up on the level of 'the ideal' and 'visionary'.
The people in the village 'know' about its quality in OIher ways compared co an

outside observer. My ideal. as a researcher and \lIlderliner' , is w approach the
ideals of those who li\'c in the village.
Even jf ethnography is understood as rhe study of the present, also, methodologically, following my qucstioning, turning towards beyond it can be scen as [ogi .
cal in rhe end. The reason for the difficulty of cOl1[cmplating and talking about
sounds heard around us may be that the world of sounds is toO close, too 'present'.
As one of social science's challenges is rhe self evident, la[king about the 'abseil!'
and dle 'ideal' may creale a comfortable distance 10 the subjecl studied. As wel[ as
sound memories lurning IOwards the 1'.151, acoustic utopias referring to fmure,
offer temporal dislance. r-,.·Iemory brings up sonic nostalgia, which naturally a/Tecls
the hopes set for the future, I wanted 10 ask what kind of sounds would be present
in such a utopian 'island', the image of a place. These imimate and emotional
expressions include valu3tions about the '3esthetic', the positive 3nd neg3rive, In
this article, then, ill5lead of referring to the encha ming net of soundscapes of all
possible kinds, I have preferred talking about sound as a tool for making sense of
the meanings given 10 Ihe elwironmem, The direclion of study presemed in this
panicular article is to approach the lifestyle by listening and making people lislen
the sounds Iheir cullUre produce.
The 'cultural' in my study foc uses on a collSnuClion Citlled 'ecological culture' .

(Q

Sometimes the basic distinctive bClors between social and humanist approaches,
are drawn leaning 011 a claim that the humanist appr03ch lacks a clear 'problem', In
terms of the ecologic;t!' then, one could ask: shou ldn't wc really be studying the
biggest noise problems? Talking about human life, thus, any stricter setti ng of the
several questions concerning the various relationships with the environment would
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be artificial. What is considered 'ecological' does not necessarily co nnect
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special eco-culTUre as a subculTUre or include an expectation of the people of the
group having similar aims concerning ecological acts or anitudes. Still, 'ecological'
pretty much has to do with the 'sustainable' - things believed to be rhe common
future good, In the analytical categorization I rather try co separate the different
'ecological' attitudes, still understanding them as integral and concrete constituents affecting the local lifestyle. For example. in the answers to the sound preference tests and the ideals expressed, mentioning the most pleasam and unpleasant
sounds may seem 'ecological'.
T he fact that people are actively constructing their ways of thinking does not
mean that they would be actively realising their constructed ideals. Still both reasons to act based on categories like 'knowledge' and 'beliefs', or 'rational' and 'ideal'
form our ideas about the future, Neither way of knowing, however, reveals much
about the certain ly more complicated process to understand why people's ideals and
actions do not meet. The' possible worlds' to be described include people's fears and
wishes, dystopias and ucopias. In my study, also the explicit denial of these ideals is
considered one form of what I have called 'adaptation stories', strategies to deal with
the nature-culture paradoxes in people's relationship to their environment.
An illustrative way to describe this type of cultural analysis may be to compare
the point of views of history and future studies. Since there's no guarantee that the
fUTUre ideals would ever become 'true', the epistemology of the study is different.
The visions of the future, can't 'lie' in the same sense as memories from the past
'lie' . However. we think and act using the storage of different meanings without
recognizing how it is organised temporally. The synchronic cu ltural research conce!llrates on studying the present, not looking for the roots of people's present acts
and thoughts from the fixed meanings given to the common historical past. As
well as the idea of past, the idea of future is constructed by the people living in the
present. I leave the speculation of the value of the synchronic - diacronic dichothomy
a question for the futu re,
With my questions about the future I wanted to approach the appearing nostalgia for something 'beyond' - [0 a lost time or forwards towards a future ideal
place. I wanted to ask more about people's expectations about their future through
its 'visionary soundscape'.JO Asking these questions, then, I have unders(Qod the
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AEC projeds idea about 'change' timewise anQ[her way. Instead of comparing the
empirically documented past and present, I draw om the t ime conrinu um [Q the

'future', Because the present still matters I could rather ask [he same questions:
'When does the furu re begin?' Or ' Howdo images of the fu ture: affect the present?'3I,

This suggestion of 'grass roots future smdies' is set aside from the fmure studies
based mostly on large scale socio--economic statist ics, its models of good life and
society and scenarios about economical and technological trends. As fast as every
tiny moment is becoming history, 'the future is not what is used [Q be' (as a well-

known saying goes). For that reason, at least, the ideas of the future are worth
being e thnograph ical ly docu mented.

Endnotes
I See, for example, the editorial introduction of the Handbook of Ethnography (#Atkinson
& al. 2001. 2-5). Ethnography has always been marked with diversity, it overlaps with
traditions that share many common features, uses and considers multiple methods: panicipall! obsuv3rion , interviews, convenations, interaction. dialogue in contrast 10 o nly textual materials and Moreover, it always includes a variety of perspecti,'es.
The writers of the hook want to be aware that rypo logies and developmental schemas for
ethnography can ultimately do violence to the co mplexit ies of research and its historical
develop ment. For this reaSOn . the listing of the core elements of this book is quite general:
They even talk about the 'ethnographic spi ri t'. Basically, the aim of the ethnographic research is to understand cultural diffe rence. It remains firmly rooted in the first-hand exploration of research settings. In my study, still, methods as practical tools are to be tested.
Here, then, - in addition to general definitions of ethnography - I will present 'preliminary
results' since inventing and 'manufacturing' the tools also is an important part of the ethnographic process.

Sec for example, Soundscape 2000 and 2001. Hen rik Karlsson (2000, 13) is suggesting
an encouraging anthropocentric model for studying sou nd environments suggest ing that
human being is not a rational but a corporeal being. Ruebsaat (200 1,8) adds an interesting
point of view to the philosophical discussion about the borders of public and pri\'3te spaces
where different idC3s about power and its 'Iocation' concretely overlap. In this shorr 'debatc', as I interpret it, the distinction is made between studying the people's actual ways of
perception (Karlsson ibid. ) and suggesting listening philosophy as 'the deepest form of
thinking' (Ruebsaat ibid.) and as such an empowering 1001. The question who listens 10
who also points out researcher's duty 10 make clear his/her starting points and preconceptions for thinking and acting and how - depending on the previous fact - he/she is using
the power of rhelOrics. This should not be an example of saying no and rcs at the same
!
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time. Since we always need a perspective I'm asking why we should let these preconceptions
hinder our action.
} Here instead of thr acoustic imagr thr grnrraltrrm 'soundscape' could br usrd juSt as
well. However, some studies want to point out the problmls inherent in the descriptions of
those who define the place acoustically. I also want to make a similar distinction by using
the concept of 'acoustic image', which hopefully identifies with the active proem of constmctingthis image.
Clifford (1990) has pointed OUt that ethnography of today is less concerned to separatr
itself from subjective travel-writing. See more detailed description about the ethnographic
process (Sanjek 1990). Ethnographic validity may be assessed according to three canons:
theoretical candor, the ethnographer's parh, and field note evidence. Reliability refers to the
rereatability, including imerpersonal replicability, of scientific interpretations. (Sa njek 1990,
394-395)

4

j Here I want to reflect upon a comment made during my presentation in Dartington,
England at the Sound Practice Conference in February 200 1. Somebody from the audience
reminded that these fieldwork problems have bren solved already. Hr was refrrring to the
classic 'Writing Cultures' by Marcus and CJifford (1986), the first book dealing with the
questions of representation in writing ethnography. He was right to remind us not to answer the same questions again and again. However, the actual 'face-to-face' realities and
situations are always new and unique. Fidd practices are not simply dealt with just by
reading The Book.

6

Albert Mayr offered guidance during my Stay in Cembra.

7 As a dist inction, an ethnographic inquiry still typically stud ies a particular person or
group in a particular place in time (Seamon 2000, 159) without having to fix its perspective
anymore to ethnic absolutisms (CJifford 1997, 3).

Emie and erie analysis refers to a distinction borrowed by anthropologists from linguistics.
Emicists con(entrate on desaibing dIe indigenous values of a particular society while eticists
apply broader theoretical modds aaoss a number of societies. In practice. anthropological
research has always entailed mixture of emic and etic approaches. (Marshall 1998, 190, Sce
also Moisala 1991, 127)

8

Defining the 'ethnographi( interview' it is not only distinguished from survey type interviews but rhe respc<:tful. on-going relationships with the interviewees is stressed. Both the
time f:Ktor - duration and frequelKY of contact - and the quality of the rme rging relationship help distinguish ethnographic interviewing from other types of intt"rv iew projects by
empowering interviews to shape, according to their world-views, the questions being asked
and possibly even the fows of the resear(h study. (Sherman Heyl 2001, 369)
9

10 Positivism is, above all, a philosophy of s(ience. As su(h it stands squarely within the
empirist tradition. Metaphysical speculation is rejected in favour of 'positive' knowledge
based on systematic observation and experiment. (Marshall 1998,510)
11

Listening walk was a method used during the Acoustic Environmems in Change - project's
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fieldwork. Every possible so und heard was listed during walks in difTerClH pans of (he
village.
12 Sound Preference test was introduced alre,!d)' in Five Village Soundscapcs (1977a) asking
people to list five most pleasant and five most unpJeasam sounds.

U

In erhnomusicology th('f(' seems to b(' discussion about the relationship between what wc

call 'text' - {he actual sounds - and what we may call 'cOlll e);:t' - {he 'environment"howel'er defined - that helps us m,{kc sense of our ,ludiblc experiences. Along (,thnographic
ideals. we can expect answers to questions like 'what is the relationship of those two', 'what
is the context', ' how is it constructed ' . COIncx! is nor necessarily an escape frOflllhe aClUa!
subject. the teXI. as warned, bm defines the meaningful hermeneuric hole and may fruit fully position the text, in a particular study or research tradition (Se<' for example Rautiainen
1999and2001 ) .
14 A distinction must be drawn between this kind of study and a more precise and systemati c way of sening th e how-qu estion. <How do people listen' can refer to slUdies of rnemal
processes in more detaiL which would be a matter of more specific perception study.

15 Jn ditTerent qualitative slUdies, the description of how the definitions are formed in the
analysis in cooperation with the interviewees arc very vague. For example, naming a
'soundmark' of a certain place may be done by the observing researcher only. The authority
of the definer is enough to legitimize this definition. The definition 'sound mark', thus,
already includes a valuation. Soundmark is a term derived from landmark to refer to a
communit)' sound which is unique, or possess qual ities which make it specially regarded or
noticed in that community. (Truax 1978, Ill)
16 In phenomcnological research, 'phenomena' refers generally to things as human beings
experience them, and which defme meaning in a broader way including to also include
bodily, visceral, IIllUitive, emotional. and transperso nal dimensions. (Sea mon 2000, 158160). COllcepts, then, are tools to be able to communicate between these different
subjeClivities.

l~ A good example is Justin \Xlinkler's (2001 ) deliberation with the co ncept of 'acoustic
horizon'.
IS Social life, and the apparently stable phenomena and relatiomhips in which it exists, are
seen by ethnomethodologists as a consta nt achievemelll rhrough rhe use of language. I1 is
something that together we create and recreate continuosly. This is indeed the rationale
behind the name: ology (the study of) ethno (people's) 'method' (meThods) of creating
social order. T he emphasis is on doing things: we 00' friendship , being a sociologist. walking on the street, and everything else. (Mars ha]] 1998,203- 204; See more Heritage 1984
and Emerson and 1'0Jlner 200 1, 118- 135)

19 An encouragi ng example about a fruitful interanion was 3n experience from m)' first
soundscape interviews in onc village of Vir rat, in Finland. Without greater hesitation r
IIltruded people's houses 10 ask a rarher abstract question about 'the border of music and
sound~' and for my own surprise we dr ifted into interesting discussions about the subject.
(Vikman 1994)
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Mapping diffl.'rl.' nt im:lges of'quietnl.'ss' of thl.' villagl.' as a 'common corporation' I haw
bl.'en following the theme of tourism in Cembra (Vikman 2002)

10

11

Interview with Eriheno Eulisse, Lisignaco (FD/NV/CI199)

The literary Him has has encour,lged (or insisted) on the revisiting, or reopening, of
ethnographer's accoums and analyses of their fieldwork ! ... land the representational crisis
(of this period) has jeopardised not only the produCTS of the ethnographer's work. but the
moral and intelleCTual authority of ethnographers themselves (At kinson et. al 2001, 3).

11

A suitable guideline was expressed in The Hand book of Ethnography: Research should
be judged in terms of it effeCTS, particularly on the colleCTivity, rather than in relation to
issues of power and cont rol . (DingwJll and Murphy 200 1. 343)

13

Ethnographic validity may be assessed accordi ng to Ihree canons: theoretical candor. the
ethnographer's parh. and field note evidence. Rcliabili()' refers to rhe repeatability, including
imerpl.'rsonal replicability, of scientific I!lterpretations (Sa njek 1990, 394- 395)

1';

1~

The suggestions for the list of questions were commentl.'d upon by Catharina Dyrssen.
Helmi Jarviluoma, He nrik Karlsson. Albert Map and Heikki Uimonen .

The kt")fwords in the project resarch plan were locality. place. quality of rh e environment
and sound. The rest of the selcwx\ themes ,HId headlines tried to follow rhe project research
plan (j:irviluoma 1999). They were General (personal information), Sound Preference.
Sounds and rhythms, About the village, Time, Place/places. AcouHic interaction. 'Sch iwphonia·. Lislening to Music. Traffic. As ,I joker, there was a question: Have you heard that
there has been soundscape researchers in this village before? Even if we met some "eterans
mentioned In Fivr Village Soundscapes study like David Grahalll in Dollar and Yngvc
Wirkander in Skruv.

1fj

As interpreted in some sou ndsca pe analysis. we can lean on the assumption that the
biggest power has traditionally produced the most determinative sounds: church bells ,md
traffic can be seen and heard as sign of power, wealth or SWtUS symbols (Schafer 1977b,
Corbin 1998).

!7

Later. I heard Ihis question was widely used. for example, in radio programs and interview articles as a popular way to ask about people's special preferences.

18

The definition of (he concept 'lifeworld' already refers to thl' tacit context tenor. and
pace of dail y life to which normally people gi\e no reflective attention and human beings
do not make (heir experiences in the lifeworld an object of conscious awareness (Sealllon
2000, 161 ) .

1')

I owe it to mention an inspiring soundscape sem inar I attended in Paris 1999 organized
hy Bemard Delage with this saml.' fascinating idea. He had developed questions to the
participants concerning future soundscape. Unforlunatel\" no document of the answers of
this event is available.

.10

31

As asked in a book called 'C olllemporary furures' (\Xlallman 1992 ).
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You don't hear anything 'round here!

Cognitive Maps and Auditory Perception
Heikki Uimonen

In

the late 1960's Canadian researchers began

to

create alternative and multi-

disciplinary methods 10 study our sonic erwi ronmem . In addition to the quanti tative and measurable features, the subjective and shared meanings of sounds and
voices were taken into consideration. O ne of the fundamental goals was

to

raise

awareness and advance local action for a bcner sonic envi ronment instead of relying upon quantitative measurements made by authorities or specialists.
There is a slight conlradinion between rhe ralher grandiose hope for a betTer
public awareness of the everyday soundscape, and the fact that so fa r the son ic
environment has been mainly the i!llercs[ of omsiders to the cOllllllunity or the
area that is being surveyed . This is not to say that residents have been completely
excluded by these ardent academics: 'Sound Preference Tests', questionnaires and
interviews ha,'e been cond ucted with local inhabitants. In particular, the discussions dealing with the sou nds of days gone by have provided usefu l information
and have been seemingly enjoyable for the interviewees as well. However, in general th e interview see ms to lack one quality; people find it difficult to talk about
issues that concern their everyday, co ntemporary sonic envi ron ment. The phrase
mentioned in the title is heard relati"ely often among residents who are so accus-
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wmed

to

the sounds in their surroundings that they no longer pay attention

to

them and thus find such sounds hard to verbalise. The main problem here is not
necessarily the validi ty of the questions but the lack of integrating new methods
with the ones that have, thus far, proved useful.
The views and the opinions of local inhabitants and the 'outside' researchers
obviously differ. These tWO groups of people arc affected by their different social
backgrounds and their past experiences in varyi ng ways. Each individual therefore
pays a different degree of :memion

to

sounds and the son ic environmem. Despite

the fae[ that their attitudes towards the shared soundscape may be quite dissim ilar,
it can be a starting poim for a comprehensive analysis of the soundscape. Both
groups produce valuable information separately and these views can be combined
not JUSt in interviews but also in other fields of research that can be appl ied to
Sou ndscape Studies.
Two alternative ways to approach the sonic environment come from architecture and environmental psychology. Within these rwo branches ofscience the studies
concerning the environment have dealt mainly with the visual aspens of perception (sce. e.g. Lynch 1960. Alias 1993) though it must be remembered that some
of the methods have also been applied to auditory perception (see Dyrssen 1998.
Hellstrom 1998, Hedfo rs & Grahn, 1998). T his paper is based mainly on literature that deals with soundscape issues and environmental psychology. It must be
noted though that the new methods which are introduced here - semalllic diffirm-

ria/ and cognitivr mllps - are presented only o n a theoretical level, since they have
not so far been tested in the field. In addition to thi s I will rake into consideration
field notes that were written on a three-month field trip to six European villages in
spri ng 2000 with the Acoustic Environments in C hange research project. The
actual analysis tools that have been developed fo r the soundscape are excluded
fro m this presentation. Instead, I will first comment on some methods - hltrr-

vinvs, SOllnd Diarirs and SOlllld Prrftrm((' TrffS- that can be and have been used to
involve the local inhabitants when surveying their sonic environment.

Cognitive Maps and Auditory Perception

Interviews
The environment can be observed bmh subjectively and objectively. At the level of
we are able for instance to recognize buildings in accordance with the
established ways of thinking that are co mmon in our culture (Prak 1977, op.cit.
Aura 1982,64-65). For example different kinds of activities are thus connected to
dt'llotlltiollS

the Church and to Industrial premises. In addition to this there ex ist rOllllotntiOllf
that are considered as secondary meanings that can be attached to differem kinds
of objects on a personallcvel (ibid.). Consequemly, environmemal sounds can be
said to have both denotations and con nOtations at the same time - they can carry
both general and personal mean ings.
It has been assumed that the plner is constructed by the mea nings that are
attached to a space (Stenros 1993,3 13, op.cit. Jarviluoma 1997,4 0) and that
sounds contribute to this process Uarviluoma 1997, 40). On the mher hand the
meanings are prone to change, especially with the auditory perception. The sounds
that once were the subject of active listen ing gradually fade away imo the background: shopping mall background music or the hum of the traffic are nm listened
to actively - if they ever were. l istening habits change or people JUSt seem to grow
numb. The attitude of a listener plays an imponam role in this matter: even the
familiar place can reveal itself in a completely new way when listened to carefully
(Uimonen 1999, 23). If the listener pays anention to rhe everyday environment
actively. he or she is attaching new meanings to it and therefore co nstructing an
environment in a different way.
Oddly enough, this also holds true when the interviewer wants someone to
represent his or her everyday sonic environmem in a not-50-familiar situation like
the interview. The researcher is thus provoking the person who is being interviewed to think in a way that he or she seldom - if ever - thinks (Pool 1989, 22.
op.cit. Vasenkari 1996,95). It can be argued that this pitfall of manipulating is
even more present when sounds are the tOpic of a discussion. Because familia r
sounds and voices are known to be difficult to verbalise, the interviewer must be
very cautious not to elicit desired and slIitable answers by for instance presenting
fixed questions instead of open-ended ones. At least this interaction should be
taken into consideration when the material is being analysed. What we are facing
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here is one of the paradoxes of 50undscape Studies and Social and Cultural Studies
in general: how to lIlquire <lbout matters that arc not being actively observed~

One solution to the said paradox is to take rhe interviewees 10 the places that
Hl the Five Villages Soundscapcs study

activate their memories. The researchers

did this successfully in Dollar, Scotland (Schafer 1977,71). They learned valuable
information about present sounds and sounds which have already disappeared by
walking around the district with its former town clerk (ibid .), In June 2000 a
similar incident took place in Nauvo, Finland . During the Acoustic Environment

in Change study the verger of the local church was being jnrerviewed at his
workplace. The soundscape of the church was quite original because of a grandfather clock that was placed close to the altar. The ticking of rhe clock brought back
the verger's childhood memories and sound events that possibly cou ld not have
been recolleered anywhere else (Uimonen , 2000a),

Sound Diaries and Sound Preference Tests
SOUlld dinriu are notes on the sounds that are heard during the day including rhe
feelings and thoughts that are related to these sonic phenomena. Originally these
notes were only written down by the researchers but lately the sound diaries have
been applied to the study of sound pr1i'rences of local inhahitanrs. One of the
advantages of this method is that a person who writes the sound diary inevitably
pays more attention

10

his or her everyday soundscape. For a non-residelll, like the

researcher this method is recommended especially when noting your first impressions since some of these perceived sounds tend ro grow familiar in a shoft time
and may therefore go unnoticed .
Sound diaries are quite practical when used in conj unction with interviews. It
is possible for researchers to get better acqu:lillled with the interviewee who keeps
a sound diary. Adequate guidance is needed, however, because in the worst case the
result

IS

a list of differem sounds without any information concerning their effect

on daily life. The other alternative is to hand OUt the questions in advance. Diaries
are desirable because of their time-saving nature especially when the sound preferences of a larger group are the target of a study.

Cognitive Maps and Auditory Perception
The sound diaries can also be used TO give suppor! TO SQlIlId Preference 7ests
which have been used 10 survey sonic likes and dislikes. The test simply asks informants to list the sounds that they do or do not like. According to the Five
Village Soundscapes study the most liked and d isliked sounds were, in general, the
natural sounds and technological sounds respectively. The effect of mass media was
also noted during the preference tests with school children. \Xfhen pupils were
asked to focus on their local environment. sounds like "lion roari ng" and ·'elephant
trumpetin( were included in the answers. (Schafer 1977 , 68), not to mention the
little Swedish fellow who twenty five years later in Skruv's Bjorkskolan started his
"Rock and roll, rock and roll" chant immediately when the question of the sounds
that you like the most was presenred (U imonen 2000b) .

Semantic differential
One of the other methods 10 study the relationship between the environment and
an individual is the selllallfir difj'remial. T his method has been successfully applied
in assessing the built environment. People have been asked to evaluate pictures of
landscapes with the help of the adjective list of opposing adjectives e.g. beauti fulugly, active-passive etc. The adjectives are arranged across a numerical range of
seven points (I TO 7) and the purpose of a the leSt is to find OUt how well these
adjectives describe the landscapes portrayed . (Osgood et. al. 1975 , op. cit. Am,j
1982, 66) Soundscape scholars could apply this method by recording the local
environmental sounds and play them 10 people who take pan in a test.
One of the advantages of the semantic diffetential is that it enables the researcher to become aware of the connotations and emotional meanings which are
attached to the sounds by the lIlhabitants of a certain district. The sound preferences can thus be studied systemaTically with the polar oppositions instead of the
personal likes and dislikes, which may differ considerably from each other. Accordi ng to Acking & Keller there seem 10 be eight kinds of emot ional secondary
meanings that are connected to perception of the environment (1972, op.cit.
Aura 1982, 66). These meanings are related to cosiness, diversity and spatial issues (ibid.) .
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As such, these subjective opinions are valuable pieces of information . Therefore

the semantic differential should not be considered as a substitute or a separate
method, especially when sounds and their meanings are in focus . The semantic
differential and subjective opinions shed light Onto the matter from diverse angles:
the former can raise connotations which would otherwise be difficult [0 recall

from memory and thus hard to verbalise. Polar oppositions can also serve as a
catalyst capable of evoking emotions and memories when connected to the sounds
of the environment. Furthermore the semanric differential can also be applied to a

sound preference test when a large number of people is being surveyed. To map
the subjective opinions of an extensive group and to go over and scrutinize
them in detail would demand more time-consuming methods.

Out

Cognitive Maps
Cognition and schema
According to Ulric Neisser coglll"rion is the activity of knowing: the acquisition,
organization and use of knowledge (1976, 1). Knowledge must be obtained before
it can be used and this acquisition is made by perceiving e.g. by listening, feeling
and looking. All of them depend upon structures called schemata which direct
perceptual activity. Perceiving does not require remembering in the ordinary sense,
bur it is an activity in which both the immediate past and the remote past are
present. (ibid., 13-14)
The perceiver is continuously constructing anticiparions of certain kinds of
information that enable he or she to accept it as it becomes available. Therefore "he
must actively explore the optic array to make it available, by moving his eyes or his
head or his body" . These explorations are directed by the anticipatory schemata
and the result of the explorations - the information picked up - changes the original schema. Because of this " it directs further exploration and becomes ready for
more information~ . (ibid ., 20- 21 )

Cognitive Maps and Auditory Pe rception
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When Neisser writes about audiwry perception he does not make any distinnion
between hearing and listening, although they differ from each other at least in that
sense that the former can be considered as passive and laner as an active way of
receiving audiwry information. Thus hearing may be defined as a physiological
funnion whereas listening is more or less cognitive. According to John Palmer, if
hearing may be deflned as the physiological function of ou r audiwry sense, e.g.
that we all have the possibility of physically detecting the sounds of o ur envi ronment, listening may be decipted as the psychological attribute which is in action
when we walH w discern the sounds heard. Listening is, therefore, hearing the
sounds of our enviwnment and mpolldillgto them acriveo' ( J 05, 1998). This kind
of perception usually excludes the effects of the hums and cominuous sounds on
informatio n pickup although these sounds can be listened w actively. On the other
hand the sounds in the foreground are perceived in relation w background sounds
so the twO processes mentioned can not be separated .
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In terms ofNeisser's perceptual cycle, hearing is basically the same sort of cyclic
activity as looking, although it requires no exploratory movements like those of the
eyes. The listener continuously develops readiness or anticipations for what will
come next, based on information he or she has already picked up. These amicipations
- which themselves must be formulated in terms of temporal patterns, not of
isolated moments - govern what he will pick up next, and in turn are modified by
it. (Neisser, 1976, 27)

Cognitive maps
A schema is part of the entire perceptual cycle which changes by experience. The
information that has been accepted by a schema after it has become available at the
sensory surfaces changes the schema itself. This directs movements that make more
information available. (Neisser 1976, 54) The nature of perception cannot be understood without taking the mobility of people imo account and the information
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produced by movement is fundamental to spatial orientation in the wider sense.
Information picked up as a result of motion is related to existing schemata and to a
cognitive map or orienting schema of the nearby environment. (ibid . 108~ 110)
The example of schema and a cognitive maps suggest a rather different model
of the relation between activities of different orders. They are embedded rather
than successive. All information can only be picked up by an appropriately tuned
schema. On the other hand all the information which is picked up modifies a
schema. \X1hen we are moving through the environmem, rhis can be called orienting schema or a cognitive map. This means that the perceiver and the environment
are always included in the cognitive map. (Neisser 1976, 113-118)

Representations
Environmental psychologists have used cognitive maps ro study the relationship of
the environment and the individual. A cognitive map refers ro an inner model that
a person has created from his or her physical environment. This imernai representation is constructed of visual, audirory, tactile and emocional information with the
environment in addition ro sensations that are connected ro smell and temperature. A cognitive map is not therefore a map-like picture but a simplified representation with different kinds of information (Aura, Horelli, Korpela 1997. 105~
106).

External repreuntatioll refers ro verbal or illustrated representations of the environment. Even though the concept of image can be used with both representations
mentioned above it must be remembered that parr of the internal representation is
subconscious. External and internal representations can thus also be referred to as
enviromnfntai descriptiollS and environmental images. On the whole, one can use
the term cognitive map to describe various processes connected to spatial thinking
or perception in a physical environment. (Alias 1993, 28- 29)
Cognitive maps not only help in orientating. they also have social significance.
The group images of residents or different groups of people may consist of common symbols or fixed points that can be a subject of a discussion or a point of
reference. Thus. the images are able to strengthen the feeling of togetherness and
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local identity. In addition to that, the images affect personal identity, since the
cognitive map is constructed from the places that are sign ificant (0 a person. If the
envi ronment is quickly changi ng the cognitive maps may become old and inadequate. As a result of this the activities become difficult for those groups of people
that are not able to use their envi ronmem easily ro gel acqua inted to changes in it,
and thus cantlot update their cognitive maps. (Au ra , Horelli, Korpela 1997, 107)
Unlike in fore ign places, the cognitive processes of orientating becomes a rouline in a famil iar environment (ibid. , 120). Kevin Lynch has swdied this construction of cognitive maps. In accordance with h is method the research can be performed with interviews, drawings, by recognizing the objects from the phowgraphs and with walks in an envi ronment that is ~ing studied (ibid., 108), On the
basis of these answers, and of rough sketch-maps, Lynch says that cognitive maps
typically include certain characteristic features like landmarks (e.g. towers) or paths
(e.g. routes) ere. A cogn itive map is therefore a perceptual schema, though on a
larger scale; it acceptS information and guides exploration . In addition to that such
a schema can be used as an independent source of information at interviews. (Neisser

1976, 123- 125)

Cognition and sounds cape
According to David Canrer "a place is the result of relationships between actions,
conceptions and physical attributes» . Because of this the place cannot be fully
identified before we know the physical parameters, a behaviour that is associated
with it and the conceptions "wh ich people hold of Ihat behaviour in that physical
environment". (1977, 158-159) Therefore, it is quill' understandable that the
place also manifests itself via sounds and voices and with the meanings that the
inhabitanrs aHach 10 these sonic phenomena. Physical and sonological attributes
must thus be taken into consideration and then compared to the cognitive representations that the residents have concerning thei r environment.
In the normal environment most of the objects arc lIIf't11Jingfit/: they afford
possibilities and carry implications. It is these mea nings that are perceived, not JUSt
lights or sounds. According 10 Neisserthe meaning muSt be supplied by the perceiver
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after he has registered the stimuli . (ibid. 70-7 1) In this sense Neisser concurs with
the soundscape researchers very clearly because the focus of the study is neither o n
the stimuli nor on quantitative factors of the soundscape but in the meanings that
are attached to sounds and voices. Quite understandably we do not hear vibrations
but meanings, and meanings are not measurable (Stockfelt 1995, 59). Nevertheless they can be studied and analysed qualitatively.
Apparendy, quiet soundscapes and rheir meanings can be interpreted in many
alternative ways. As stated above the observer coming form outside of the community uses his or her sonological competence to value different aspect of his or her
current sonic whereabouts - so to speak. Despite the valuable first impressions, the
local soundscape may sound somewhat alienating since the meanings and cultural
values attached to different sounds and voices are not familiar to a newcomer.
Unlike outsiders the local inhabitants are in differem position to, "understand
environmental sounds as meaningful~ (Truax 1994, 50). This soundscnpe competence is quite close to concepts of the skilled and unskilled perceiver: the former is

able to gain more meaning from the stimulus because, "he detects features and
higher-order structures to which the naive viewer is not sensitive" (Gibson, op.cil.
Neisser 1976, 20). It goes without saying that competent locals are more aware of
subtle differences of their soundscape than people from outside of their community and are able to find meanings that remain unclear to an outsider. On the o ther
hand the outsider may find everyday sounds more interesting and intriguing.
Nevertheless, cognitive maps and their representations can provide valuable
information for soundscape studies. They already have in practice, since a certain
kind of external representation has been applied to the analysis of the son ic environmem. Different kinds of sounds and voices have been marked on a map during
so-called liuenillg walks though one has to keep in mind that in this case ir is not a
matter of reminiscing about the sonic environment but the active listening that
takes place m situ. Also, it must be noted that the soundscape is not documemed
by the residents but by the outsiders of the community.
Cognitive maps could be used to support the interview or vice versa because
the verbalisation usually also brings OUI other aspects, more than jusllhe physical
ones. The physical elements are usually the first to be presented when a person is
asked to represent cognitive maps in a drawing. (Aura 1982, 58). The semantic
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differential would bring additional perspective to the case in hand because the
carefully considered polar oppositions would also funCl ion as a tool when the significance and the meanings of the environmental sounds a TC being studied.
In a study of the Finnish town Oulu there were 121 informants who drew
pictures of the town and answered questions presented in writing. (Alias 1993) To
interview such a vast number of people would be onerous for a researcher unless a
smaller group of people were selected to answer morc detailed questions. Anmher
possible way to combine the methods introduced above would be to record environmental sounds and to play them [Q inhabitants. During the {CSt they would be
asked to mark the sounds on the map that they have drawn themselves.

Conclusion
Cognitive maps have been adapted mainly to visual perception, so the challenges
of applying them to audi tOry perception are still ahead of us. It is debatable whether
the methods developed fo r visual perception are adequate for the perception of
sonic events or soundscape in general. On the whole it might be reasonable to ask
if the smdy of the son ic environmem and how it is perceived is possible without
taking the visual or other senses imo consideration. Or to quote Ulric Neisser
(1976. 29).
"The schemata that accept information and direct the search for more of it are
not visual or auditory or tactile, but percepmal. To attend to an event means to
seek and accept every sort of information about it, regardless of modality, and
to imegrate all the information as it becomes available. H aving heard someth ing, we look to see it, and what we see then determines how we locate and
interpret what we hear.~
On the other hand sonic phenomena have an effect on our everyday life whether
we perceive them consciously or not. The point is to find suitable methods of
chaning these effects and especially how we react to them. Heari ng or listening
should not be co nsidered as - or in the worst case reduced to - just another way of
receiving information which works in collaboration with other senses, but as an
independent sense as well.
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The Urban Nightingale
- or some theoretical considerations
about sound and noise

Detlev Ipse"

T he Zeit, onc of the importa nt weekly journals in Germ:my, recently published
a number of articles about noise (Die Zeir, august 9th 200 I), They relate a lot of
interesting information. For example, it is mcmioned that the volume of a police
car's siren has risen forty decibels since the beginning of the last cemury (this single
fact call tell us a lot about the volume o f other sounds in German cities). We are

also lold that during the

laSt

rwemy years the average level of the urban acoustic

vol ume has doubled and there is no indicatOr that this tendency will decrease.
More than 65% of the people feel disturbed by !Taffle noise. More than 25% of the
male population between lhe age of 14 and 25 years suffer from ear diseases.
Blit at the end of all these articles, there is no proposal that tells us what should
be done, either by the people or their politicians,

10

reduce such noise. Henrik

Karlsson has given us some important ideas about the polilical, economic and
scientific barriers, which inhibit positive changes (Karlsson 2000, p.10). Karlsson
proposes that a healthy acoustic environment should become a common right.

10 realise this political aim it is necessary to find a clear definition of noise and
sound. On the one hand this may seem simple. We know that a physiological limit
for acoustic volu me exists which is harmful for an average person. But this is not
out normal experience. In everyday life the qualiry of the acoustic environment is
commonly differentiated into what is comfortable and what is uncomfortable to
the listener. But to find OUt which acoustic environment is comforrable or not, is
even more difficult task.
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This paper will discuss a proposal to define the difference of sound and noise
which will hopeful!y become a pragmatic orientation: I will try to develop a theoretical idea about a given acoustic environment, one which people find more attractive than another. On the basis of these theoretical considerations, this paper
will then propose how one could design an urban soundscape which is a little bit
more comfortable than the existing onc.

Definitions of Sound and Noise
R. Murray Schafer proposed four types of noise deflnitions, which vary from subjective to objective (Schafer, 1977, p.182):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Unwanted noise
Unmusical sound (defined as non-periodic vibration)
Any loud sound
Disturbance in any signal system

From my poim of view, three of them (unwanted, loud, disturbance) belong to the
same psychological concept: frustration. In [he field of psychology, frustration is a
key concept. Frustration means rhe interruprion of behaviour at an individual
level. The unwanted sound, the loud sound and the disturbance of any signal
system are independent factors , which have a high probability to interrupt an
ongoing process of action. Frustration is the emotional response to an interruption
of a process, an action or behaviour, which would satisfy a person. Sometimes
frustration is followed by aggression . To give an example: if a student concentrates
on the solution of a mathematical problem and in [he same moment a baby starts
to cry this will interrupt their concentration. If the student is stressed this acoustic
stimulus will frustrate them further. He or she will interpret the baby's cry as noise.
On the other hand, parents might perceive the same cry as a lovely signal.
Both the quantitative and qualitative indicators of noise can only be understood within a cultural frame of reference. Generally speaking, culture defines the
signal and decoding system in which all forms of communication take place and
culture also defines the acceptable volume of acoustic environments . In the Greek
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culture for example, in the mornings and at night, a rather high volu me is accepted, but in the afternoons it is not. In the German culture high levels are accepted throughout the day but not during the night. Also the exceptions of this
rule are culturally defined: popular festivals in Germany are, so to speak, the 'permission' or licence for a rather high volume, whereas between Sunday morn ing
and afternoon the level has to be low.
In each culture again, one can identify various sub-cultures, group values and
individual preferences referring to noise and sound in different ways. W hich means
for a definition of sound and noise, one can look at their level of social acceptance.
In special places and defined areas these sub-cultural differences or individual preferences take place. The fans of car racing like the sound of racing cars but in every
culture this sound is restricted in time and space. The sound of car racing in Monte
Carlo is accepted and even loved in some parts of the city but restricted to a certain
period of ti me. If some young drivers race ca rs in other pans of the city or outside
the racing season in the same part of town, people will become angry and even the
pol ice may intervene.
Both culturally and individually, we can define the difference berween sound
and noise by our 'likes' and 'disl ikes', by the sonic environments that we seek or
avoid, by what arouses or frus trates us. This is very similar to the notion of noise as
unwanted sound given by Schafer cited above. But we have to make dear that
sou nd and noise should not be understood as a dualism but as a continuum. For
this reason, one has a very broad and complex range within which the 'optimum'
acoust ic envi ronment is identified.
Schafer poi nted our, that it would be necessary to analyse the whole acoustic
environment because it is not JUSt one sound signal that may be d isliked but a
complex slTucture of various sounds. I would like to emphasize that it is necessary
to analyse the whole perceptive field because there is a high interrelation berween
our visual, acoustic, olfactory and tactile perception of the envi ronment. One can
define an 'ecology of perception' as a balance of these different sensual modes. That
way each sense is able to develop its optimal potential within the integrated or
synaesthetic level of perception . This leads us to the concept of the perceptive
situation. It indudes al l stimu li, which affect the individual mode of evaluating the
quality of the acous(ic environment of a person. To understand why sometimes a
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specific acoustic stimu lus frustrates a person and sometimes not, we have to analyse the whole perceptive si tuation.
Someone may argue that it is simply an overload of acoustic stimuli which
lead s 10 evaluate a situation as frustrating but , we hypothesise, that to analyse the
perceptive situation will be morc successfu l in understanding rhe d ifference berween sou nd and noise.

Avoiding a conservative bias
Since the vcry beginning of the World Soundscape Project, the qualiry of the acoustic
environment was its main issue. Murray Schafer formu lated a rather dea r and
simple hypothesis concerning the quality of a soundscape - 'The transition from
rural to urban life ca n be characterised generally as a passage from the hi-h to the
10-11 soundscape." (Schafer 1976, p 6) The reason for this, Schafer argues, is the
loss of daily and seasonal rhyt hms, of "synchronised beauty", which can be fou nd
in natural environments, In this sense, the European vi llages, which ha\'e been
studied by Schafer's research group, seem to belong to a simi lar natural environment, or their soundscape can be described by sim ilar rhythms.
JUSt the opposite is argued to be typical for urban settlements. "An (urban) 10f(

sou ndscape is one in which trivial or conflicting acoustic information masks the

sounds we want or need to hear. Everything operates si multaneously with much
wasted acoustic energy and attendant destruction of nerves and eardrums" (Schafer,

1976, p 6). Besides the fact that this formulation has a dear anti-modern and antiurban connotation (which is mainly motiv:lIed by the feel ing of being separated
from 'natural' and familiar pallerns by the process of indUSlfialization and modern isation), it can also be understood with in the frame of a general theory of motivation, especially the !lleocy of complexity, which I would like to use here to analyse 'acoustic qual ity'.
This paper proposes a different theory to that ofSchafer; it is nOt the difference
between countryside and urban places which produces hi or low fidelity, but the
level of acoustic com plexity which influences the evaluation of the acoustic enviro nment.
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The Theory of Complexity
Let us stan with a short story. Once a friend of mine told me to go to a certain
place in the city to listen to the beautiful sound of a nightingale, singing in the
middle of an urban industrial landscape. That same night I searched and found the
described place. It was a triangular area between tWO rail tracks and a highway. A
narrow path for railway workers passed some bushes and a number of small trees.
At night J could hear the sound of the city; running trains, the voices of some men
cleaning the wagons of a train, the rhythmic sound of cars leaving a runnel and the
song of one or two nightingales.
Like my friend, I felt this place was fascinating because the acoustic experience
seemed to be contradictory. I am used to hear the song of nightingales in the
countryside. I connect it to memories of a farmhouse holiday and not in the leastlike here - with the context of my everyday urban life. This 'contradiction' or
abnormaliry could be the reason for the song of the urban nightingale being more
anractive to me than a rural one.
This story leads us to some theoretical considerations. An acoustic situation
may be attractive because it does not fit into our normal experiences, such as the
nightingale's song. But without doubt this does not apply to all persons. The urban niglningale will be attractive for a person who seeks new, unexpected, bizarre
and complex information. But another person may define the situation as an unattractive one for the same reason . For he or she it is toO unexpected, too new, too
bizarre, and toO complex. And a third person may feel that the situation is not
attractive because he or she had bad experiences in cities at nighr. This person may
feel anxiety in this dark and strange locality in between railways and an urban
highway. If one is timid, he or she is stressed and not open to new information .
That means we need some more theoretical knowledge to come to clarify the
different reactions to identical acoustic situations. To understand how people judge
their acoustic environment, the stimulation theory seems to be useful. Berlyne,
who did a lot of work in this field, stated a hypothesis and tested it with a lot of
experiments (Bedyne 1974). The hypothesis fo llows the idea that the motivational
value of a situarion may depend on the information , which belongs to it. The
relation between the motivational quality of a situation and the complexity of its
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information is a non-linear regression.
Let me explain: if the complexity of the information is rather low we find a
situation less attractive. The same is the case if the complexity is very high and
therefore not ' readable'. Between these two extremes, there is a level of complexity,
which generates the highest possible motivation of an individual. This applies to
any form of information including acoustic information.

Optimum level

u

Figure I:
ComplexiTY
oflnforrnation
and MOTivaTion
(curiosiTY)

-

•
o

low

- - - - - - - --'-

complexity of information
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We know this from our everyday life. If a siruation does nor have any new aspects
for us, we feel bored. We will not be morivated to look for this kind of situation.
On the other hand if we feel that a situation is overloaded, we try to escape. So the
complexity of a situation basically determines [he quality of a situation.
We also know from our daily experiences, that the way in which people define
a situation varies. For different individuals the same level of complexity may be
attractive or llll:lllracrive. This shows, rhar the way the complexity of a situation is
judged depends on the individual adaptability and the features of the situation .
The more one knows a situation the less complex the information input gets for
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this person . A person with a high level of adaptability needs more complexity to
find a situation attractive than another person with a low adaptive level.
But even for one individual the level of adaptability is not stable but dynamic.
A person may perceive a situation to be too complex one momem, tomorrow it is
judged to be at the optimum point, and the day after it is too simple. All this fits
into our everyday experiences: We know a friend who is bored in a city which we
think is very attractive, and we find ourselves becoming tired, if we hear the same
story several times.
At this point one can conclude that the definition of the quality of a soundscape
is partly a funct ion of its complexity. The complexity itself is the outcome of a
dynamic relationship between one individual's level of adaptability on the one
hand and the informational properties of the situation on the other. This relationsh ip varies between different individuals and also between different cultural groups.
It also varies with time as a function of collective experiences and knowledge that
individuals or groups gain throughout their lives.
LeT us go back to the question for whom the song of the urban nightingale is
attractive and for whom nor. For myself the quality of the urban nightingale can
simply be explained through the innovative character of the situation . This raises
the complexity to a level, which makes this urban-industrial visual and acoustic
landscape attractive to me.
This theory, as far as it is has been developed up to now, may explain the
hypothesis of Murray Schafer as well: The perception of nature or a village from an
urban perspective includes a lot of innovative elements. In this sense it may be the
difference, which causes the beauty. In the unatttactive urban soundscape, the
feeling of conflicting information may be due to a lack of structure, which can be
used to understand this soundscape as a melody or to speak in terms of psychology: to understand the soundscape as a gestalt (shape/figure), which makes sense
to us.
An example may be useful: The one who likes the urban nightingale might be a
student in urban aesthetics. He knows a lot of cities and different urban soundscapes.
Because of his experiences with this issue he achieved a high level of adaptability.
To be satisfied he needs unexpected and complex situations . Another person studies the song of birds in a purist way. Each acoustic or other stimulus frustrates him
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because it disturbs (he pure song of a bird. This person has a high level of adaptability as well, hut the focus of his interest leads him 10 another interpretation of
the situation. H e may perceive the urban context of the nightingale's song as noise.
A third person visits the city after a long stay in a very quiet mountain area. His
level of adaptability is raTher low. Therefore he will interpret the perceptive situation of the urban nightingale as overloaded and defines the acoustic environment
there in general as noise.

The perceptive situation
In the next step we have to define the meaning of the perceptive situation. A
perceptive simalioll has three components. The first onc is the focus. In our stOry
the song of the nightingale is the focus. It is the reason why my friend advised me
to visit that place and it has been the motivation for me to Stay there for an hour or
even more. The second componem is the contexl. The contextual qualities of this
triangular area were the sound of cars and of railway traffic. the voices of the workers and the murmur of the city. Besides the acoustic elements, the shadows drawn
by some lights and the darkness of the tr~S and bushes are pan of the contextual
component. The third component of the perceptive situation is the knowledge.
Knowledge, which was ga ined from past experiences in similar circumstances and
the stories, associated with them .
These residual elements are of great importance. They are not on ly the bridge
between rhe different time intervals of our biography but they also connect our
personal experiences with the collective knowledge of our culture. In our story. I
remembered the songs o f nightingales I had heard earlier in my life and associated
these events with the countryside and my holidays. The particular anenrioll I gave
to the nightingale was caused by the exception of a bird singing d uring the nigh t
and the imporrance this bird had for the atmosphere of a summer night in the
middle of Europe. In th is way my former knowledge of a nightingale singing at the
countryside has been placed in an urban context. This relation creates a rather
high level of complexity and leads to a positive evaluation of the urban nightingales song.
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To understand complexity one has to analyse the whole situarion created by Ihe
focus, Ihe COlllo.t, and rhe residual. Sometimes we do not like a soundscapc be~
cause the context is overwhelming, but the focus we would like to hear. I guess this
is what Schafer is referring to when he describes the urban soundscape as 'trivial'.
Sometimes the quality of a situation is due to the fact that the context and the
focus are changing all the time. This is very often the case if we describe an urban
situation in a posi tive sense.
In any sound pomait of Manhattan one can find the voices of people from
differem elhnic cultures and the sound of fire sirens. The most importalll factor
for rating a soundscape is the residual element. The ind ividual and the collective
memory draw the frame of reference for our evaluation of the si tuation. If someone has an anti-modern, ami-urban or ami-technical attitude he or she will not try
to fi nd interesting sounds in such parts of ou r world. He or she will not understand people spending their weekend to listen to the sound of a ca r-race. The
mixture of rap and the acoustic rhythm of skateboarding will be understOod as
noise. And if one has an urban and modern attitude that person will never understand the farmer listen ing to the cows mumbling in the stable.
These attitudes are the more fixed pan s of memories bur millions of associations are a rich pool to create new melodies and form a new shape. I know that
these arguments simplifY the real world, which is not as dual. Postmodernism has
been helpful to open the mind and escape the dual frame in which the world was
seen before. Ou r experiences provide the possibility to combine contradictions
with new images. But still it is true that our experiences of yesterday Structure the
perception of today.
To change the scope of our perception is not easy because we need a stable
frame to keep our system of o rientation working. In search of some strategies to
create mo re awareness of environmenral issues we developed, together with a group
of anim, a sound installation in the celllre of Frankfurt. People shopping in a
market hall were able to hear different sounds of water where normally no water
can be heard. The theory behind this installation was to change the normal acoustic shape of this place and open the mind to associate the urban daily rout ine with
feelings or reflections o n the use of water in the city. The experiment did not have
impact o n all the people crossing the square on thei r way to shop. But at least 30%
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spent significant longer time than the control group on the square and most of the
people who were interviewed gave statements abouI the relationship benveen the

urban and naTUral environment.
We can conclude that, if the success and chance co change peoples perceptive
frame is measured by the number of persons who spent more time than usual in
the new soundscapc comeXI , we can be optimistic.

Pluralistic soundscapes
This gives us the chance 10 switch from rhe theoretical remarks about complexity
and the value of soundscapes

to

the question how acoustic environments using the

stimulation theory and the idea of complexity as guidelines can be designed. We
live in a pluralistic world and sociology tells us that in most western countries the
mnd ofliving in individual concepts will grow (Beck 1996). This leads us to some
ideas how one could design the urban soundscape in a way, where different people,
groups and cultures will find their own and appropriate level of complexity in their
everyday life. Four types of soundscape patterns may help us to develop such a
design.
The most traditional one is the dual soundscape. We know this as a general
structure of historic European cities. The crowded marketplace and the busy main
street is one image o f the city. The quiet church or monastery, the semi-private
square in a neighbourhood, the garden of a famil y home is the other side. T he dual
soundscape correlates with a dual organisation of space and time in general.
So we perceive the space as urban or rural, Ihe lime as day o r night, the life as
public or private, the social structu re as rich or poor, the demographic situation as
young o r old. All these dual patterns are associated with specific, mostly traditional , sound cultures and soundscapes, The soundscape of a village has b«n
associated with traditional songs, the chime of the church's bell and the rhythm o f
work in a shop for handicrafts. The city is associated with traffic noise, the sound
of run ning people and big factOries, In a dual soundscape one panern can easily
switch from one level o f complexity to another and even change the type of gestalt.
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But in Fact this traditional dual pattern is more and more mixed and differentiated . The quiet parts of the city are often colo nized by tourism; the private space
is penetrated with the sound of radios, televisions and telephones. On the other
hand the sphere of the public becomes more private with mobile phones and highly
fragmented social organisation. And this is also true for most of the orher dual
pairs especially fo r the difference bet\veen the urban and the rural.
Even in this situation, we can analyse any space - a city, a village, a suburb, or a
whole region - and try to idenrify the potential of dual soundscapcs. Sometimes
o nly small interventions are needed to transform a square into a place of contemplation or to organise a dialogue benveen a private pocket garden and a highly
frequelUed su eer. A good example is the inner square of the Louvre. The sound of
conStant running water makes this square quiet though thousands of visitors are
waiting there. Onc ca n try to develop parts of the city for different cultures and
help in this way to differentiate the soundscape and lower the level of complexity.
To differentiate the sound with time and space patterns will equip the ci ties with a
more plural istic soundscape.
The second pattern I would like to propose is the conversational soundscape.
So o ne can define a soundscape, which is based on dialogues. To perceive a
soundscape as conversational, the acoustic environment has to be understood as a
process. A very well known example of this pattern is the horns and sirens of ships
and trains in the Vancouver region .
Sometimes this dialogue startS self-organ ised. You still find this phenomenon
when the cocks in Athens or Cairo Sta rt their day. As soon as one of them starts
crowing the next one will answer and after some minutes a conversational soundscape
has been created. T he modern equivalent of these cities is the dialogue of taxi
drivers sou nding their horns. A dialogue can also be designed. The city of
Han nMUnden has realized a sound performance, which is conslfucted as a dialogue berween the designed sound and the self organized or auto poetic soundscape
of the city. The sound ilmallation reacts to the acoustic situation of the city.
The third soundscape pattern is synthetic. Symhetic means the combination of
different images and sounds, which normally do not go together. With their gathering a new soundscape is created. We know this very well in the field of music.
The mix of Andalusian and Maghrebean music is a successful example. The com-
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ing togethe r of railway sounds and the song o f a nighti ngale is anOther. The

mOfe

our world becomes inrercu]mral the greater is the chance to create syn thetic soundscapes. As far as I can judge, the synthetic sou ndscapes will be more experimental

and may fit bc::ner into a sub-cultural milieu.
The th ree diffe rent lYpes of so undsca~ patterns correl:ne with d iffe rent levels
of complexiry. The dual pattern is the least complex one; the synthetic pam=rns
possess the highest complex iry. We have argued that the perceptive situation nowadays is very d ifferentiated as well. D ifferent individuals and d ifferent subcuh ures
need different levels of comp]('xiry. If the urban area is designed in a way that
people can find the different patterns of soundscapes in d ifferent pans of {he city
{hen you will get a situation where people can choose their optimum sound place.
In this way a pluralistic soundscape design may be ap prop riate for a society, which
d ifferemiates more and more.
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